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ABSTRACT

Background:

The clinical facilitator (CF) role has evolved to enable the clinical transition of the growing numbers of culturally and linguistically diverse overseas qualified (CALD OSQ) nurses who have brought nursing experience and knowledge to Australia. The presence of CALD OSQ nurses in Australia reflected globalisation patterns of nursing which contributed to the imbalance of the distribution of global health service delivery. The continued reliance on CALD OSQ nurses has added to the overwhelming health workforce shortages in developing nations. However the World Health Organisation (2010) proposed the origins of the health workforce crisis stemmed from the gulf between health professional education and standards of health service delivery. This study aimed to describe participant CFs’ views of the clinical transition challenges faced by CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum and their views on strategies to address these challenges. A gap in research was found on this topic.

Methods:

Four CALD and four non CALD participants were selected using purposive quota sampling for this qualitative descriptive study. Data were collected using semi structured interviews which were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Transcribed data were coded and analysed to generate themes and subthemes relating to the study aim and research questions.

Results:

Three key challenges and three key strategies were identified which were represented by a main theme and up to two subthemes. Each key challenge was aligned with a key strategy. The key challenges and strategies comprised:

1. Lack of knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses; Gain cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs.
2. Loss of CF role autonomy: Mismatch between CFs’ expectations and ward priorities; Strengthening CF role autonomy: Aligning CF expectations with ward experiences.
3. Differences in communication styles; Addressing differences in communication styles.

Discussion:

To explain CFs’ holistic facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum, experiential learning theory was used to describe the participant CF in a partnership with CALD OSQ nurses in the learning and teaching process. An environmental model was used to explain that the learning and teaching process was impacted by multiple influences which challenged the participant CFs’ role. This interpretation of the
study findings provided new local knowledge to address these challenges. Further distillation of the findings enabled incorporation of literature sources to strengthen this new local knowledge. Hence the key challenges and strategies were distilled into three main interpretations of the study for discussion in relation to the literature and comprised: ‘Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs’; ‘Aligning CF expectations: CF role autonomy to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning’; ‘Participant CFs enabling the formation of therapeutic relationships and assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles’.

**Conclusion:**

In conclusion this study affirmed that clinical facilitation strategies must be strengthened to empower CALD OSQ nurses with lifelong learning skills for transformative, deep learning. Implications for clinical practice include the need to use research evidence to sustain change to experiential learning practices applied to the whole body of culturally diverse nursing students. Potential benefits to the nursing profession comprise enriched CF strategies for facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition, critical improvements in health service delivery and greater success with nursing workforce retention.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

A crisis in the global health workforce has resulted in over a billion people worldwide, being unable to access adequate health services (World Health Organization (WHO), 2011). This crisis was mainly due to critical shortages, imbalanced skill mix and uneven geographical distribution of health professionals (WHO, 2011). Controversy surrounded culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) overseas qualified (OSQ) nurses transferring their qualifications to provide health services in Australia and other receiving countries (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Health Statistics, 2011a). The result of CALD OSQ nurses’ qualification transfer has been shown to contribute to the uneven ratios in major emerging economies compared to the OECD average (OECD, 2011b). According to the WHO (2010) the root of the health workforce crisis stemmed from the theory practice divide that has existed between health professional education and standards of health service delivery. Clinical facilitators (CFs) have been on the frontline of combatting the problems arising from this theory practice divide for CALD OSQ nurses.

Achieving health outcome targets in New South Wales (NSW), Australia has required focus on improvements in clinical education during the three million hours of clinical placements for clinical practicum across all health disciplines (NSW Health 2012a). Regardless of their cultural background, graduate nurses were expected to be ready to provide high standards of health service delivery once registered in Australia. The CFs have had the critical responsibility of ensuring these standards were reached during CALD OSQ nurses’ transition to clinical practice.

This study’s aim was to describe participant CFs’ views of the clinical transition challenges faced by CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum and their views on strategies to address these challenges. Expected outcomes were to respond to a gap in the literature, answer the research questions and formulate facilitation strategies to potentially empower future CFs. Significance of the study to be detailed in 1.3.1 was derived from the need for CFs to address their role in CALD OSQ nurses’ preparation to graduate as registered nurses (RNs). The study purpose included informing CFs’ efforts to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition leading to readiness for health service delivery as registered nurses (RNs) in Australia.
The study participants were CFs with Australian nursing registration. The participant CFs were employed by the university to facilitate Bachelor of Nursing (BN) students toward making the clinical transition from theory taught at university. Since clinical practicum was financed and coordinated by tertiary institutions, CFs were ideally positioned to provide their views of challenges and associated strategies. Focus of the study has been placed on clinical transition during clinical practicum which was the experiential learning strand of the BN. The remainder of this Chapter firstly provided an overview of the background followed by the aim and rationale of the study. Finally, the significance of the study has been presented in relation to transformations in clinical models of nursing, stimulated by World Health Organisation (WHO) goals, and enacted by state health organisations. A Chapter summary and outline of the thesis have acted as a lead into the remaining four Chapters.

1.2 Overview of Background

The following sections described the relevant study background. Since the background provided an important context it was organised to incorporate the local, national and international context of the study. Contextualizing the study began with facilitation, the study participants and their CF role followed by clinical transition, information regarding arrival of CALD OSQ nurses in Australia, and clinical practicum. Subsequent to this was an in-depth discussion of the cultural standpoint of nursing in Australia which provided the lens through which this study was viewed. Finally the global context of CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses included migration, nursing shortages and workforce retention issues. Consequently the background included the following five subsections: Local background: facilitation the CF role and clinical transition; the participating site: CALD OSQ nurses and regulatory bodies; CFs, clinical practicum and CALD OSQ nurses; National background: the Australian nursing cultural standpoint; International background: CALD OSQ nurses’ migration, nursing shortages and retention. Since this is a local study the next three subheadings refer to local background issues. The national and international backgrounds each have one subheading.

1.2.1 Local background: Facilitation, the CF role and clinical transition

The study participants who were the CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum were not a separate population since they facilitated culturally diverse groups who may have been CALD and non CALD international and local students (Burrows, 1997; Dickson, Walker & Bourgeois, 2006; Ellis & Hogard, 2003; Hogard and Ellis, 2006; Lambert & Glacken, 2005). Relevant research studies into facilitation, the role of the CF, transition and the meaning of clinical transition have been reviewed in Chapter Two. A brief outline has been presented in this subsection as background information. It became evident that there was limited information regarding CFs facilitating CALD and non CALD international
BN students. Discerning what was known about the role of the CF in preparation for the current study was extrapolated from current knowledge regarding the CF facilitating predominantly non CALD, local BN student populations.

Overall, four main responsibilities enabled CFs to orchestrate the health facility clinical practice environment so that it provided an effective clinical practicum learning environment. These responsibilities included preparing the clinical practice environment, facilitating student transition into the clinical learning environment, maximizing learning opportunities and providing support (Lambert & Glacken, 2005). Clinical facilitation was differentiated from supervision by its supernumerary status whereby CFs were without the responsibility of a patient allocation (Lambert & Glacken, 2005). According to Henderson and Tyler (2011) the CFs’ role was to enhance and support clinical practice as well as support RNs in their major role of supervising students with the development of a teaching and learning role. While CFs were expected to promote recruitment and retention of nurses, they were also expected to embrace self-directed, lifelong learning, critical reflection and research (Lambert & Glacken, 2005). Activities expected of them included developing alliances, demonstrating and enabling practice of skills (Dickson, et al., 2006).

Clinical facilitators were described as the essential element for facilitating successful clinical transition for student nurses’ clinical experiences (Lambert & Glacken, 2005). In this context, clinical transition meant the different processes undergone to adapt to the changed circumstances in clinical practice (Kralik, Visentin & Van Loon, 2006). Successful clinical transition according to Kralik et al. (2006) inferred that feelings of distress were replaced with a sense of well-being and a sense of control over a change event. It was crucial that students had positive learning experiences during this time to enable them to make the transition from simulated nursing skills in laboratories to the actual health care environment with patients (Eyre, 2010; Lambert & Glacken, 2005).

An important point was that defining facilitation incorporated its purpose. Instead of knowledge being provided by an expert instructor for students the CF and learner generated knowledge together through critical reflection and discussion in the context of clinical learning (Dickson et al., 2006). Henderson and Tyler (2011) emphasised that facilitation of clinical practicum was a key part of clinical educational preparation in nursing programs and that it was essential to optimise learning during this time. Awarding clinical pass to students provided some measure of the effect of educationally sound, clinical facilitation of BN students’ successful clinical transition. However, as shown in Chapter Two, the literature provided
limited information regarding CFs’ facilitation strategies to enable CALD OSQ nurses to achieve successful clinical transition in New South Wales (NSW), Australia.

1.2.2 Participating site: CALD OSQ nurses and regulatory bodies

This subsection introduced the participating site and the proportion and possible nationalities which constituted the subset of CALD OSQ nurses within the CALD international BN student population. In addition this data was related to trends occurring within Australia’s skilled migration program. Educational and English language standards have been explained with reference to national regulatory bodies.

The CALD OSQ nurses being facilitated in this study were enrolled into the BN at the participating site in NSW Australia which was one of the campuses of a national university. As illustrated in Figure 1, CALD OSQ nurses constituted a unique subgroup within the CALD international BN student population. Figure One also illustrated that the proportion of CALD OSQ nurses to international students across the three year BN in NSW in March 2012 to April 2014 increased from 21% to 36%. Similarly, CALD OSQ nurses at the participating site in 2012 made up approximately 28% which increased slightly to 30.5% of CALD international students in NSW in April 2014. However, in previous years there has been a particularly high proportion (40 to 55%) of CALD international students in the undergraduate BN at the participating site (Wright & Gollan, 2008). Based on the university statistics and Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), the high proportion of international CALD BN students reflected a national trend (Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), 2006; Wright & Gollan, 2008).

Factors perpetuating the trend to steadily increase CALD international BN student enrolments in Australia in 2008-2012 included: Australia’s skilled migration program; reliance on full fee paying international students to fund local students; global nursing workforce shortages and poor retention rates (WHO, 2011). There were 379,214 enrolments by full fee paying students in Australia on student visas in June 2013 which represented a 2.2% decline from June 2012 from a 5.8% average increase over the preceding 10 years (Australian Education International (AEI), 2013). Although there has been a decline in enrolments since June 2012, there has been growth of 15% in Higher Education international student visas granted to offshore applicants in the first quarter of 2013 (AEI, 2013). In addition, CALD international BN students’ pathway have been eased as student visa increases have been attributed to Australian Government reforms to streamline student visa processing and improvements for post study work visas (AEI, 2013).
Educational institutional standards also have Australian Government regulations for enrolling CALD OSQ nurses. The Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (TEQSA) Act (2011) has been applied to international education providers seeking to offer higher education such as the BN in Australia (TEQSA Act, 2011). A requirement delineated by the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for Overseas Students (CRICOS) included that endeavours must be made by the educational institution to socially and academically integrate all CALD OSQ nurses and CALD international students with local students during their studies (Department of Education, Employment & Workplace Relations (DEEWR), 2013).

The top five nationalities which contributed 53.7% of all nationalities to Australia’s international student enrolments in all sectors were: China (29.7%), India (9.2%) Republic of Korea (5.3%) Vietnam (4.8%) and Malaysia (4.7%) (AEI, 2013). The CALD OSQ nurses were assessed along with other international students for qualification transfer of registration to Australian requirements before their student visas were issued (Hawthorne, 2005). In addition to overseas nursing qualifications the international CALD students’ standards of English were carefully monitored by nursing registering authorities. All CALD students including CALD OSQ nurses with less than five years of recent English education required a minimum of 7 overall for an international English language testing system (IELTS). This meant that an IELTS of 7 was required between the four skills in the English language comprising: listening, reading, writing and speaking. While some CALD OSQ nurses students may have been able to write at level 7.5 yet could only speak at level 6.5. Standards have recently been raised from CALD international students requiring an overall IELTS of 6.5 to 7 in response to continuing difficulties with English language during transition to study and clinical practice in Australia.

The Nurses and Midwives Board (NMB) which became part of a national health practitioners’ body in 2010 called Australian Health Practitioners Regulation Authority (AHPRA, NMB, 2010) raised English language requirements for all health practitioners. The NMB has stipulated from 2010 that the IELTS for nursing registration in Australia must be 7 in all four skills (NMB, AHPRA, English Language Requirements, 2010). Consequently the CALD OSQ nurses being facilitated in the current study are expected to have achieved an overall IELTS of 7 with anticipated improvements to 7 in all four skills before applying for nursing registration. Without achieving these high levels of English, graduating CALD OSQ nurses could not become registered to contribute to health service delivery as RNs in Australia.

The smaller proportion of CALD OSQ nurses were a unique subset within the CALD international BN student population. The student population of the participating site in NSW reflected a national trend. This
trend ran in parallel with the skilled migration program whereby Australian government agencies have been proactive in encouraging increases in CALD international BN students. The benefits to Australia included funding of local students and filling nursing workforce shortages without having to address poor retention rates. This has been partially achieved by streamlining visa processing and post study work visas. In addition, CALD OSQ nurses were regulated by the NMB, AHPRA requirement to meet minimum standards of English and recognition of overseas qualifications which were assessed before applying to the Australian universities. On the other hand educational institutions were government regulated through the TEQSA Act (2011) and the DEEWR, CRICOS regulations to ensure standards were maintained for CALD OSQ nurses.

Figure 1: Proportion of CALD OSQ nurses enrolled at participating site compared to total BN population and international BN students in NSW, Australia (April 2013 and March 2014).

1.2.3 CFs, Clinical Practicum and CALD OSQ nurses

The reason that CFs were employed for clinical practicum in this study was partially because of CALD OSQ nurses’ course requirements to have made the clinical transition to Australian clinical practice. However CALD OSQ nurses entry to university and clinical practicum was different to other CALD international students. All CALD OSQ nurses were exempt from introductory level clinical practicum as they commenced with an alternative entry pathway to completing the BN. One of the reasons was the participating site in NSW offered 40 to 80 credit points as an advance standing toward the 240 credit point BN degree in recognition of CALD OSQ nurses’ overseas qualifications. Furthermore the number of credits granted to CALD OSQ nurses toward the BN in Australia depended on analysis of standards at the
institution within the country of origin. Entering clinical practicums at second year level potentially meant different CF expectations of CALD OSQ nurses.

Throughout their time at university CALD OSQ nurses’ assessments were aligned with a web enhanced, campus based transition program, lectures, tutorials and clinical simulation laboratory activities in preparation for clinical practicum. All CALD OSQ nurses were required to complete a 10 credit point course introducing them to Australian clinical practice before attending clinical practicum. Pass for clinical practicum integrated with theory also awarded 10 credit points. Depending on the university clinical model, the clinical practicum required for the BN curriculum were completed in blocks to align with the theory provided on university campus. The educational theory underpinning clinical practicum during the BN curriculum was based on the experiential learning theory (ELT) discussed in Chapter Five. The clinical model in use to fulfil the clinical experience requirement for CALD OSQ nurses in this study involved clinical placements of three or four week blocks spread over the two to two and a half years of the BN. Clinical practicum comprised approximately 18 weeks in total. Each clinical practicum was designed to progressively prepare CALD OSQ nurses to be proficient graduates ready for health service delivery as RNs.

During clinical practicum CFs utilised an assessment tool for clinical psychomotor skills by Tollefson (2010) which used the ANMAC clinical competencies for the RN (discussed in 1.3). In addition, there were also written reports to be completed by the CF and written reflections by the CALD OSQ nurses. Upon completion of the clinical practicum, the CF either recommended clinical pass or at risk of clinical fail to the campus based clinical lecturer in charge who used the CF’s report and written documentation to make the final decision. Students could repeat a clinical practicum once, after a clinical fail. Academic regulations required that a student’s enrolment could be terminated (pending an appeal) if they received a second clinical fail. An academic from the university who was the clinical lecturer in charge would discuss the report and support the CF recommendation to pass or fail the student.

One of the important differences with CALD OSQ nurses from other CALD international students was entry in second year for clinical practicums. Although mainly recent arrivals in Australia they attended progressively more difficult 3-4 week clinical practicum blocks in order to successfully make the clinical transition to the Australian health care system. Preparation involved theory and simulations with accompanying assessments at the tertiary institution which supported use of ELT underpinning clinical practicum. During clinical practicum, CFs decided to pass CALD OSQ nurses’ competency assessments as well as award positive written reports in order for them to progress or graduate. Students were required
to write reflections on the process. Reflective writing was aimed at enabling self-examination of how reactions affected interactions to help CALD OSQ nurses’ understanding of how self-knowledge and theory can provide insight into those reactions (O’Toole, 2012). Stringent academic regulations allowed for only one clinical fail which would be finally upheld by the university based clinical lecturer in charge. The cultural standpoint of nursing in Australia in the following section provided the national backdrop of this study.

1.2.4 National background: Australian nursing cultural standpoint

This section explored the lens through which this study was viewed by examining the cultural standpoint of nursing in Australia. Initially this was achieved by reviewing the most recent census data publications from the ABS Cultural Diversity Overview (2006); cultural competency standards from the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Accreditation Council (ANMAC); the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC). In addition this section examined initiatives which have been developed in two of the most highly populated of the six Australian states: Victoria and NSW. Cultural diversity projects and current related research were examined. It was found that Australian nursing cultural competency standards were supported by national and state government agencies in setting policy aims and objectives to support equity and fair practice. However, there was little evidence to ensure that these policies were being successfully implemented.

Information produced by the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Accreditation Council (ANMAC) stated a clear commitment to cultural diversity and innovation. Members of the ANMAC (2013) articulated that accreditation standards, criteria, assessment and monitoring processes should support diversity and innovation. These standards must have met the continuing needs of the Australian and international nursing and midwifery professions (ANMAC, 2013). This commitment was underpinned by core competency standards which provided the framework for assessing cultural competence used by Australian states and territories as part of the initial and annual renewal process for nursing registration (Australian Nursing and Midwifery Council (ANMC), 2005). The dominant culture of the population of Australia has been Anglo-Celtic and English speaking. However 43% of citizens had a CALD background and 25% were born overseas (ABS, 2006). It was highlighted in 1.2.4 that as part of globalisation of nursing the Australian government has encouraged the migration of CALD OSQ nurses to compensate for nursing workforce shortages (ABS, 2006). This highlighted the necessity of a strong commitment to accreditation standards to support cultural diversity and innovation. Maintaining assessment and monitoring processes remained the key to the success of achieving these standards.
Standards which represented the Australian nursing cultural standpoint of cultural competence were
clearly highlighted in the national cultural competency standards expected of all RNs including those
employed as CFs. Further to this ANMAC was currently updating the RN competencies from 2005 when
it was previously called the ANMC. One of the relevant core competencies from ANMC (2005)
represented the current standard and stated that the RN must practice in a way that acknowledged the
dignity, values, beliefs and rights of individuals and groups (ANMC, 2005). This competency
standard specifically delineated culturally competent practices which included: advocacy for individuals
or groups when rights were overlooked and/or compromised; acceptance of individuals/groups to whom
care was provided regardless of race, culture, religion, age, gender, sexual preference, physical or mental
state; ensured that personal values and attitudes were not imposed on others; undertook assessments which
were sensitive to the needs of individuals/groups; recognized and accepted the rights of others (ANMC,
2005). These standards provided a powerful national commitment to cultural competence which was
published and freely available online.

The Australian Government agency, the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC)
supported the principles of the ANMC (2005) competency standards. This support was demonstrated by
emphasizing that a health system which was culturally competent should articulate specific skills for
culturally competent practice. Additionally it should support individuals and health organizations to value
and achieve culturally competent practice (NHMRC, 2005). The NHMRC has set an agenda with the
broader aim of producing a culturally competent health system. An objective to achieve this aim was
stipulated (NHMRC, 2005). Consequently, the NHMRC policies provide a broad umbrella for the
ANMAC standards. However there was limited evidence of successful implementation of culturally
competent practices which were discussed below in regards to Victoria and NSW state government
initiatives.

In Australia a Victorian Health Services Project commissioned by the Victorian Government edited by
Higgins (2009) contained a literature review of current cultural and linguistic diversity and cultural
competence reporting requirements. This project included minimum standards and benchmarks for health
services. It was anticipated that interventions developed from the report would then be implemented.
Conclusions from this review and report included that cultural competence practice was problematic in
health settings. In addition, implementation and reporting of cultural competence in Victorian health
settings was fragmented (Higgins, 2009). Higgins (2009) stipulated that a key outcome of the report was
to develop a set of standards of cultural responsiveness which was clarified as simply an awareness and
capacity to operate within the context of cultural difference. Cultural responsiveness involved knowledge
capacity at differing levels of intervention including systematic organisational, professional and individual (Higgins, 2009).

As a result of Higgins (2009) report cultural competence was also re-defined in terms of systems. Hence cultural competence involved a set of behaviours, attitudes and policies which supported health professionals to work together to enhance culturally competent health service delivery (Higgins, 2009). Recommendations from the executive summary included a Cultural Responsiveness Framework for Health Services which contained four domains comprising: development of an effective workforce; organisational effectiveness; risk management; and consumer participation. Among the six standards stipulated were requirements that staff at all levels should be provided with professional development opportunities to enhance cultural competence capabilities (Higgins, 2009).

Policy produced by NSW Health (2012b) concurred with Victorian Health. It developed a NSW Health Policy and Implementation Plan for Healthy Culturally Diverse Communities 2012-2016. In addition, the implementation plan utilized research evidence regarding multicultural health issues. The plan aimed to maintain and continue to improve the capacity of the NSW Health system to effectively identify and meet the specific needs of all CALD groups in NSW (NSW Health, 2012b). This demonstrated a policy commitment to cultural diversity. In addition the plan acknowledged that it was imperative to develop capacity within the health system that was culturally competent and recognized the benefits that diversity brought to Australian society (NHMRC, 2005, p.4).

However, there was limited research regarding policy implementation outcomes. Studies detailed in Chapter two provided mainly qualitative evidence that these outcomes were unmet for CALD OSQ nurses and other CALD BN students. These studies illustrated that core cultural challenges represented a significant part of the transition experience during nurse education experiences in Australia. Cultural challenges included feelings of inferiority related to being misunderstood, nursing role conflict, inflexibility of organisational culture with excessive levels of individualism as well as experiences of loneliness and isolation (Konno, 2008; Brown, 2005).

In summary, national and state governments as well as ANMACs’ policy aims and objectives concurred in advocating culturally competent practices. As an example a Victorian Government commissioned project identified that cultural competence practiced in health settings was problematic and implementation and reporting of practices was fragmented. Hence, while it was recognised that cultural diversity supported a healthy work environment in health care there were many transitional barriers for CALD OSQ nurses.
Additionally Australian Federal government policies encourage CALD OSQ nurses to fill workforce shortages and improve health service delivery. However there were failures to implement policies relating to cultural competence which acted as barriers to achieving the intended higher standards in health service delivery. Consequently, the cultural standpoint of nursing in Australia contained many major cultural barriers for entry to practice for CALD OSQ nurses and was represented by policies supportive of cultural diversity and innovation. However a critical need has been highlighted to implement strategies to initiate cultural responsiveness to support equity and fair practice.

1.2.5 International background: CALD OSQ nurse migration, nursing shortages and retention

The OECD which had thirty member countries, including Australia, reported that there were vast differences in the number of nurses per capita in the member countries (OECD Health Statistics 2011a). Moreover this ratio was low in major emerging economies compared to the OECD average. The OECD supported this finding with estimates that in 2009 there were approximately 14 nurses per 1000 population in several Nordic countries while in the major emerging economies such as India, Brazil, Indonesia and China there were as few as 1.5 nurses per 1000 population. In some countries the OECD had noted this ratio had continued to rapidly deteriorate in the previous few years (OECD, 2011b, p. 72).

Adeniran et al. (2008) pointed out that CALD OSQ nurse migration had increased exponentially and related this trend to globalization in the 21st century. Evidence of this trend was provided by a 2003 report by the OECD which included Australia with Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America as having 25% of CALD OSQ nurses to make up their nursing and medical workforce (OECD, 2011b; Adeniran et al., 2008). Those CALD OSQ nurses, who applied to make the clinical transition to the Australian health care system, have been welcomed by government agencies to partially fill labour shortages in nursing (ABS, 2006; Hawthorne, 2005). The migration of CALD OSQ nurses has been implicated to incur a loss of skilled personnel and economic investment from the donor countries (Kline, 2003; Hawthorne, 2002a). According to Kline (2003) this pattern has been occurring simultaneously in the UK, US, Canada and the Middle East. Primary receiving countries have been Australia, Canada, Ireland, UK and the USA which receive CALD OSQ nurses to fill critical shortages. Remarkably, while the Philippines and South Africa are primary donor countries however receiving countries including Australia, Canada and the UK are also donor countries (Kline, 2003).

In Australia the continued reliance on CALD OSQ nurses was reflected in the census figures from the ABS (2006). With an increase of 15% of people working as nurses since 2001 to 219,800 in 2006, 4.4% (or 9,671) had arrived in Australia from overseas since 2002 compared with 3.2% of all employed people
This clearly reflected overseas nurse recruitment which was directed at filling skill shortages. In 2006, 25% of Australia’s overall population were born overseas. In addition to the view that nurse migration was a direct product of globalization was that underlying adverse conditions have resulted in poor RN retention rates. Losses were proposed to have occurred either during transition to practice at university or in the workplace. This view was depicted in the following statement: “Migration is predicted to continue until developed countries address the underlying causes of nurse shortages and until developing countries address conditions that cause nurses to leave” (Kline, 2003, p.110). With increasing overseas recruitment of CALD OSQ nurses it has become imperative to improve strategies to ensure successful clinical transition. This provided an important rationale for the current study.

1.3 Aim and rationale for the study

The aim of this study was to describe participant CFs’ views of the clinical transition challenges faced by CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum and their views on strategies to address these challenges. A key rationale for the study was to address the lack of Australian research in this area and to provide an understanding of the issues that can contribute to participant CFs challenges and develop associated strategies. It was anticipated that standards of nursing proficiency could potentially be improved by highlighting that participant CFs required culturally appropriate strategies to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ unique learning needs. This underlined the rationale for carrying out this study which was to explore CFs’ views of addressing the gap that has been identified between theory and health service delivery amidst cultural diversity. The following discussion of the significance of the study further expounded this rationale.

1.3.1 Significance of the Study

This study has important clinical practice significance since it was focused on participant CFs’ strategies to enable successful clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses. Results of this study will potentially contribute to achieving recent national Australian targets which have been directed toward achieving improved health outcomes by ensuring BN graduates have made successful transition to clinical practice. Regardless of their cultural background, graduate nurses were expected to be employable for high standards of health service delivery as RNs as soon as they have registered. Plans have been implemented for changes which transform models of applying clinical education to improve patient care by the Health Education and Training Institute (HETI) in New South Wales (NSW). These plans have been developed as a response to the crisis in global health workforce due to critical shortages, imbalanced skill mix and
uneven geographical distribution of health professionals resulting in more than a billion people worldwide lacking access to adequate health services (WHO, 2011).

Attention to meeting improved health outcomes targets in NSW has been concentrated on the three million hours of clinical placements for clinical practicum which have been allocated across all health disciplines (NSW Health, 2012a). A major focus has been directed toward clinical education for clinical facilitation of clinical placements of all health care disciplines (NSW Health, 2012a). Coordination of clinical placements as an inter-professional project adds impetus to this study as it has brought broader, more significant clinical implications. Transformative changes to clinical education by the HETI have been aligned with the WHO’s newly updated strategic directions for strengthening nursing and midwifery (SDNM) 2011-2015. Changes have included the NSW Clinical Supervision Support Project (CSSP) which was based within HETI’s Centre for Learning and Teaching (HETI, 2012). The WHO (2009) has been the trigger to set plans in motion to combat the problems arising from the gap between health professional education and the standards of delivery of health services. This gap was encapsulated in the following statement: “At the root of today’s crisis lays the gulf that exists between health professional education and health service delivery” (WHO, 2011).

Evidence that action was underway was the funding provided by Health Workforce Australia (HWA) to enable the HETI CSSP’s main aim which was to expand clinical facilitation/supervision capacity and competency for all health professionals. Nursing and midwifery has been nominated as one of the four core discipline modules which was to act as a template for other health professions (NSW Health, 2012a). Objectives of one of the WHO’s (2011) five recently updated key result areas was to: “optimise nursing workforce performance by fostering a positive work environment with supportive supervision [facilitation] (WHO, 2010, p.16).”

The background to how supportive facilitation made improvements possible in health service delivery in nursing can be traced to the HETI CSSP. The CSSP is NSW Health’s response to plans announced by the WHO for an exponential increase of health professional education. In addition, this was an initiative to increase the number of health professionals as well as strengthen their impact on population health (WHO, 2011). Strategic directions for strengthening nursing and midwifery services for the period 2011 to 2015 had a core vision statement which included improved health outcomes using culturally sensitive, evidence-based nursing and midwifery services to patients, families and the community (WHO, 2011).
Along with the movement to an interdisciplinary, clinical placement booking system, a new initiative by the HETI CSSP (2012) meant that subject matter experts were selected from each discipline. In addition, health services and education providers such as university based Schools of Nursing were to be change champions. Subject matter experts were to be consultants and coordinate education to users who would provide further local training to CFs and others involved in clinical education. The HETI CSSP plans to provide support to clinical supervisors/facilitators through training and resources. Facilitation strategies built from quantitative studies confirming the results of this study had the potential to provide valuable resources for coordinators of these ‘teach the teacher’ initiatives. These evidence based strategies would potentially address the needs of CFs facilitating the rapidly increasing numbers of CALD OSQ nurses in Australia.

Information has been brought together in a ‘Superguide’ for nursing completed in 2013 (NSW Health, 2012a). A ‘Superguide’ has also been written for supervising medical doctors in training and allied health professionals (NSW Health, 2012). The HETI CSSP project team will identify gaps between required and actual supervisory skill levels and between training needs and training opportunities through the NSW Clinical Supervision Mapping Study. Importantly, part of the Clinical Supervision Curriculum and Training Project involved developing a discussion paper on articulated pathways in clinical facilitation/supervision and an online application to facilitate clinical supervision (NSW Health, 2012a).

The study significance included that the results of this study were aligned with the NSW HETI CSSP response to the national target to improve health service delivery in Australia. Strategies developed would potentially empower participant CFs to facilitate successful clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses and address an identified area which required robust cultural responsiveness toward equity and fair practice discussed in 1.3. Finally, this study contributed knowledge to a current on-going project to assist in providing best research evidence regarding challenges and strategies proposed from current participant CFs’ views of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses.

1.4 Summary and Outline of the thesis

The remaining sections comprise a summary of this Chapter One and a brief outline of the remaining four chapters.

1.4.1 Chapter 1: Summary

In summary this Chapter initially provided the study background information which set the study context. Firstly this included: facilitation, the CF role and clinical transition. Participant clinical facilitators have
been shown to be ideally placed to provide views of facilitation challenges and associated strategies. Secondly CALD OSQ nurses, the CALD BN international student population at the participating site as well as regulatory bodies have been described. The context of CALD OSQ nurses as a smaller proportional subset of the CALD international student population has been highlighted and illustrated. Third was an outline of the background of CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum. This outline identified that entry to the BN at the second year clinical practicum level at the participating site provided a significant difference to entry from other CALD international students.

Fourth the global context of CALD OSQ nurses in Australia and effects on worldwide nursing workforce shortages and retention rates have been delineated. It was shown that increases in CALD OSQ nurses in Australia represented part of globalisation of nursing resulting in reported imbalances in the distribution of health service delivery. This has ostensibly contributed to major workforce shortages in developing nations. Fifth the cultural standpoint of nursing in Australia provided the lens through which this study was viewed. It has been shown that National, state and local policies support equity and fair practice as well as cultural responsiveness. However there was little evidence to show these policies have been implemented.

Finally, the rationale of the study was to address the gap in Australian research providing local knowledge on the topic. This was followed by the significance of the study which was presented in relation to transformations in clinical models of nursing, stimulated by WHO goals, and enacted by state health organisations. The significance of the study lies in having identified a gap in the literature and the urgency to identify CF challenges and associated strategies. The purpose of this was to potentially ensure future CFs can facilitate CALD OSQ nurses to successfully make the clinical transition to safely deliver health services as RNs.

1.4.2 Chapter 2 Literature review

Chapter two has presented a review of the literature from which it was concluded that there was a lack of previous studies on the topic of CFs views of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses. Instead two groups with multiple subgroups emerged representing two bodies of literature which have been reviewed. Furthermore these groups and subgroups shown on Table 1 were entitled firstly ‘facilitation and the role of the CF’ and secondly ‘Transition, transition programs and experiences of transition for CALD OSQ nurses’. Each group resulted in an aim and five subgroups which were discussed in relation to existing literature and result in narrative summaries. The two groups have been integrated with further examination of the narrative summaries to illustrate the relationship between findings of this review. This integration was
achieved with the use of a model of environmental influences presented in Figure 2. This model linked the findings of the two groups of research literature within the review together and focused on environmental influences on CFs and CALD nurses in the clinical learning environment of clinical practicum. The chapter concluded that there was a gap in local research regarding participant CFs’ views of challenges and strategies associated with facilitating CALD OSQ nurses which this study has addressed.

1.4.3 Chapter 3 Methodology and methods

Chapter three presented the rationale for selection of the qualitative research paradigm, the justification for use of qualitative descriptive (QD) research methodology. An account has also provided for selection of semi structured interviews for data collection instead of other qualitative methods such as participant observation or focus groups. Alternative ways of collecting descriptive data have been examined by considering quantitative surveys, participant observation and focus groups. Furthermore QD research methodology has been differentiated from grounded theory and phenomenology to clearly differentiate its’ atheoretical epistemological underpinnings. Similarities and differences with other qualitative methodologies have been elucidated. Qualitative methods have been related to the study by providing details of the research methods including study design, research participants, sampling approach, selection and recruitment procedure, data collection and analysis methods. Finally the interview process and threats to validity have been explained followed by outlining data analysis processes and procedures to ensure research quality.

1.4.4 Chapter 4 Results

Chapter four has presented the participant demographics on Table 6 and results of the thematic data analysis. Data analysis comprised three key challenges and three key strategies which were each represented by three themes and up to two subthemes displayed on Table 7 and supported by verbatim quotes from the interview transcripts. In addition, patterns of difference between CALD and non CALD CFs have been presented and integrated with the themes and subthemes. Participants’ verbatim quotes have been clearly identified as CALD or non CALD participant CFs. The chapter has concluded with a summary of the results of the study which have been displayed on Table 8.

1.4.5 Chapter 5 Discussion and Conclusion

Chapter five has presented a discussion of all aspects of the findings of the thesis in relation to existing relevant literature. Two important concepts helped to provide an explanation of participant CFs’ struggle to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum and answer the research questions. One of these concepts was experiential learning theory (ELT) and its association with the ELT cycle and with learning
styles. A second concept was the environmental model of influence first introduced in Chapter 2. Examples from study findings are related to the ELT cycle and the environmental model of influence which enabled discussion in relation to the literature. Following this the focus of Chapter 5 comprised discussion of the three key interpretations which were distilled from the three main themes and subthemes also with reference to the literature. Finally the strengths and limitations of the study, implications of the findings for clinical practice, recommendations for further research and the thesis conclusions have been presented.
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

This comprehensive search explored clinical transition for graduate nurses with the purpose of identifying and appraising articles that discussed facilitation by CFs of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum. The review identified a gap in knowledge as there were no local studies found which primarily focused on CFs and CALD OSQ nurses. Instead two separate bodies of literature were found and each was described separately below. The reason why there was little known about CFs’ views of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ transition to practice was unclear.

Over the past 30 years the number of CALD OSQ nurses requiring clinical placements as part of upgrading qualifications to work in Australia has been rapidly increasing (OECD, 2011 a). As highlighted in Chapter 1, over three million hours of clinical placements were allocated across all health disciplines in 2009 in NSW (NSW Health, 2012a). According to Fleming (2008) nursing was the largest health occupation in Australia so that BN students occupied almost half of these placements. Due to the large scale and importance of successful clinical transition there has been a major focus placed on clinical education for facilitation of clinical practicum. It was found that CFs were in a prime position to potentially provide information for future planning to improve clinical transition experiences for CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum.

The two separate bodies of literature (see Appendix G and H) were organized into two groups shown on Table 1. The first group was ‘facilitation and the role of the CF’. The aim of the first group was to distinguish features of facilitation and the CF role. In order to fulfil this aim changes in nurse education, educational theories and models of nursing were related to the emergence of clinical facilitation to replace clinical instruction in nursing. In addition, the concept ‘facilitation’ has been distinguished in the clinical learning environment by contrasting it with facilitation in the nursing practice environment. The latter required facilitation of implementation of research utilisation (RU). Finally influences on the CF role will be discussed with reference to tertiary education, CF role clarity and teaching style.

The second group has been entitled ‘transition, transition programs and experiences of transition for CALD OSQ nurses’. The aim of the second group was to gain insights from transition, transition programs and experiences of transition for CALD OSQ nurses. To fulfil this aim, insights from research studies on transition and transition programs illuminated CALD OSQ nurses’ experiences of transition.
from international, national and local research. Included in this group was an integrative review and meta-
analysis of the term transition and studies on the stage theory of transition and efficacy of transition
programs for CALD graduate nurses. In addition, this group included studies of experiences of transition
for predominantly CALD OSQ nurses when they began to apply theory to the clinical practice
environment. These studies were mainly from the CALD OSQ nurses’ perspective.

To illustrate the relationship between findings of this review the two groups were integrated. This was
initiated by further examination of the narrative summaries of the two groups and their subgroups.
Integration of findings was achieved with the use of a model of environmental influences presented in
Figure 2. This model linked the findings of the two groups of research literature within the review together
and focused environmental influences on CFs and CALD nurses in the clinical learning environment of
clinical practicum. The remainder of this Chapter will provide an aim, results and narrative summary of
each of these groups and subgroups displayed on Table 1. The Chapter conclusion has brought this
information together to identify that a gap existed in local knowledge about facilitation challenges and
strategies employed for clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses as viewed by participant CFs.

Clinical facilitator (CF) was used to describe the following terms: facilitator, clinical education facilitator,
clinical educator, clinical teacher, clinical supervisor, supervisor of clinical education; nurse educator,
health educator, clinical mentor.

Transition was used to describe the following terms: adjustment, adaptation, integration, tailored support.
Table 1: Abstracts returned - included and excluded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Returned</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluded</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Search Strategy

Academic databases were searched: Google Scholar, Ovid and CINAHL. Further database searches were initiated however relevant meta-synthesis, systematic literature reviews, integrative literature review and meta-analysis of qualitative studies were found to strengthen the included, individual qualitative studies.
Appendix G shows a table detailing studies focusing on facilitation and the clinical facilitator role. Details are provided of the analysis carried out for relevant meta-synthesis and systematic literature reviews which have brought together small qualitative studies from searching CINAHL, Medline and Synergy with key terms: clinical, facilitation, practice, education and teacher. Appendix H shows a table detailing studies focusing on transition, transition programs and experiences of transition in nursing. These studies included an integrative literature review and meta-analysis of qualitative studies. Data bases searched for the review and meta-analysis include CINAHL, Socioprofile, Psychlit using the keyword ‘transition’.

As well as reviewing these studies a search of relevant literature from international, national and local organisations was carried out using the following terms and phrases: internationalization; globalization of nursing; qualification recognition; clinical facilitator, facilitation, nurse teacher, educator, supervisor; foreign nurses, international nurses, CALD OSQ nurses and migrant nurses; theory practice gap, clinical practicum, transition; clinical transition, transition programs, experiential learning, workforce diversity. Organisations searched for documents and recent reports included: Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); International Centre on Nurse Migration; World Health Organisation (WHO); Council of National Representatives (CNR) of the International Council of Nurses (ICN); Commission on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools (CGFNS); Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS); Australian Health Professionals Registering Authority (AHPRA); Australian Nurses and Midwives Accreditation Council (ANMAC). Small qualitative studies focusing on CFs, CALD OSQ RNs, nurses and CALD student nurses were included to provide insights into what is known on the topic. It was noted that there were many discussion papers on issues concerning globalization of the nursing workforce while there was minimal research focusing on the local context of CFs’ views of transition and CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition.

2.1.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria:

Literature was included if it defined the key terms including transition, facilitation in nursing and it contributed to providing a context of CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum, working overseas and in Australia. In addition, reference lists of retrieved articles were searched as well as manually searching full text journals. Frequently, literature pertaining to CALD student nurses and non CALD graduate nurses was included in the review as it was not differentiated from CALD OSQ nurses. In addition, any articles relating to cultural diversity in nursing in health care settings such as learning models, barriers and enablers to clinical transition were included. The large amount of material relating to migration and transition of culturally diverse populations which did not relate to nursing was not included. The review
excluded articles of the literature pertaining to OSQ health professionals in other disciplines such as medicine, pharmacy and dentistry. Articles that were in languages other than English were also excluded.

2.1.2 Limitations

In order to capture the dramatic issues relating to CFs and CALD OSQ nurses in Australia, literature was searched with no particular cut-off date. The search for meta-synthesis and systematic literature reviews and research articles was limited by availability. Findings of small qualitative studies of non CALD, CALD and CALD OSQ graduate nurses were included as they gave important insights and were supported by other larger studies. Research articles relating to non CALD student nurses were excluded. Any research articles regarding clinical facilitators was included and not limited to those who facilitated CALD OSQ nurses due to scarcity of research information. No other limitations were set.

2.1.3 Aims, groups and subgroups from literature search

The aims, groups and subgroups introduced in 2.0 from the literature search were developed from the body of literature related to the aim and research questions of the current study. Results of the search of the literature to distinguish facilitation of teaching and learning and the CF role in nursing were discussed below. The aim, group and subgroups were displayed below on Table 2.

Table 2: Aims, groups and subgroups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aims</th>
<th>To distinguish facilitation of learning and the CF role in nursing.</th>
<th>To comprehend transition and transition programs in relation to CALD OSQ nurses’ experiences of transition.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td><strong>Group 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Group 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinguishing facilitation of learning and the CF role in nursing</td>
<td>Insights from transition, transition programs and experiences of transition for CALD OSQ nurses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgroups</td>
<td>Didactic instruction to facilitation</td>
<td>Transition as a process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating implementation of RU and facilitating education</td>
<td>Insights from transition programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influences on the CF role: tertiary education</td>
<td>Experiences of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses: international research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of CF role clarity</td>
<td>National research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching style for CALD OSQ nurses</td>
<td>Local research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Group 1: Distinguishing facilitation of learning and the CF role in nursing.

The aim of group one was to distinguish facilitation and the CF role in nursing. Initially literature regarding the changes to the CF title from didactic ‘instructor’ to ‘facilitator’ in nursing was shown to mirror the changes in models of nursing and educational theories. These changes were proposed to underpin the move from task oriented to holistic nursing. Studies exploring models of facilitation in nurse education which incorporated student nurses as partners in learning as opposed to being instructed by an expert were delineated. Facilitation of implementation of research utilisation (RU) in clinical practice has been differentiated from facilitation of learning in clinical practice. The clinical practice environment was differentiated from the clinical learning environment. Influences on the role of the CF were reviewed under the subgroups: tertiary education, lack of role clarity and teaching style for CALD OSQ nurses. Each group and subgroup were summarized as they provided a major contribution to distinguishing facilitation and the role of the CF.

2.2.1 Distinguishing facilitation in nursing: didactic instruction to facilitation

The purpose of facilitation in the context of clinical learning comprised the facilitator and learner creating knowledge together through critical reflection and discussion instead of knowledge being provided by an expert instructor for students (Dickson et al., 2006). This purpose has evolved over the last thirty years whereby the title clinical facilitator (CF) has been substituted for clinical instructor or educator. Changing from clinical instructor to CF was seen as part of an attempt to move nursing from a task-centred approach to a problem solving approach (Burrows, 1997). In addition, this was proposed to reflect the humanistic outlook of Carl Rogers (1985). Outcomes of humanistic approaches included learners becoming more responsible for their own learning while developing lifelong learning skills. Nursing has aspired to move to the more humanistic approaches underlying concepts of holistic nursing (Beckett & Hagar, 2002; Burrows, 1997).

A need was recognised for new approaches to nursing and the objective, positivist stance was to be seen as only one of the ways of gaining new knowledge (Rogers, 1985). Instead new ways of gaining knowledge were advocated which were based on the investigator taking a subjective, interpretive stance which involved perceiving feelings, attitudes and perceptions from the study participants’ perspective (Rogers, 1985; Buhler, 1971). Carl Rogers’ influenced educational theories which focused on holism with the understanding of humans as a whole person requiring knowledge of the person’s life history to understand their present actions (Beckett & Hagar, 2002; Burrows, 1997).
Changes in approaches to clinical practice principles were underpinned by holism along with changes in principles of facilitation in teaching and learning. In response to these changes, concepts of the clinical instructor role changed so that students would be facilitated to learn by a clinical facilitator (CF) rather than didactic teaching by an expert clinical instructor. Concepts of holism were explained by Fleming, Foster and Taylor (2008) who proposed that a significant health care practice principle involved working with the ‘person-in-environment’ (p.169). This clinical practice principle focused on the premise that the health and wellbeing of any person was the result of the interaction between their physical state, personal context and the characteristics of their environment (Beckett & Hagar, 2002). Later holistic, multidimensional practice responses were recommended so that individual problems were seen in context (Fleming et al., 2008; Beckett & Hagar, 2002). Instead of using the traditional task oriented model of nursing student nurses were to become adaptable critical thinkers, analytical practitioners, committed to lifelong learning (Burrows, 1997; Beckett & Hagar, 2002).

A concept analysis of facilitation related to nurse education was carried out by Burrows in 1997 which remained relevant to the models of facilitation referred to in more current literature (Dickson et al., 2006; Lambert & Glacken, 2005). The analysis of facilitation was developed from the premise that if teachers were to act as facilitators of learning then the concept of facilitation, as a strategy for nurse education, needed to be clarified. Four critical attributes which emerged as central to the CF role were: genuine mutual respect, the development of a partnership in learning, a dynamic goal oriented process and the practice of critical reflection. Burrows (1997) developed the following definition: ‘Facilitation is a goal-oriented dynamic process, in which participants work together in an atmosphere of genuine mutual respect, in order to learn through critical reflection (p. 401).’ Avoiding misconceptions of facilitation required inclusion of a description of antecedents, consequences and a model of facilitation shown below (Burrows, 1997).

The clinical facilitation model advocated by Burrows (1997) included four critical attributes as well as antecedents to produce the desired consequences. Antecedents of facilitation involved a self-aware teacher with effective interpersonal skills and both students and teacher understood how the model was implemented. The consequences of the clinical facilitation model were that students became motivated self-directed life-long learners. In addition, the CF then became co-learner which resulted in control moving away from the CF role towards being student centred. Finally, the facilitation model required that all four critical attributes were represented. It was deduced that if genuine mutual respect or critical reflection were absent from the facilitation model for example then it was the least effective, contrary case and reduced to negotiation and resource provision (Burrows, 1997). It became clear from this educational
model of facilitation for nurse education that the focus was placed on the students’ interpersonal relationship with the CF.

While CFs were expected to be dynamic and goal oriented, Burrows (1997) warned that the role could be reduced to providing resources and negotiation instead of facilitating learning through critical reflection. In addition, the CFs requirement to use competency based assessments could inadvertently return nursing to task orientation instead of holistic models of care. Watson, Stimpson, Topping, & Porock (2002) highlighted that changes in models of nursing practice from task orientation, leading to competency based assessments in the 1970’s have continued to be controversial. This form of assessment was proposed to diminish the growth of holistic models of nursing. A need was identified for clear and consistent roles, increasing teaching skills and improvement in preparation programs for managing culturally diverse groups (Watson et al., 2002).

In summary, the subgroup didactic instructor to facilitator in nursing represents the literature which elucidates the changes in models of nursing and approaches to teaching and learning. Instead of ‘clinical facilitation’ the title ‘clinical instruction’ represented the move in nursing from a task-centred approach to a problem solving approach. Clinical facilitation reflected the humanistic stance of holistic nursing. Didactic instructional approaches moved to facilitative approaches whereby the student became a partner in learning instead of being instructed by an expert. However researchers have cautioned that without acquiring the critical attributes and antecedents of being a CF the consequences were unattainable. Critical attributes include: mutual respect, a partnership in learning, a dynamic goal oriented process and critical reflection. Antecedents were a self-aware teacher with effective interpersonal skills to communicate the facilitation process to students. In addition, competency based assessments were proposed to hinder the development of holistic models of nursing and potentially reduce facilitation to negotiation and resource provision. Following this, the concept of facilitation will be further distinguished by differentiating ways the term has been used in implementing research utilization in clinical nursing practice compared to nurse education in the clinical learning environment.

2.2.2 Distinguishing facilitation in clinical nursing: facilitating implementation of RU or facilitating learning

The concept of facilitation has been applied in multiple ways in nursing which has implications for associated role responsibilities. Facilitation of learning in the clinical learning environment was distinguished from facilitation of implementation of research utilization (RU) in the clinical practice environment. According to Milner, Estabrook and Humphrey (2005) instrumental RU was defined as the
‘concrete application of research findings to make decisions or direct an intervention’ (p. 901). Dogherty, Harrison & Graham (2010) conducted a focused systematic review of concept and meaning explicitly concentrated on searching databases for original studies on facilitation of RU. The review focused on how facilitation was enacted in a direct nurse patient situation for implementation of RU (Dogherty et al., 2010). This highlighted the practical elements of operationalizing facilitation at the point of care, focusing on instrumental knowledge utilisation and implementing facilitation (Dogherty et al., 2010). Application of the term facilitation for implementation of RU has been outlined below.

Dogherty et al. (2010) explain what facilitators are doing to enable changes in nursing practice using specific strategies involved in facilitation of RU which are: increasing awareness of a need for change; leadership and project management; relationship-building and communication; importance of the local context; ongoing monitoring and evaluation. Concepts of facilitation as well as role responsibilities were therefore combined to produce a practical way to implement facilitation of RU. A taxonomy was constructed which synthesized review findings by outlining activities involved in facilitation of implementing RU in nursing. In addition, this taxonomy was organized into specific stages related to the process of facilitating implementation of RU which are: planning for change, leading and managing change, monitoring progress and ongoing implementation and evaluating change (Dogherty et al., 2010). This taxonomy outlined the processes involved in enabling RNs to facilitate implementation of clinical practice change to RU.

Alternatively, the concept of CFs facilitating learning in the clinical learning environment was proposed to be ‘abstract with a myriad of subjective descriptive perspectives’ (Lambert & Glacken, 2005, p. 668). Some of the interpretations of the elements of facilitation in nurse education were: teaching, supervision, empowerment, self-direction, enabling, resource provision, critical reflection, goal attainment, quality, research, empathy, respect, trust, negotiation and participation (Lambert & Glacken, 2005). Cangelosi, Crocker and Sorrell, (2009) found that clinical facilitation involving the clinical learning environment was not a derivative of clinical practice expertise such as implementing RU. Instead it required a skill set of its own. However, similar to facilitation in RU, facilitation in the clinical learning environment was seen as a process. Differences lay in their function whereby the former applies to implementation of a change process in the clinical practice environment while the latter applies to the teaching-learning process in the clinical learning environment. Facilitation of teaching-learning processes in the clinical learning environment will be elaborated in the following.
The clinical learning environment which includes teaching–learning processes has been considered the focal point of nurse education (Henderson, Twentyman, Heel & Loyd, 2006; Clarke, Gibb & Ramprogus, 2003; Williams and Calvillo, 2002). In addition, Henderson et al. (2006) stated that clinical learning environments included the vast array of relationships affecting the teaching–learning process which were influenced by services and resources provided by the learning facility. These resources included access to appropriate learning experiences during clinical practicum including supported visits to interprofessional clinics such as podiatry, physiotherapy and the operating theatre. The clinical learning environment contained elements which were unpredictable and learning opportunities which were often unnoticed (Saunders et al., 2006; Henderson et al., 2006). Similar to classroom settings, learning experiences required particularly careful planning due to the nature of the clinical learning environment (Lambert & Glacken, 2005). The clinical practicum with a CF employed by the tertiary institution using the facilitator model was considered a typical planned learning experience which will be discussed below.

Insights into clinical learning environments and particularly the facilitation model during clinical practicum were elucidated by comparing three clinical placement models (Henderson et al., 2006). Data were collected by using survey method by Henderson et al. (2006) to study psychosocial characteristics of clinical learning environments which were based on three clinical placement models: Preceptor Model; Facilitation Model (CF model); clinical education unit model (CEU) across 25 different clinical settings in one tertiary health facility. Student nurse perceptions of the psychosocial aspects of the CF model were compared with two other placement models. By using the specifically designed Clinical Learning Environment Inventory the following factors were compared: individualization; innovation; involvement; personalization; task orientation; satisfaction. These factors were considered highly desirable by students if their learning was to be facilitated (Henderson et al., 2006).

Henderson et al. (2006) supported by a study by Saunders et al. (2006) shared the view that the advantages of the facilitation model included: the CF’s time was dedicated to learning and used evidence based practice (EBP); equitably unrestricted CF and peer discussion of negative experiences; peer debriefing opportunities allowing the sharing of experiences. However, limitations of the CF model included: academic staff acting as CFs may be unfamiliar with aspects of the health facility; CFs have difficulty being available to provide sufficient supervision; CFs needed continuing support with facilitating unsatisfactory students (Saunders, White, Davis, Gavin, Hill, & Sarich, 2006; Henderson et al., 2006). Overall Henderson et al. (2006) concluded that the success of all clinical placement models related to clear CF role description, consistency of staff and establishment of relationships.
Previous studies have alluded to CFs’ role responsibilities of assessment becoming contentious when students were at risk of failing clinical practicum. Areas of CF focus when assessing students’ clinical performance were studied and findings included communication, learning style, bedside manner and personality factors which were the main groups for assessment of ‘good students’ (San Miguel & Rogan, 2011). However, potential problems with CFs’ assessment responsibilities emerged when students’ performance was unsatisfactory (San Miguel & Rogan, 2011). Study findings inferred that CFs’ positive assessments often remarked on students with appropriate personality factors such as enthusiasm and cheerfulness. Lamentably, students assessed as unsatisfactory or requiring improvement in this study were not assessed for personality factors and allegedly not informed to be more enthusiastic or cheerful for example. These personality factors were attributes which ultimately influenced clinical pass or fail outcomes for students (San Miguel & Rogan, 2011).

Several discerning attributes of the facilitation model were elucidated in the study by Dickson et al. (2006) who identified that the lived experience of clinical facilitators was represented by five essential themes. These themes included: knowing your own limitations; the notion of stepping in or stepping back; developing alliances; acknowledging the reciprocity of the learning experience; identifying appropriate clinical buddies. These themes were proposed to reflect the dynamic nature of the CF role which required mutual respect for learning to take place. Although Dickson et al’s (2006) themes could not be generalized they did provide insights into recent experiences of use of the clinical facilitation model. Recommendations from this study included that CFs were returned to the same health facility in order to develop clinical alliances. The supervising RNs as well as CFs required education to learn facilitation methods because RNs spend the most time with students (Dickson et al, 2006).

In summary facilitation in the clinical learning environment during clinical practicum has been elucidated by firstly differentiating it from facilitation of implementation of RU. Similarities include that: facilitation refers to a process; involves relationship-building and communication; ongoing monitoring and evaluation. Differences in the meaning of facilitation have been clarified. These differences relate to application of facilitation of teaching–learning processes in the clinical learning environment in contrast to facilitation of implementation of RU which relates to the clinical practice environment. Secondly, facilitation in nurse education was distinguished by presenting a study of psycho social aspects of clinical education models including the facilitation model. The Clinical Learning Environment Inventory was outlined and comprised highly valued criteria for the facilitation model of student learning and teaching which included individualization, innovation, involvement and satisfaction. Finally facilitation in nurse education has been further distinguished by delineating research relating to advantages and disadvantages
of the clinical facilitation model of education. The main advantages included having a CF role dedicated
to student learning and being able to encourage peer supported discussion of negative experiences.
Disadvantages included CFs’ lack of familiarity with the clinical practice environment and problems
associated with assessments. In addition these problems included CFs feeling inadequate to support
students who have difficulties and were at risk of clinical fail. Recommendations for use of the facilitation
model included returning CFs to the same facility and providing RNs and CFs with education to learn
facilitation methods.

2.3 Influences on the CF role: tertiary education

The move to tertiary education for nurses has been a catalyst for creating the CF role. A significant
international turning point in the history of nurse education has been the move to tertiary education
institutions from being based at health care facilities during apprenticeship style of training (Henderson &
Tyler, 2011; Lambert & Glacken, 2005; Lee, Cholowski, & Williams, 2002). Changing preparation of RNs
to tertiary institutions raised concerns that nursing would lose its practical, clinical foundations. There was
some consensus that it was essential that nursing continued to be a practice-based profession so that theory
was integrated with practice despite the relatively recent changes (Henderson & Tyler, 2011; Dickson et
al., 2006).

In response to moving RNs’ preparation to tertiary institutions, multiple attempts were made to resolve the
theory-practice divide in the clinical practice environment (Henderson and Tyler, 2011; Lee et al., 2002).
The theory-practice divide was manifested when RNs in health facilities found BN graduates unprepared
for work as RNs for health service delivery. In addition, RNs who specialised as university lecturers had
difficulties as they attempted to fulfil clinical teaching roles. Consequently, clinical teachers were
employed in the 1980s and received mixed responses regarding their effectiveness (Lambert & Glacken,
2005). In addition, during this period failed attempts in Australia to appoint ward RNs to alternative dual
roles of manager as well as mentor, were accredited to: demands of primary patient care; excessive work
responsibilities; lack of time; inadequate professional development. According to Henderson and Tyler
(2011) the more contemporary support roles evolved from these difficulties and moved from
lecturer/practitioner link roles between higher education and health care institutions to the CF role.
Lambert and Glacken (2005) exemplified existing views when the CF role was referred to as ‘an emerging
new post’ (p. 667). Employment by tertiary institutions meant that initially expectations were that the CF
had prime responsibility for bridging the theory-practice gap for BN students. In addition, having such a
short history since creation of a CF role may illuminate the lack of role consensus that began to emerge.
Although Eyre (2010) and Lambert and Glacken (2005) have described CFs as the linchpin in the process of facilitating clinical transition of BN students, yet the literature highlights the need for consensus on role responsibilities. While Ellis & Hogard (2003) highlight that it was imperative that clinical transition takes place in supportive clinical learning environments however concepts of facilitation as well as role responsibilities have been found to be inconsistent. Studies focusing on lack of CF role clarity were examined below.

2.3.1 Influences on the CF: lack of role clarity

The role of the CF was designed to enhance and support diverse groups of up to eight students’ clinical practice as well as providing a support role for ward RNs’ teaching and assessing skills (Heale, Mossey, Lafoley & Graham, 2009; Henderson et al., 2006; Lambert & Glacken, 2005; Paton, 2007; Saunders et al., 2006). However, external obstacles to use of the facilitation model included lack of CF role clarity (Henderson & Tyler, 2011; Lambert & Glacken, 2005). Some evidence of this was in the results of a survey of BN students and CF self-report which indicated that CFs were more effective in their role with students than with RNs (Henderson & Tyler, 2011). A communication audit using survey method by Hogard and Ellis (2006) was aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of a CF objective to improve communication between university and hospital. Findings of this audit revealed insufficient communication for roles to be carried out effectively. Another finding however, was that this audit revealed a positive level of trust between staff, students and the CF (Hogard and Ellis, 2006). Although there was a positive level of trust the CF role of support of RNs was diminished because of inadequate communication leading to lack of role clarity.

The clinical facilitation model in Australia was differentiated from other models by the presence of a RN acting as CF who did not have a patient load and was employed by the university (Saunders et al., 2006; Henderson et al., 2006). There was some evidence that misconceptions of the role of CF occurred when experienced RNs employed as CFs felt unprepared to move from the clinical practice environment to the clinical learning environment. Under these circumstances, role clarity was lacking for RNs who found many barriers to acting as facilitators of these groups of students using educational principles instead of clinical practice skills (Cangelosi, Crocker & Sorrell, 2009). Cangelosi et al. (2009) used interpretive phenomenological inquiry to highlight that clinical expert RNs soon became aware that they experienced tension, anxiety and fear in learning to facilitate to enable them to become novice CFs.

Further CF role misunderstanding became apparent when Heale et al. (2009) studied inter-professional clinical mentors including CFs who were only moderately confident in their roles in the following ways:
introducing and interpreting current protocols and procedures; communicating philosophy of the clinical environment. Few CFs had the confidence to understand the following: expectations of the clinical learning environment, particularly curriculum issues; the clinical practice environment; student learning needs; facilitating EBP; assessing students’ performance; resolving challenges in student learning. Negative influences preventing an effective CF role according to Heale et al. (2009) included lack of resources, time, orientation, contact with curriculum based education programs and balancing multiple roles. Kai, Spencer and Woodward (2001) identified barriers specifically relating to CFs facilitating CALD students included current experience of training in ethnic diversity in health care. In addition CF challenges of developing and delivering training included: unsupportive institutional responses; personal challenges to understanding ethnic diversity (Kai, et al., 2001).

A major collaborative project to assess and improve the quality and scope of clinical education including understanding influences on the CF role was conducted in Western Australia (WA). Researchers were from Edith Cowan University in collaboration with Royal Perth Hospital, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and Graylands Hospital (Saunders, White, Davis, Gavin, Hill, & Sarich, 2006). The project employed qualitative methodology using critical hermeneutics to study all conceivable aspects of clinical placement of nurses. Data were collected using 14 focus group interviews including a group of CFs and 20 individual interviews of RNs at Graylands hospital in supervisory roles. Key findings of the research provided some evidence in WA of the need to improve preparation for the role of CF. In addition this project identified the need for on-going education and training for the CF role particularly with regard to assisting and assessing students having difficulties who were likely to fail (Saunders et al., 2006). Further influences on the CF role were tense relations due to performance inconsistencies between hospital employed RNs in current practice and university employed CFs who had inconsistent skill sets (Saunders et al., 2006).

In summary several non-randomized quantitative and qualitative studies found numerous influences contributing to a lack of CF role clarity pointing to the need to strengthen CF preparation. A crucial finding was that expert RNs had difficulty in becoming novice CFs. The reverse applied because of the different skill sets required in the clinical practice environment compared to facilitation of student learning in the clinical learning environment. In addition, CFs were found to lack confidence in their role and they were often perceived by RNs in health facilities to have inconsistent skill sets. Moreover this was frequently attributed to being employed outside the health facility by the tertiary institution. These studies indicated the need for further larger studies to strengthen evidence for the need to improve preparation of CFs particularly when facilitating CALD OSQ nurses. Influences of cultural competence on CF teaching style for CALD students will be addressed in the following.
2.3.2 Influences on the CF: CF teaching style for CALD students

Influences supporting CFs teaching style for facilitation of CALD and non CALD students were highlighted in several studies. Allan (2010) conducted an ethnographic interpretive study using mixed data collection to study barriers to effective and non-discriminatory mentoring [facilitation] practices of OSQ nurses. Participants included 93 CALD OSQ nurses and 24 national and 13 local managers and mentors from 6 research sites in the United Kingdom (UK). The main barrier was found to be lack of preparation caused by: lack of awareness of cultural differences; concern that overseas skills were not equivalent to British standards; the need to nurse the British way; bullying and discriminatory practices in the workplace. Allan (2010) recommended better preparation of mentors and to treat CALD OSQ nurses respectfully as RNs rather than students. This preparation included being able to achieve cultural competence and developing appropriate interpersonal relationships.

A formative study by Yoder (1996) provided insights into the potent influence of teaching style and preparation on the effectiveness of the CF with CALD students. Yoder’s study identified the most beneficial instructional responses by CFs to CALD nursing students. The influences of different teaching styles for CALD students in nursing educational programs were investigated (Yoder, 1996). This qualitative study obtained data through in-depth interviews with 26 CFs and 17 CALD OSQ nurses representing three populations: Asian Americans; African Americans; and Mexican Americans. Results of the data analysis were that a high level of cultural awareness was found to be the most significant factor influencing variation of responses by CFs to CALD students. Influencing factors were measured by the following data: documenting the personal experiences of CFs as an ethnic minority person; being able to relate to students’ experiences; the measure of value placed on diversity; and their preparation educationally (Yoder, 1996). The patterns of teaching that emerged from this study were significant to identify the needs of CFs while facilitating CALD students and have been explained in the following.

Five patterns of teaching emerged from the data including: generic pattern, culturally non tolerant pattern; mainstreaming pattern; struggling pattern; bridging pattern (Yoder, 1996). Yoder (2001) identified these teaching patterns beginning with the most negative to the most positive. The most negative was the generic pattern which was least culturally tolerant with poor recognition that ethnicity should influence the educational processes. Conversely, the most positive teaching pattern in terms of consequences for CALD students according to Yoder (2001) was the bridging pattern. Bridging teaching pattern referred to CFs who attempted to bridge two cultural worlds which related to the CALD students’ culture and the culture of the university or clinical teaching and learning environment (Yoder, 2001). The consequences of
bridging teaching pattern for students included becoming motivated self-directed learners along with the teacher as facilitator or co-learner (Yoder, 2001).

Reasons for cultural awareness attributed by CFs with bridging pattern teaching included informal preparation which was predominantly due to being from a CALD background. However Yoder (2001) also pointed out formal preparation which included anthropology of health, research experience and intensive cultural courses. Bridging pattern CFs encouraged students to retain their ethnic identity and modified their strategies to adapt to the various CALD OSQ nurses’ needs. Following Yoder’s formative work, a study by Amaro, Abriam-Yago and Yoder (2006) found that bridging pattern CFs who valued cultural diversity and respected difference were found to be extremely important to CALD students. By contrast, the culturally non-tolerant pattern of teaching meant that there was reduced tolerance and poor recognition of the need to consider that ethnicity should influence the educational process. Finally, the generic pattern of teaching by CFs was found to be the least culturally tolerant and least able to benefit students (Amaro et al., 2006).

In regional Australia Lee, Cholowski & Williams (2002) conducted a quantitative descriptive study using the Nursing Clinical Teacher Effectiveness Inventory (NCTEI) containing a 48 item checklist which was administered to 104 second year students and 17 CFs. The aim of the study was to replicate a previous study of the best and worst characteristics of CFs. Lee et al. (2002) used the NCTEI with nursing students and CFs in an Australian University School of Nursing. The discrete characteristics of the NCTEI were clustered into five subscales or categories: teaching ability; interpersonal relationships, personality traits, nursing competence and evaluation. Results from the study by Lee et al. (2002) were that interpersonal relationships were ranked as the most important characteristic of effective CFs by nursing students and CFs. The study concluded that more importance was needed to be placed on CF teaching ability. In addition CFs needed to understand that teaching style should vary according to student learning style characteristics influenced by age and prior nursing experiences. Lastly it was recommended that CFs were encouraged to value interpersonal relationships with students as well as clinical competence (Lee et al., 2002).

In summary, teaching style including interpersonal relationships have been discussed as critical influences on the CF role of facilitating learning for nursing students and CALD OSQ nurses. Limited studies have pointed to the need for CFs to be provided with transcultural education as preparation for their role in facilitating CALD students. However, the recommended bridging teaching style identified by Yoder (2001) and supported by Amaro et al. (2006) was found to be the most able to benefit CALD students.
Further insights regarding CF teaching style most beneficial to CALD OSQ nurses from research studies on experiences of transition are in the second group to be reviewed in 2.5.

2.4 Narrative summary: Distinguishing facilitation and influences on the CF role

The first group of this review aimed to distinguish what is known about facilitation and the CF role. Facilitation in nurse education has been differentiated from facilitation of implementation of research utilization for EBP. The former described facilitation as a learning process in the clinical learning environment and the latter described facilitation as a process for implementing change to clinical nursing practice. The concept of facilitating for both education and implementation of EBP change overlap yet have distinctly different objectives.

The CF role of facilitating student learning has been proposed to have evolved from changes in nursing education to tertiary institutions. In a similar timeframe, task oriented clinical practice has theoretically been evolved to holistic models of nursing practice. In addition, these changes have produced a dual need to meet the teaching needs of ward RNs as well as the culturally diverse learning needs of BN students making the transition from theory and simulations at university to real patients in clinical practice. The move to RN preparation at tertiary institutions instead of the preceding apprenticeship grounding was a catalyst for the relatively recent emergence of the CF role. The CF role originated as a response to the needs of health facilities to address the perceived theory–practice gap becoming evident in underperforming nursing graduates. Another function of the CF role in facilitating nurse education has been to improve communication between the university and the health care facilities.

The literature reviewed, has revealed that there were CF role influences resulting in discrepancies with CF role definition. It was found that, antecedents, consequences and critical attributes of early models of facilitation were not always able to be achieved in CF practice. In addition objectives were unmet particularly with implementation of assessment and communication responsibilities of the role. There were limited studies found which focused on the impact of the facilitation model on facilitating non CALD or CALD graduate nurses. An extensive study by Allan (2010) revealed that the main barrier to effective non-discriminatory mentoring [facilitation] was lack of preparation of [facilitators]. Preparation programs were recommended with emphasis on transferring ethical teaching principles to facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses. Yoder’s (1996) study found that bridging pattern CFs with cultural awareness during instructional responses facilitated the most positive learning experiences for CALD OSQ nurses. Small qualitative studies provided further support for the view that CFs were integral to student success on clinical practicum. However, no local studies were found regarding facilitation strategies specifically
designed for use with CALD OSQ nurses. A gap in knowledge regarding the local context of CFs’ views of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum was identified.

2.5 Group 2: Comprehending transition and transition programs in relation to CALD OSQ nurses’ experiences of transition.

The results of the literature search of international, national and local research studies of transition as a process and transition programs are correlated to experiences of transition of CALD OSQ nurses. Growing evidence globally revealed that poor retention rates of CALD OSQ nurses have been linked to poor clinical transition (Rush, Adamack, Gordon, Lilly, & Janke, 2012; Johnstone, Kanitsaki, & Currie, 2008; Omeri & Atkins, 2002). Priorities have been to increase retention of CALD OSQ nurses and address international and national nursing workforce shortages (Omeri & Atkins, 2002). It was found that successful clinical transition was the key to narrowing the theory-practice gap particularly between CALD and non CALD BN students and graduate RNs entering the workforce (Rush et al., 2012). Presented below are the second literature review aim, group and subgroups.

2.5.1 Transition as a process

The aim of group two was to comprehend transition and transition programs in relation to CALD OSQ nurses’ experiences of transition. In Australia the transfer of nurse education to the tertiary sector in 1984 was a major impetus to focus on clinical transition in nursing (Levett-Jones & Fitzgerald, 2005; Rush et al., 2012). Ostensibly graduates were unprepared to make the clinical transition from university to the clinical environment, propelling transition to a central concept in nursing (Kralik, Visentin & van Loon, 2006). Similarly CALD OSQ nurses migrating to Australia were faced with making the clinical transition to the Australian health care system. The literature revealed that focusing on transition and developing transition programs has been driven by the need to ensure retention of CALD OSQ nurses and local graduates through experiencing successful clinical transition (Rush et al., 2012).

Transition has been examined using concept analysis by Kralik et al. (2006) which resulted in an investigation of several concepts including: theoretical frameworks of transition; definition of transition; and transition as a process. Firstly, theoretical frameworks have been examined to understand the influence of a three phase approach to transition. Recent frameworks proposed that transition was not necessarily linear where it was previously thought to involve three phases: a beginning then an ending and an empty time between (Kralik et al., 2006). Instead of this, Boychuk-Duchscher (2008) proposed that transition was a continuing process which moved in many directions.
Secondly, transition was defined as an important concept and involved people’s response during a path of adjustment which occurred over time and entailed change and adaptation (Kralik et al., 2006). According to Kralik et al. (2006) transition took time and involved major changes to all aspects of a person’s life and actually incorporated reconstruction of a clear, valued self-identity. Transition in nursing was referred to as a journey which represented the changed view that it was not linear, prescriptive or progressive instead it was evolutionary and transformative. Lastly, a recent stage theory of transition from novice practitioner to professional nursing practice in the first 18 months after graduation by Boychuk-Duchscher (2008), proposed a process of ‘becoming’. In this context ‘becoming’ meant that transition entailed a personal and professional evolutionary and transformative journey of doing, being and knowing. In addition, continuing but transient regressions were found to be caused by new events or complex practice. The journey, according to Boychuk-Duchscher (2008) encompassed organized processes including: anticipating, learning, performing, concealing, adjusting, questioning, revealing, separating, rediscovering, exploring and engaging. However, it was highlighted that graduate nurses needed to have recognized the need to change within themselves Boychuk-Duchscher (2008).

In summary interpretations of transition have changed from a more static linear view which had an ending to a journey which involves a process which moved in many directions. As a process transition encompassed transient regressions and was an evolving journey which transformed graduates if they recognised the need for change. Within the transition journey organised processes were proposed which included evocative actions such as anticipating, performing, revealing and exploring. In Australia, it has been proposed that actual transition from graduate to confident RN was frequently unsupported and traumatic. This has been elaborated in 2.6.1.

2.5.2 Insights from transition programs in nursing

Successful clinical transition programs have been linked to recruitment and retention of new nurses (Rush et al., 2012; Levett-Jones & Fitzgerald, 2005). However several studies challenged the effectiveness of transition programs by explaining that there has been limited evidence that transition programs enhanced the transition from RN graduate to proficient practitioner (Zizzo & Xu, 2009; Levett-Jones & Fitzgerald, 2005). In addition, it was argued that current formal transition programs could be replaced with improvements in a supportive clinical practice culture which was conducive to learning. This proposition was not necessarily supported by Rush et al. (2012), as was described below.

Rush et al. (2012) conducted an integrative review of new graduate transition programs to examine transition program literature using four themes: Education; support/satisfaction; competency critical
thinking; and workplace environment. Though it was found that there were few rigorously designed studies a strong theme was that formal transition programs improved graduate nurse retention. It has been shown also that preceptors required formal training and the clinical practice environment required improvement. In addition, new graduates benefitted from mentors and peer support opportunities (Rush et al., 2012). Rather than replacing formal transition programs, improving clinical learning environments as well as clinical practice environments was identified as an aspect of formal transition programs requiring urgent change. San Miguel, Rogan, Kilstoff & Brown (2006) reported positive results after designing a supportive program to improve communication and confidence for CALD BN students. However, entry to this program was limited to CALD BN students who had received a clinical fail rather than being offered to students who wished to ensure success.

Johnstone, Kanitsaki & Currie (2008) who studied the nature and implications of support in graduate RN transition programs in an Australian context concluded the core component of support was attitudinal rather than material. Suitably qualified supervising RNs with appropriate attitudes required the following examples of attributes: benevolent, non-judgemental, respectful, constructive, reassuring, patient, polite, friendly, approachable, encouraging, validating and enabling (Johnstone et al., 2008). In addition, graduates’ support in transition programs was described as a process that helped, encouraged and strengthened consequently providing the courage and confidence to make the transition to safe, effective and competent practice (Johnstone et al., 2008).

A recent study of a transition to clinical practice module (TCPM) was conducted at the participating site by Webster, Harding, Robinson, Yeboah, Hutchison & Mountain (2014). This study was a pre post intervention assessment using questionnaire to evaluate how well students performed after attending the TCPM. The TCPM was a collaborative program conducted by nurse academics in collaboration with academic skills advisors. Initially it was embedded in the curriculum by being conducted in parallel with the first year units of BN study. The CALD and non CALD students were referred or self-referred to clinical communication workshops and academic skills programs. There were 380 participants including 10.8% CALD OSQ nurses. Results of the study found that 82% rated the program better than expected and 96% found that the TCPM helped develop skills. Ultimately it increased attendance at all support programs as a proactive measure to ensure success on clinical practicum instead of a remediation focus when students experienced a clinical fail. The study concluded that the TCPM contributed positively to academic and clinical demands as well as supporting a sense of value and identity in the nursing profession. It was aimed at improving the first year of study and clinical practicum experiences and to
grow undergraduate BN retention rates. It was recommended that the TCPM should be expanded to all campuses beyond the participating site (Webster et al., 2014).

In summary, transition programs have been linked to retention in nursing however there has been debate regarding their effectiveness. There was evidence of the need to improve and measure the effectiveness of transition programs. In addition, the meaning of support in the context of graduate nurse transition programs was proposed to have primarily attitudinal rather than material core components. Recommendations have been made to improve support in preparation as well as during clinical transition in the clinical learning environment and clinical practice environment. Ultimately clinical transition programs were needed to safeguard success for CALD BN students instead of providing remediation for failure.

2.6 Experiences of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses: international research.

This section has reviewed international research presented by global organisations, meta-synthesis and qualitative studies in order to explore experiences of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses within the context of global health workforce issues described in 1.5. Initially issues that provided this context included a crisis in global health workforce due to critical shortages, imbalanced skill mix and uneven geographical distribution of health professionals. These factors have resulted in more than a billion people worldwide lacking access to adequate health services (WHO, 2011). Amidst this global health crisis, critical issues have been raised, regarding the development of evidence-based transition programs to facilitate adaptation of CALD OSQ nurses (WHO, 2009; ICN, 2009; Xu, 2008). Following presentation of these global health issues, review of meta-synthesis of qualitative studies of international studies of CALD OSQ nurses experiences of clinical transition and several individual qualitative studies have provided deeper understanding of experiences of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses

Global concern by multinational organizations for recruitment of CALD OSQ nurses in terms of social justice has been embodied in the title, “Creating a Positive Work Environment for Internationally Recruited Nurses”. This title was for a recent series of conferences held in London, San Francisco and Chicago and were sponsored by the International Council of Nurses (ICN) and the Commission on Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools (CGFNS). Other destination countries have included Australia in 2013. Attention was drawn to these conferences as the first global attempt to address the transition of CALD OSQ nurses by the ICN and the CGFNS (Xu, 2008).
The ICN and CGFNS commissioned the document “Positive Practice Environments: Key Considerations for the Development of a Framework to Support the Integration of International Nurses.” According to Xu (2008), this sends out a strong human rights message regarding the need for equitable treatment for international nurses. Xu (2008) also recommended evaluation of existing transition programs, to be followed by development of a model curriculum to be tested for validity before dissemination and adoption.

A review of issues and trends which involved a broad-based scan of national and international organisations every five years, identified migration of CALD OSQ nurses and workforce shortages as among the biggest issues in 2008 (Council of National Representatives (CNR) of ICN, 2009). Migration and workforce shortages must be viewed alongside the other issues which included funding issues, ageing issues and chronic illness. Priorities included the need for basic and continuing clinical education, quality improvement in nursing and working conditions which were an absolute priority. Focus to address these issues was then directed toward nursing leadership, recruitment and retention, nursing image and contribution and nurse regulation (CNR of ICN, 2009).

Focus was clearly placed on the clinical learning environment of CALD OSQ nurses when considering the strategic priorities of the CNR (2009) for addressing the issues relating to migration and nursing workforce shortages. Goals have been formulated for nursing throughout all countries in the world. Relevant to this study, is the goal to advance nurses and nursing with five key results including: a common nursing language; continued careers/leadership development; development of supportive clinical environments; as well as focus on education and clinical practice (CNR of ICN, 2009). International studies of CALD OSQ nurses experiences of clinical transition have been presented below.

Firstly, unique transition challenges constituted the final themes from Xu’s (2007) meta-synthesis of the lived experience of specifically Asian CALD OSQ nurses working in Western countries. This meta-synthesis informed this review as it represented the first scholarly effort to synthesize what is known from the multitude of qualitative studies on the topic. According to Xu (2007) CALD OSQ nurses have been studied since the 1970s using qualitative methods and the use of meta-synthesis is invaluable as it allows for an enlarged interpretation of included studies. Moreover what was known about transition for CALD OSQ nurses referred to as ‘Asian’ working in Western countries from previous studies globally was synthesized using Noblit and Hare’s 7-phase procedures (Xu, 2007). To a small degree, Australia was represented with one study (Omeri & Atkins, 2002 in Xu, 2007) among the 14 included studies. In addition, Kawi & Xu (2009) have provided a meta-synthesis of CALD OSQ nurses working in foreign
environments. These two metasynthesis have made a significant contribution to understanding clinical transition challenges for CALD OSQ nurses working in foreign countries.

The results of Xu’s (2007) meta-synthesis included four themes that outlined the unique challenges. Firstly these comprised communication as a daunting challenge, in terms of accents and informal use of language and most feared was telecommunication. A vicious cycle of communication deficiency resulted in language proficiency being delayed, due to fear of making mistakes. Secondly, differences in nursing practice was a theme that encompassed cultural differences in role of the nurse, scope of practice as well as differences in the technological and legal environment. Theme three was entitled marginalization, discrimination and exploitation. This theme represented major challenges which highlighted nursing as a gendered experience, unfair treatment and lack of equal opportunity, bullying, harassment and the requirement to prove self. Finally theme four was cultural differences referring to cultural displacement, negative attitudes toward the elderly as well as interpersonal challenges (Xu, 2007).

Another meta-synthesis by Kawi and Xu (2009) contended that facilitators and barriers co-existed during the transition period for CALD OSQ nurses. In addition, these facilitators and barriers were clustered into two classifications. Firstly internal factors which were controlled by the CALD OSQ nurse such as continuing education. Secondly, external factors which were unable to be controlled such as orientation programs. Facilitators included: positive work environment, persistence and logistical support; assertiveness training; continuous learning. Barriers included: language and communication difficulties; cultural differences; lack of support; inadequate orientation; differences in nursing practice (Kawi and Xu, 2009).

Sherman and Eggenberger’s (2008) qualitative study resulted in similar findings to support the results of the two metasynthesis. Participants included 21 CALD OSQ RNs with an average of 10 years of nursing experience, 10 nurse leaders with experience of supervising 2 to 40 nurses in the USA. Themes from the nurse leaders comprised cultural challenges during transition included non-assertiveness, role and technical differences; significance of leadership support key to success; contributions CALD OSQ RNs make to nursing units overwhelmingly positive. Themes from the CALD OSQ RNs included: differences in nursing practice; challenges transitioning to a different culture and educational need during orientation. Additionally, the study found that the significance of leadership support was the key to success and the contributions that CALD OSQ RNs made to nursing units was overwhelmingly positive (Sherman & Eggenberger, 2008).
Recommendations identified in Xu’s (2007) meta-synthesis were firstly, a focused transition program as well as the facility’s orientation programs that specifically addressed Asian CALD OSQ nurses’ needs. Particular emphasis needed to be placed on explaining the cultural differences and how they affect patient safety and quality of care. Differences to be explained were particularly found in nursing practice, legal issues, policies, procedures and their implications (Xu, 2007). Kawi & Xu (2009) refer to these recommendations as logistical support. Secondly, strategies were needed to be put in place by Western healthcare employers which included support mechanisms for transition, retention and success (Kawi and Xu, 2009). Thirdly, recommendations included cultural competence pre-arrival recruitment training that facilitates mutual understanding of all aspects of culture which were: beliefs, behavioural and communication patterns. Recruitment training should have comprised assertiveness preparation and continuous learning (Kawi & Xu, 2009). This training was for all stakeholders, and not only for the CALD OSQ nurses, if it was to be mutual.

Implications for practice Xu (2007) proposed included better preparation for dealing with interpersonal conflict which needed to begin prior to arrival. Exercises such as role plays should have been enacted to practice for emotionally charged situations which were embedded in history and framed by socioeconomic forces outside organisational control (Xu, 2007). Western employers needed to gain an understanding of language acquisition. There were many variables with this recommendation due to differing proficiency levels from different individuals from countries with different official language requirements. Xu (2007) emphasized that many years, cultural immersion and persistent effort were required to develop a working knowledge of English as a second language.

A New Zealand study by Eyre (2010) aimed to provide greater understanding of transition challenges that influenced CALD students’ ability to communicate effectively in clinical settings. Data from Eyres’ (2010) qualitative study using data from interviews of CALD students’ views of CFs were explored and findings included that the CF was seen as crucial to student success. Eyre (2010) conducted a study informed by grounded theory and case study research methodology using semi structured interviews and focus groups. The study was based at a university in New Zealand where undergraduate CALD students were on final clinical placement in a health care facility (Eyre, 2010). The participants included 7 final placement CALD students, one of whom was a CALD OSQ nurse, 2 preceptors and 4 lecturers for focus groups. Similar to Australia, in New Zealand preceptors are described as hospital employed RNs with whom the students are paired and follow the same work roster. Eyre’s (2010) study results underline the challenges of facilitating CALD students’ transition to placement, the community of practice and access to its interactions. In addition, challenges that influence effective communication include extrinsic factors...
such as the quality of the CF, preceptor, attitude, training and tone of placement. Intrinsic factors include proficiency with English language, socio-pragmatic language skills and proactive learning strategies (Eyre, 2010).

A Canadian qualitative study by Tregunno, Peters, Campbell and Gordon (2009) provided rich, in-depth data resulting from interviews of thirty CALD OSQ graduates regarding transition to clinical practice. The concept of clinical expert to cultural novice emerged from the data as well as five themes which included firstly, expectations of practice such as: more involvement; patient responsibility; more assertiveness; less hierarchy. Secondly nurse-client relationships theme included: patients more knowledgeable, culturally diverse and have more rights, consent required. The third theme was resource utilization which included: disposable products, advanced technology, religious beliefs and treatment decisions. The fourth theme was language: stress related to understanding difficulties, constant vigilance required, work slower and use of humour. Finally the fifth theme was being the outsider and included: racism, aggression, lack of trust, resentment and unequal workload assignments (Tregunno et al., 2009).

In summary, international research regarding clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses has been shown to have come to the attention of global organisations. These organisations include the CNR of the ICN and the WHO due to its link with retention and workforce shortages. Literature sources revealed the issues surrounding global workforce shortages may be improved by enhancing clinical learning environments and clinical practice environments to ensure retention. In addition, multiple studies have been presented regarding the challenging experiences of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses. International research into these transition experiences for CALD OSQ nurses revealed unique challenges regarding: communication, differences in nursing practice, marginalization, discrimination and exploitation. In addition cultural differences present challenges including cultural displacement and negative attitudes toward the elderly. Recommendations comprised strengthening of transition programs to meet the unique needs of CALD OSQ nurses and cultural competence training for all concerned including RNs in Western health facilities.

2.6.1 Results: national research

This section has reviewed national research presented by systematic review, meta-synthesis and qualitative studies in order to explore experiences of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses within the context of national health workforce issues described in 1.3. It has been acknowledged that Australian nursing cultural competency standards have been supported by national and state government agencies in setting policy aims and objectives to support equity and fair practice. However, potent results of national
research indicate that CALD OSQ RNs’ transition to clinical practice in Australia has been difficult (Higgins, 2009; Takeno, 2010; Konno, 2006; Brown, 2005).

According to a review of literature focused on graduate nurse transition programs in Australia Levett-Jones and Fitzgerald (2005) pointed out the actual transition from graduate to competent and confident nurse was frequently traumatic and unsupportive. In these cases the transition experience was more about fear of failure, responsibility and making mistakes than being able to follow organised processes such as exploring and engaging. In addition, it has been estimated that 25% of graduates experienced lack of support from clinicians and that conflict and bullying of graduates in the workplace was a national problem (Levett-Jones & Fitzgerald, 2005). The following studies summarise the best available research results regarding transition experiences predominantly for CALD OSQ RNs.

Firstly a systematic review of qualitative and quantitative studies by Konno (2006) focused on experiences or adjustment issues of CALD OSQ nurses working in Australia. The Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) evidence hierarchy was used so that research articles included those using: meta-analysis, randomized controlled trials, quasi randomized controlled trials, cohort, correlational and descriptive studies as well as interpretive studies. The main synthesized findings relevant to the aim of this review under the group of cultural incongruence included: attitudes and actions encountered in workplace relations caused difficulties with collegial relations; feeling of being a stranger was common; feeling of inferiority to mainstream who made no effort to understand diversity; conflict and tension existed between the role in clinical practice as opposed to the culturally accepted role at home (Konno, 2006). According to Konno’s (2006) review clinical transition was difficult due to: attitudes at work; poor collegial relationships; loneliness at work; major language issues; lack of support; being inferior and no effort to understand; conflict and tension between expected work roles. In addition it was found that feeling lonely or isolated exacerbated difficult experiences of settling into nursing in Australia. The CALD OSQ RNs found entry into Australian culture very difficult however informal networks could help (Konno, 2006).

Following on and supported by the systematic review, Konno (2008) completed a PhD thesis employing hermeneutic phenomenology, which examined the lived experience of CALD OSQ nurses in Australia. The 24 participants from 11 countries had all successfully obtained nursing registration in Australia prior to the study. This sample was proposed to resemble the newly arrived OSQ nurses’ demographic distribution. Data were collected from individual interviews using a conversational unstructured style and analysed using a narrative approach to answer the research question regarding experiences in nursing practice. A thematic analysis method was used to address the second research question regarding common
or shared experiences among the participants. The analysis was presented using Joanna Briggs Institute, Narrative, Opinion and Text Assessment and Review Instrument (JBI NOTARI) which provided a clear outline of the decision trail (Konno, 2008).

Konno (2008) found that participant CALD OSQ nurses overall were found to deliberately act to formulate a strong character in the clinical practice environment. More precisely, the lived experience of the CALD OSQ nurses’ working in Australia is described as the process of obtaining a new identity in the English language (Konno, 2008). New nursing knowledge formulated from the study included insights into the complex, multi-dimensional nature of CALD OSQ nurses lived experience as well as providing illuminating perceptions of Australian nursing culture from the CALD OSQ nurses point of view (Konno, 2008). Positive aspects of the latter include, that the Australian nursing health care culture was perceived to be very supportive, democratic and friendly with high standards of education and working conditions. However the negative aspects included the bureaucratic and inflexible organisational culture with a perceived level of excessive individualism which was seen as a source of alienation. It was emphasized that experiences were temporal and should not be understood as concrete or fixed or extremes of good or bad (Konno, 2008).

A broad ranging qualitative study by Brown (2005) provided the first attempt to study experiences of nursing education of CALD BN students in multiple Australian universities. Data were collected from 32 nurse teachers and 40 undergraduate student nurse participants representing 18 different countries including Australia. The sample was from universities in New South Wales (NSW), Victoria (Vic) and Western Australia (WA). Further data sources included field observations of student nurses in clinical practice and classroom settings. Memos of field notes were included and analysed using constant comparative method associated with grounded theory. Brown (2005) concluded that socio-cultural discord was a core challenge shared by all CALD students interviewed. Socio-cultural discord referred to being different and not fitting in. Discord was perpetuated by differences in all forms of verbal and non-verbal communication (Brown, 2005). Other studies by Takeno (2010) and Konno (2006) confer that the experience of loneliness and isolation acted as a barrier to entry into Australian culture. Takeno (2010) added the finding that too much help may have been a form of covert discrimination. Alternatively too little help was also found problematic by graduate nurses in a study by Cubit and Lopez (2011) to be described below.

Insights may be gleaned from the study of non CALD graduates who had been enrolled nurses (ENs) by Cubit and Lopez (2011) which resulted in five themes. These themes included firstly stepping out of their
comfort zone, being taken advantage of and needing support like any other RN. Cubit and Lopez (2011) concluded that concerns about unrealistic expectations occurred after revealing their previous EN experiences. The study informed the understanding of the experience of EN graduates converting to RN status in Australia. Parallels may be drawn with CALD OSQ nurses who are graduate nurses from overseas however seek support in the new, culturally different health care system.

While acknowledging that the findings from the aforementioned studies were limited by the design and the number of studies which have been conducted on the topic, however there were a number of valuable recommendations for future practice. Konno’s (2006) Australian based review recommendations were as follows: firstly address the clash of cultures between CALD OSQ nurses and the dominant Australian culture through transition programs; secondly enhance clinical transition by developing strategies to assist CALD OSQ nurses to develop formal and informal networks of colleagues and friends; thirdly collaboration recommended with English language education specialists; fourthly strategies needed for CFs, clinical nurses and team leaders to support the linguistic needs of CALD OSQ nurses (Konno, 2006). In addition to these recommendations from quantitative studies, a meta-synthesis of qualitative papers was supportive of the findings from other studies (Konno, 2006). Recommendations by Brown (2005) included that further research was needed into how academics and CFs worked with CALD students in recognition of the complexity of the trans-cultural branch of nurse education. Cubit and Lopez (2011) recommended that experienced graduate nurses needed support as much as any other newly graduated RNs.

In summary national research into experiences of CALD OSQ nurses’ revealed that transition experiences were problematic due to cultural differences and difficulties being accepted. In addition, transition experiences were made harder because it was difficult to gain entry to Australian culture because of issues with language and communication. There were positive aspects of Australian culture including friendliness, being democratic with high educational and working standards. However there was disproportionate perceived individualism as a source of alienation, heightened feelings of loneliness along with the bureaucratic and inflexible organisational culture. Recommendations included the use of transcultural transition educational programs for academics and further research into how academics and CFs worked with CALD students including CALD OSQ nurses. Further research was recommended to develop strategies to support clinical transition and particularly the linguistic needs of CALD OSQ nurses.
2.6.2 Results: local research

There were limited local studies found for inclusion in this review however, Omeri and Atkins (2002) conducted a study in NSW, Australia. The study was aimed at understanding CALD OSQ RNs’ lived experiences in order to gain insights into reasons for their under representation in the workforce. In order to achieve this Omeri and Atkins (2002) applied Heidegarian phenomenological research approach with five open ended interviews of CALD OSQ RNs for data collection. Findings concerning the lived experience and meaning from phenomenological analysis included: professional negation; experience in lack of support; otherness, experience in cultural separateness, silencing, experience in language and communication difficulties and other related experiences. Results of Omeri and Atkins (2002) study of negative experiences of CALD OSQ nurses were supported by findings from international and national research studies discussed in 2.6 and 2.6.1.

Wright and Gollan (2008) produced a qualitative research report on the psycho-social needs of international students who were enrolled at the participating site in NSW. It involved 23 key stakeholders who were both academic and general staff at the campus for between 5 to 10 years or more. In addition, the other 48 participants were mainly female CALD students, representing 17 countries with over half from the School of Nursing. At that time the 17 countries included the following home countries beginning with the largest representation to the smallest: Indian Sub-Continent (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal); China and Hong Kong; South East Asia (Thailand, South Korea, Indonesia and Malaysia); Japan; Europe (The Czech Republic, Germany); Africa (Kenya, Uganda); South America (Brazil); West Indies. Grounded theory research methodology was used and data were collected using focus groups and individual interviews which were not audiotaped. The thematic analysis resulted in 5 substantive codes under the core theme of personal and interpersonal issues. The overall psycho-social needs of international students were found to include experiences of loneliness, isolation, lack of connectedness and belonging. The key stakeholders, who represented both academic and general staff at the campus, consistently linked the experience of loneliness to grief and loss (Wright and Gollan, 2008).

Although Wright & Gollan (2008) conducted a small qualitative study and interviews were not audiotaped, these authors point out that it gave voice to the experiences of CALD OSQ nurses, CALD international students and key stakeholder participants. For the purposes of this study it contributed to an understanding of some of the CALD students unmet psycho-social needs which may have created learning barriers during transition to practice in Australia. One of the key recommendations was to adopt a proactive approach in responding to the needs of CALD international students. It was recommended that trans-cultural communication training was compulsory for all staff (Wright and Gollan, 2008).
Consistency was found with Australian literature (Wright & Gollan, 2008). An example of this was the study of sense of security of international students by Sawir, Marginson, Deumert, Nyland & Ramia (2008).

Data collection for the study by Sawir et al. (2008) comprised 200 intensive interviews of international CALD students who were resident in Australia at that time. Results of this study found 65% of students experienced loneliness or isolation and added cultural loneliness to social and personal loneliness. Cultural loneliness was found to be due to absence of the preferred culture and linguistic environment which can be exacerbated by experiences affecting the teaching and learning environment at institutional sites (Sawir et al., 2008). These findings were supported by a previous study by Williams & Calvillo (2002) which found that use of colloquial language, tuition costs and feelings of isolation were the most significant problems for international CALD students.

In summary there was limited research into the experience of transition from a local perspective for CALD OSQ nurses. The studies reviewed were supported by previous studies which emphasised language and communication difficulties as well as cultural and personal loneliness, professional negation and lack of support for CALD students.

2.6.3 Narrative summary of transition and experiences of transition for non CALD and CALD OSQ graduate nurses

To conclude, this section has integrated current understanding about clinical transition challenges from an international, national and local research perspective and wherever possible targeted CALD OSQ nurses. Relevance of findings has been extrapolated from studies of international CALD students. These challenges originated from organisational issues, the clinical work environment and from communication and psycho social issues of the nursing graduates experiencing transition. Although Xu’s metasynthesis pointed to the need for better preparation strategies in place pre-arrival there was also a need for better understanding of language acquisition for all associated with Asian CALD OSQ nurses. National and local studies were supported by findings from the more numerous international studies. The findings supported the need for further research focusing on strategies CFs propose specifically for facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition. The next section integrated the two groups and subgroups to illustrate the relationship between findings using an adaptation of an environmental model of influence by Bronfenbrenner (1994).
2.7 Integrating groups and subgroups: Environmental Model of influence.

This section has linked the findings of this review and focused on influences on CFs and CALD nurses in the clinical learning environment of clinical practicum. To illustrate the relationship between findings of this review the narrative summaries of the two preceding groups and subgroups were integrated and further examined. Figure 2 presented the levels of influence surrounding CFs facilitating CALD students in the clinical learning environment which was an adaptation of Kolb and Kolb’s (2009) conceptualisation of a learning space. Centrally located on this multilayered circular model was the clinical learning environment which provided the structure to depict the central micro-system, a surrounding mesosystem, exosystem and macrosystem as an application of Bronfenbrenner’s (1994) empirically developed ecological model (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Integrating groups and subgroups: Environmental Model of clinical learning environment influences (Adapted from Kolb & Kolb, 2009; Bronfenbrenner, 1994).

The central microsystem of this model depicted the clinical learning environment as CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ learning. The mesosystem of concurrent settings included RNs caring for patients in the clinical practice environment. Positioned further outward was an exosystem of university and health
facility formal and informal structures. The outer skin of the multilayered circular model contained an overarching macrosystem as the shared blueprint of international, national and local cultural patterns of influence in nursing.

This review has identified a relationship between CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ transition experiences in the clinical learning environment and contiguous environmental influences. The two most observable environments have been differentiated in the literature as firstly the clinical learning environment microsystem. Secondly the mesosystem with RNs administering patient care in the clinical practice environment of the hospital wards. In addition the mesosystem included RNs facilitating implementation of RU objectives. The CF role in the clinical learning environment microsystem had a close association with the concurrent setting containing RNs and patients in the clinical practice environment mesosystem. However these influences also included less observable yet powerful organizational structures in the exosystem with an outer skin macrosystem which contained pervasive, overarching international, national and local cultural patterns of influences.

2.7.1 Microsystem: Clinical learning environment

The clinical learning environment at microsystem level was the focal point of the current study. As discussed in group one of this review the concept of facilitation and the emergence of the CF role were relatively recent. The change to teaching models using a CF and facilitation from models using clinical instructor, mirrored the changes to holistic approaches in models of nursing. Within the microsystem an essential element in preparation of CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses included strategies which assisted the development of an understanding of multi-professional and transcultural care (Cuellar, Brennan, Vito & De Leon Siantz, 2008). According to Allan (2010) and Bondas (2006) preparation should also include cultural competence as well as knowledge of nursing care measured as clinical competencies. An overview of inputs for a facilitation model which incorporated cultural competence included: understanding the CALD OSQ nurses’ background, the learning process and the clinical learning environment microsystem where learning could be maximized (Cuellar et al., 2008).

2.7.2 Mesosystem: Clinical practice environment

The clinical practice environment at mesosystem level was of extreme importance because it contained the RNs who supervised CALD BN students and patients who were expected to give consent to treatment by students. Although the CF played an integral part in CALD students’ clinical transition it was acknowledged that the most time was spent with the supervising RNs. These RNs’ cultural competence required an ability to function within the challenges of a certain culture’s integrated patterns of behavior
which could include multiple cultural patterns (Cuellar et al., 2008). Hence RNs were expected to have developed sufficient cultural competence to appropriately supervise culturally diverse students. However inconsistencies in developing of cultural competence in the clinical practice environment were reflected in the literature in relation to nursing in general (Allan, 2010; Higgins, 2009; King, Nielsen & Colby, 2004). Cultural competence in nursing was therefore further explored.

Cultural competence was defined as a set of attributes which included cultural awareness and cultural tolerance and which incorporate knowledge, understanding, sensitivity and skill (Cowan & Norman, 2006). Culture included rules and norms that CFs and RNs lived by and their shared cognitive, affective and behavior patterns (King et al., 2004). Competence was similar to proficiency and had multiple definitions including that it was a process which must be accompanied with a desire to become involved (Momeni, Jirwe, & Emami, 2008). According to Allan (2010) and Amaro et al. (2006) RNs absence of cultural competence can be a barrier to CALD students’ overall clinical transition.

It has been shown that receptiveness to transcultural education and growth of cultural competence was difficult to measure for the dominant culture of the population of Australia which was Anglo-Celtic and English speaking (ABS, 2006). Although 43% of the Australian population had a CALD background and 25% were born overseas, cultural competence remained difficult to estimate and measure (ABS, 2006). Previous attempts to measure cultural competence in the nursing literature using the Cultural Self-Efficacy Scale (CSES) have been problematic as the CSES measures confidence in providing culturally competent care (Grant and Letzrig, 2003). However it was acknowledged that self-reporting was not necessarily accurate in that people may have an exaggerated self-opinion of cultural knowledge (Grant & Letzring, 2003). Inconsistencies in apparent levels of cultural awareness were reflected in the literature (Cowan & Norman, 2006). Minimal information was available on the status of cultural competence in nursing particularly regarding measuring the effectiveness of strategies used for teaching cultural competence (Grant & Letzring, 2003).

2.7.3 Exosystem: University and health facility policies and procedures

At exosystem level, university and health facility regulations, policies and procedures have been elucidated as a major background feature of the study in Chapter One. The main influences from exosystem level were that institutions needed to collaborate to organize continuing clinical placements from year to year. Universities and health facilities also arranged for periodic employment and preparation of RN hospital employees as CFs. As part of building a resilient student reputation, University Schools of
Nursing were responsible for adequately preparing CALD OSQ nurses for clinical placements. Adequately prepared students were also as an assurance of patient safety to health facilities.

2.7.4 Macrosystem: Overarching international national and local cultural influences in nursing

The macrosystem level of the environmental model represented the powerful overarching international, national and local cultural patterns of influences in nursing. Group two of this review provided essential insights into the macrosystem level of the ecological model. These insights were obtained from research results contained in multiple studies. Particularly representative of CALD students experiences of transition was the integrative review of previous studies of CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition experiences by Kawi & Xu (2009) and an interpretive study by Allan (2010). Allan (2010) particularly found that CALD OSQ nurses were professionally devalued and received inadequate support in their adjustment to new work environments in health facilities. Unsupportive attitudes and behaviors led to CALD OSQ nurses’ feelings of disappointment, misunderstanding and mistreatment (Kawi & Xu, 2009). Previously, Xu (2007) identified that CALD OSQ nurses referred to as ‘Asian’ experienced marginalization, discrimination and exploitation during transition to Western countries with limited reference to Australia.

Review of research regarding CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition experiences at national level revealed difficulties due to cultural differences, lack of acceptance, loneliness and communication difficulties. In addition national perspectives were reviewed in the Australian cultural standpoint described in Chapter One as part of providing the lens through which this study was viewed. It was revealed that Australian nursing cultural competency standards have been supported by national and state government agencies in setting policy aims and objectives to support equity and fair practice (NHMRC, 2011). However there was minimal evidence to demonstrate that these policies were being successfully implemented (Higgins, 2009). In addition this review found that there was limited research on the experience of transition from a local perspective for CALD OSQ nurses. Previous studies which emphasised language and communication difficulties as well as cultural and personal loneliness, professional negation and lack of support for CALD students supported the few studies that were reviewed.

In summary the environmental model presented in Figure 2 has brought together the two bodies of information presented in the two groups of reviewed literature. The model provided an understanding of many influences on the clinical learning environment for CFs and CALD OSQ nurses. However little was known locally about CFs views of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition. Overall this section has introduced influences on CFs facilitating CALD students in a learning space microsystem in relation
to the literature. Kolb and Kolb’s (2009) conceptualisation of a learning space has been adapted for this study as an application of Bronfenbrenner’s (1994) empirically developed ecological model. As displayed on Figure 2 the microsystem represented CFs facilitating in the clinical learning environment. The more robust influences surrounded and impacted on this learning space and included varying levels of cultural competency within the clinical practice environment of the mesosystem. The next outer level of influence was the essential relationship between university and health facility policies and procedures of the exosystem. Finally the macrosystem represented the overarching national, international and local cultural influences in nursing was shown to contain results from individual studies, metasynthesis and integrative review of qualitative research depicting international, national and local patterns of cultural stress with inadequate support for CALD OSQ nurses and CALD students generally. The Chapter conclusion has followed below.

2.8 Chapter conclusion

In conclusion a comprehensive search of the literature endeavoured to identify and appraise articles that discussed CFs facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition during clinical practicum. The review identified a gap in knowledge as there were no local studies found which primarily focused on CFs and CALD OSQ nurses. Instead two separate bodies of literature were found and each was described separately with an aim and narrative summary of the results of the search. The aim of group one was to distinguish facilitation and the CF role in nursing. The aim of group two was to comprehend transition and transition programs in relation to CALD OSQ nurses’ experiences of clinical transition.

Facilitation and influences on the CF role have been clarified by the findings of the first group and subgroups of literature. Insights were gained into how the role was currently operating in the clinical learning environment with CALD OSQ nurses. Although a significant lack of CF role clarity was identified it was found that facilitation and the CF role have become central to being able to respond to the theory practice gap for local graduates and CALD OSQ nurses. In this context the gap has been attributed to current changes to tertiary nurse education and the recent arrival of CALD OSQ nurses from vastly different cultural and nursing practices.

The findings of the second group and subgroups of literature examined transition and transition programs in relation to experiences of CALD OSQ nurses. It was found that transition to new learning environments was no longer viewed as linear but a process of transformative changes that moved in different directions. International organisations alarmed by global nursing workforce shortages and poor retention rates were shown to highlight the central importance of clinical transition. Reviewing research studies of experiences
of clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses revealed common challenges to clinical transition in international, national and local studies. These unique experiences of clinical transition included cultural displacement, marginalization, discrimination, exploitation, communication difficulties, cultural loneliness and significant nursing practice differences. Transition programs and transcultural education programs were some of the recommended strategies to address these issues.

These two groups and their subgroups were then discussed and integrated in a multilayered circular environmental model of influence to show how they relate to each other. This discussion incorporating the model provided an understanding of many environmental cultural patterns of influence on the clinical learning environment for CFs and CALD OSQ nurses. Finally the Chapter has elucidated that there was a need for further studies to develop strategies to address participant CF’s views of clinical transition challenges for CALD OSQ nurses. Specifically, there was a gap in research because there were no local studies found of participant CFs’ views of challenges of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition on clinical practicum and strategies employed to address these challenges. Chapter 3 presented the methodology and methods of the study that have addressed this gap.
CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY and METHODS

3.0 Introduction

This Chapter presented my selection of the qualitative research approach and the justification behind this choice. It also illustrated the features of qualitative descriptive (QD) methodology, the qualitative paradigm alignment of QD research selection, and selection of qualitative methods. I have set out the selection and recruitment, data collection and analysis methods employed. In addition, this Chapter has elucidated strategies to enhance research quality which included mechanisms to ensure ethical considerations associated with the study were implemented throughout the research process.

3.1 Selection of qualitative research methodology

The selection of qualitative research for generating knowledge in the current study has been related to the following points: the aim of the research and research questions; the nature of the issue being explored; selection of best fit for process and outcomes; the researcher and research outcomes (Whitehead, 2013, Liamputtong, 2013b; Hardy and Bryman, 2004). This section therefore has explained why qualitative research has been selected to guide this study by discussing each of these points.

3.1.1 Aim of the research and research questions

The aim of the research was to describe participant CFs’ views of the clinical transition challenges faced by CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum and their views on strategies to address these challenges. The research questions probed for facilitation challenges and strategies employed by CFs. A study such as this has not been done before so that it was designed to investigate the need for a larger study. It was therefore imperative to seek the views of CFs in a way that would obtain meaningful, rich descriptions in order to fully understand the challenges they experienced and their suggested strategies. This was achieved by initially developing the aim of the research. Two research questions were developed. The first question asked for the challenges of clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum according to the views of the CFs who were facilitating their transition to clinical practice. The second question asked what strategies were proposed by CFs to address the challenges of facilitating clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum. Therefore, with the research aim and questions clearly articulated I endeavoured to select an appropriate research approach to enable me to gain knowledge about the subjective nature of the issue being explored.
3.1.2 The nature of the issue being explored

The nature of the issue being explored was to answer the research questions with data obtained from the subjective views of the participants. I examined the type of knowledge that can be obtained from different research approaches. This examination necessitated understanding of differences in the overarching paradigms and underlying ontological, epistemological positions and methodologies of four research approaches. Multiple and unique characteristics and convergences of qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods research were therefore discerned.

The combinations of my epistemological, ontological and methodological beliefs that guided my research activities have represented my worldview. My worldview has been based on a set of values and philosophical assumptions about how and what I have learnt during the inquiry (Whitehead, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Epistemology was demarcated as the study of the nature of knowledge to be obtained and how I acquired it (Liamputtong, 2013b; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Therefore epistemology was represented in this study by the relationship between me as the researcher and how I acquired knowledge either objectively, subjectively or using both forms.

First to be considered was the positivist paradigm, second was constructivism followed by post positivism and pragmatism. Underpinning the beliefs of positivist researchers using quantitative approaches were ontological beliefs whereby the world was objective and not influenced by me as the observer (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). As ontology related to the nature of being I considered whether I was seeking a single objective reality (Grbich, 2013; Creswell, 2011). This meant that the research process would take an objective, detached approach with minimal bias. Quantitative research based on positivism used mainly deductive, quantitative methods (Liamputtong, 2013a; Neergaard, Oleson, Anderson & Sondergaard, 2009). An example of a quantitative method included measuring Likert scale responses to questionnaires. These methods were largely based on the belief that there was an objective reality, to seek answers to questions regarding objective measurement of the real world. Deductive reasoning approaches were mostly used by quantitative researchers to test hypothesis which were derived from theory (Whitehead, 2013). The current study however did not aim to test a hypothesis and was seeking subjective views of participants.

The second approach to be investigated was qualitative research which was mainly placed in the constructivist paradigm (Liamputtong, 2013b; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). As their name suggests, constructivists considered truth to be constructed. According to Creswell (2011) and Liamputtong (2013a) constructivist ontological beliefs, rejected the positivist view. Instead, constructivists construed that the
world was constantly changing and was essentially shaped by understanding the experiences of people from a subjective position. Likewise, there could be multiple realities with variable meanings. Constructivism was used by qualitative researchers to refer to an epistemology which rejected the notion of a single truth. This approach maintained the belief that reality was constructed by multiple truths which were shaped by social factors which included culture and gender (Liamputtong, 2013b). Truth could vary according to naturally occurring situations and how I interpreted them (Whitehead, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Another feature of qualitative research was that it could arguably have acted as a paradigmatic umbrella for related methodologies such as phenomenology and qualitative descriptive (QD) research (Whitehead, 2013; Parahoo, 2006). These features had major implications for the selection of qualitative methods that I had considered for constructing knowledge. They were particularly in accordance with the subjective nature of the issue being explored. However qualitative research could also be conducted using post positivist approaches which I then considered.

A third approach post positivism as a variation to positivism was considered (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Post positivist proponents claimed that reality could only be approximated and therefore relied on multiple methods to align the study as closely as possible to reality. However, post positivists strayed from the basic premise that quantitative research was placed in the positivist paradigm and qualitative research was mainly placed in the constructivist paradigm (Bryman, 2012; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). By contrast, an emerging convergence was that qualitative methods as well as modified quantitative methods could be based within post positivist ontological and epistemological positions (Lincoln, Lynham & Guba, 2011; Liamputtong, 2013b; Whitehead, 2013). It has been argued that post positivists moved past the beliefs of positivism and embodied the belief that objectivity can only be achieved partially because there are weaknesses in all methods (Whitehead, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln 2011; Parahoo, 2006).

Nonetheless, a censure directed toward researchers using post positivism for qualitative research was that it remained strongly influenced by positivism and post positivism as they ‘linger like long shadows over the qualitative research project’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p.9). Claims of research being atheoretical by researchers doing practical, applied research was actually more likely to be within the positivist or post positivist framework. This censure stems from the historically located positivist origins of qualitative research whereby ‘qualitative researchers attempted to do good positivist research with less rigorous methods and procedures’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 9).

More recently Parahoo (2006) contended that post positivists endeavoured to adhere to stringent standards of research rigor, however they maintained the belief in a single objective truth. Post positivists
acknowledged that truth was difficult to access (Parahoo, 2006). Post positivists may have used statistics to locate a group within a larger population without using complex inferential statistics (Denzin & Lincoln 2011; Parahoo, 2006). In addition, they may attempt to generalise their research findings though will be more likely to seek correlations between variables. Post positivism was not selected because the current study was exploratory and I did not seek objective truth, correlations between variables or generalizable findings.

The fourth approach to be considered was mixed methods research. Assertions that pragmatism was a third paradigm remain controversial and the ‘paradigm debate’ continues (Creswell, 2011, p.275). Arguably, the mixed method approach was contentious as knowledge claims could be traced to the pragmatic paradigm or transformational-emancipatory perspective (Whitehead, 2013; Creswell, 2011). While pragmatism emphasised the value of research questions, experiences and realistic, practical outcomes the transformational-emancipatory perspective introduced justice and democracy into the research process (Creswell, 2011). Mixed methods approaches were criticised due to allegedly misappropriating designs from other fields possibly creating ‘a false binary distinction between quantitative and qualitative data and research’ (Creswell, 2011, p.280).

On the other hand, Liamputtong (2013b) and Whitehead (2013) acknowledge the controversy and discuss mixed method research within the pragmatic paradigm. This discussion differentiating these research approaches was limited to the premise adopted by Whitehead (2013) Grbich (2013) and Bryman (2012) that the pragmatic paradigm underpins mixed method approaches. Fundamentally pragmatists proposed that knowledge was both constructed and based on the physical world realities as people experience life (Liamputtong, 2013b; Creswell, 2011). In addition, there was not a hard distinction between qualitative and quantitative research, even though they have different knowledge claims. Each research strategy may have characteristics of the other so that the mixed method design could combine quantitative and qualitative approaches in one study (Bryman, 2012).

Qualitative research however was selected for my research study even though selecting the mixed-method approach could add more meaning, purpose and completeness than can be achieved using singular qualitative or quantitative approaches (Whitehead, 2013). Nevertheless, qualitative research was preferable to mixed methods for the current study as Bryman (2012) cautioned that mixed method research is not the same as combining research methods which come from one research approach. Combining research methods Whitehead (2013) and Charmaz (2011) asserted was common with grounded theory (GT) for example, which can be conducted using both positivism and constructivism as
perspectives. An explanation for this was that the theoretical framework evolved during the research process. Epistemological differences in versions of GT included positivist GT and constructivist GT. Charmaz (2011) expounded that ‘grounded theory contained the seeds of divergence from its’ beginnings’ (p. 365). It became clear that the research aim and questions of the current study did not require mixed methods. Combining research methods from qualitative approaches was more suitable for the subjective, exploratory nature of the issue being researched.

In summary four research paradigms have been investigated in order to select the approach which was appropriate for the exploratory nature of the study which required subjective views of participants. These paradigms included positivism as well as post positivism, constructivism and pragmatism. It was found that constructivism enabled me to construct knowledge from the subjective views of participants to answer the research aim and questions.

3.1.3 The researcher and practical research outcomes

The final selection criteria were consideration of my responsibilities, experience and knowledge as researcher and expectation of research outcomes. I deliberated the impact of being a beginning researcher with family, employment, candidature time limits and cost constraints. These factors meant there were limited time and resources for a large quantitative research study. In addition, the study purpose was exploratory with an expectation of practical research outcomes which included developing strategies and identifying the need for further research. A larger quantitative study would be anticipated in future in order to make generalisations from the results. I have discussed how I initially investigated the suitability of quantitative descriptive or different qualitative methodologies. Quantitative descriptive methods were a consideration as they could result in developing descriptive statistical analysis (Pierson, 2013). Questionnaire surveys were reviewed followed by an examination of differences between using qualitative methods.

After a literature search it became apparent that CFs, facilitation, CALD OSQ nurses and clinical transition have been researched from many different dimensions using a range of methods. For example, quantitative methods using questionnaire, focus group and descriptive statistical analysis were used appropriately when focusing on evaluating a teaching and learning support program for CALD OSQ nurses by Seibold, Rolls and Campbell (2007). Alternatively, Konno (2008) employed a phenomenological approach using interview data collection methods to gain insights into the lived experience of CALD OSQ nurses’ transition to working in Australia. Another study by Brown (2005) using grounded theory methods examined and described the nursing education experiences of CALD
undergraduate students across three Australian states. However, my interest was in probing the experiences of CFs who facilitated groups of CALD OSQ nurses in the clinical environment which had not been carried out in Australia before. The quantitative approach could have been considered by choosing a survey which could have been sent to CFs. Survey questions could inquire into participant CFs’ views of challenges and strategies associated with facilitating CALD OSQ nurses. However, there are several reasons why a quantitative survey was inappropriate for my study which have been summarised.

Firstly, the research topic with its focus on subjective experiences did not require research strategies that accentuated objective measurement in data collection and analysis resulting in generalizable findings. In addition, quantitative research would not enable the acquisition of rich descriptions of views of participants of experiences during clinical practicum. Similar to qualitative studies, quantitative descriptive studies aimed to use a variety of methods to measure variables in order to describe phenomena about which there is limited information (Shields & Watson, 2013; Imms & Greaves, 2013). These methods included: observation, questionnaires or interview. Measurement of questionnaire responses, for example, could have been used to answer research questions. However, the data would be collected objectively and a survey or questionnaire would have limited response classifications. The data would be used to develop patterns or trends and possible links between variables observed. Emphasis would then be placed on description of the phenomena rather than the experience and views of the participants (Shields & Watson, 2013; Parahoo, 2006).

Although both approaches potentially captured the participants’ point of view, qualitative researchers were able to get closer to the participants’ perspective through detailed interviewing and observation. This closeness was not possible with quantitative approaches because these studies relied on more remote, inferential methods and materials (Shields & Watson, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Taylor, Kermode & Roberts, 2011). Consequently I found qualitative methods were most suited to reach my aim of eliciting CFs’ views and to develop key challenges and strategies.

In summary, final selection criteria were consideration of the researcher and expected research outcomes. A small qualitative study was found to be appropriate when considering the research aim and questions, researcher experience, time and resource limitations. The rationale for choosing qualitative methods for the current study related to the aim to support more meaningful and multifaceted explanations as opposed to seeking generalisations. Consideration was given to methods used in previous studies reviewed in Chapter 2 including observation, questionnaire surveys and interviews. Questionnaires were therefore
deliberated as an example of a possible quantitative descriptive data collection method resulting in statistical measurements. However it was shown that this method would not have enabled me to achieve the research outcome of answering the research questions. The following section provided the essential features of qualitative research and distinguished QD methodology as it was used in the current study.

3.2 Features of Qualitative Research and QD methodology

In this section, I have presented the distinguishing features of qualitative research methodology. In addition, the emergence of QD methodology has been discussed as an atheoretical approach firmly underpinned by qualitative epistemology. The QD approach has been shown to have developed along with progression of pragmatic, flexible approaches within qualitative research. In addition, the QD approach was shown to have become popularised in response to complex research questions arising in multiple research contexts. Initially qualitative methodology was delineated before QD methodology was introduced and differentiated from other forms of qualitative research.

Distinguishing features of qualitative research methodology made it most suitable for the current study. These included a close relationship between the researcher and participants, as well as a better understanding of personal experiences and opinions from the participants’ subjective view (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Qualitative research was also renowned for being inductive, interactive, perceptive, and holistic by use of flexible and reflexive methods (Liamputtong, 2013a; Harding & Whitehead, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Parahoo, 2006). In addition, Denzin & Lincoln (2011) referred to the ‘interpretive bricoleur’ (p.4) which was an important concept associated with the atheoretical QD approach being considered for the current study. These terms have been defined as common features of qualitative research and the QD approach which influenced its selection.

Firstly, researchers using inductive reasoning approaches intended to develop concepts and themes from observations or interviews (Harding & Whitehead, 2013; Parahoo, 2006). In addition, inductive reasoning was described as a key characteristic of qualitative data analysis as it generated ideas from the data (Harding & Whitehead, 2013). Similarly, interactive processes of qualitative research brought the researcher closer to participants and the researcher became an apparatus of data collection (Liamputtong, 2013a; Parahoo, 2006). These interactive processes meant that the researcher was required to build trust with participants in order for them to relate their personal experiences (Liamputtong, 2013a; Parahoo, 2006). Participant interaction highlighted the importance of reflexive processes which were an attempt to minimize researcher bias (Liamputtong, 2013b; Creswell, 2011; Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). In addition, reflexive processes required me to acknowledge the effects of my personal perspectives seen through the
lens of cultural, experiential, environmental and contextual influences upon my beliefs and emotions as shown in 3.4.4 and 3.5.3 (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011).

Another feature of qualitative research included flexible methods. A term for this pointed out by Denzin and Lincoln (2011) is the researcher as ‘interpretive bricoleur’ meaning that researchers use whatever methods were needed to understand the personal world of participants (p.4). Finally, Bryman (2012) and Parahoo (2006) proposed that holistic exploration refers to how it was possible to construct participant experiences historically, culturally and socially to provide contextual understanding so that the whole experience was described. Similarities and differences of QD methodology with these qualitative methodological features have been explained in the following.

According to Sandelowski (2000) QD methodology has been a research approach within the qualitative paradigm which does not subscribe to any particular theoretical underpinnings. However, QD methodology fits with the emergence of the qualitative researcher as ‘interpretive bricoleur’ as it contains research methods that were ‘fitted to the specifics of a complex situation’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 9). Nonetheless, censures of QD methodology being atheoretical were addressed in 3.2.1. Proposed reasons for the popularity of QD methodology was a response to the complex and contextually embedded research questions which arose in clinical health care contexts (Whitehead, 2013; Thorne, Kirkham & O’Flynn-Magee, 2004). At one point Thorne et al. (2004) defined the QD approach as a qualitative approach that was specifically designed for the practice based professions. According to Whitehead (2013) it has been embraced by the nursing profession. However the flexibility of the QD approach ensured it has been suitable for addressing complex research questions in diverse contexts. These features of the QD approach enabled me to generate an interpretive description which was used to generate key strategies to address facilitation challenges.

In summary, conducting a qualitative study meant that research activities placed me as the researcher in the context of the study whilst using a selection of data collection and analysis methods. Furthermore common features of qualitative research and the QD approach have been summarised and include being inductive, interactive, perceptive, holistic, flexible and reflexive. The QD approach was different to other traditional qualitative methodologies because it had more flexibility. In addition, methods were not required to adhere to theoretical traditions as detailed in 3.2.1. This enabled me to use whatever qualitative methods necessary to answer the research questions. Similar to other qualitative methods, the outcomes of the QD approach used in this study were anticipated to be rich descriptions. The following aligned QD methodology within the qualitative paradigm by comparing and contrasting it with GT and
phenomenology methodologies as well as addressing criticisms of the approach. In addition, essential differences of applying QD methods have been presented.

3.2.1 QD methodology: criticisms and qualitative paradigm alignment of methods

Criticisms have been launched against using QD methodology which was considered to be atheoretical. To address criticisms this section compared and contrasted QD methodology with grounded theory and phenomenology to clearly illustrate their similarities and clarify differences. Reasons for this were to align methods used in the QD approach with qualitative research. QD methodology has been aligned with the constructivist paradigm explored in 3.1.2 which provided the qualitative epistemological foundations for the research design. The rationale has been discussed for QD methodology remaining outside the conventions of traditional theoretical qualitative approaches. These methodological criticisms have been addressed in the following.

The QD approach controversially adopted common aspects of all qualitative approaches which provided a means to work outside the conventions of the more traditional methodological approaches (Whitehead, 2013; Sandelowski, 2000). In addition, Whitehead (2013) contended that the QD approach had become the most common form of qualitative research in nursing and midwifery studies. The QD approach had been estimated to have overtaken phenomenology, grounded theory (GT) and ethnographical approaches which are the next main traditional approaches (Whitehead, 2013; Willis & Anderson, 2010). However, the practice of working outside traditional approaches has been controversial and has attracted criticism of the QD approach for reasons discussed below.

Some criticisms of the QD approach included difficulties that may have arisen from its distinct characteristics which have overtones of some of the more theory-based qualitative methods (Sandelowski, 2010; Neergaard et al., 2009; Milne & Oberle, 2005; Caelli, Ray & Mill, 2003). However, Morse (2005) argued that qualitative health research was sufficiently specialised and justified in requiring specialised knowledge, research design and modification of research methods. According to Milne and Oberle (2005) many QD researchers have felt compelled to designate their work as grounded theory or phenomenology for example, in order to achieve credible epistemological underpinnings for their study.

The inappropriate designation of the QD approach may be partially explained by Thorne et al. (2004) who traced the use of the QD approach in nursing research particularly to the need to “push at the edges of the methodological rulebooks” (p. 2). This need to change research methodology was in the context of addressing complex experiential clinical questions. Consequently, the applied disciplines frequently used
the QD approach rather than being constrained by traditional methodology. Although QD was not the only approach that could allow study of clinical settings Caelli et al. (2003) proposed that reasons for the popular use of QD included the clinical nature of the research topic and time constraints for achieving masters by research.

Thorne et al. (2004), debated the difficulties of using a QD approach and emphasised that since it was a “non-categorical method of research” and at risk of “method slurring” (p.3) it must have coherent epistemological foundations to distinguish it. This supported the need for clarification of epistemological foundations presented in 3.1.2. Previously, Baker, Wuest and Stern (1992) drew attention to this risk and used grounded theory and phenomenological approaches as examples of how there can be “blurring” or confusion between qualitative approaches. Epistemological foundations which distinguish the QD approach from phenomenology and grounded theory were discussed in the following.

Traditional qualitative approaches were considered to require more complex detailing of philosophical positions than the QD approach because they were governed by lengthy theoretical positions that have evolved over many years (Whitehead, 2013). An example was phenomenology which was described as focusing on the way that individuals experience phenomena and was concerned with the lived experience of participants (Carpenter, 2013). Similar to the QD approach, the goal of phenomenology was to gain understanding through the human experience of the phenomenon without seeking a causal explanation (Whitehead, 2013).

Two traditions in phenomenology both focus on consideration of the effect of the researcher on the participant which was also the focus for the QD approach. Originally, Husserl had been credited to have begun the historical tradition of descriptive phenomenology which was seen as an alternative to positivism (Whitehead, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). In addition, descriptive phenomenology was known to incorporate ‘bracketing’ of the researcher’s preconceptions during data collection. Bracketing allowed researcher presuppositions to be put to one side so they did not impose meaning on the research (Taylor, Kermoda, & Roberts, 2011). As a student of Husserl, Heidegger had been credited with developing the second tradition, hermeneutical interpretive phenomenology. This was identified as ontological because it was focused on people being in the world (Carpenter, 2013). Hermeneutics was used in qualitative research as an approach to the analysis of texts to investigate how people formulate interpretations of their lives in relation to their life experiences (Liamputpong, 2013a; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Similar to the QD approach Carpenter (2013) asserted that the interaction between the participant and the researcher was
considered the main aspect of the data collection process. This interaction had led to reflexivity being built into the QD research process and addressed the researcher’s influence on data collection (Carpenter, 2013). Qualitative Descriptive researchers have adopted reflexivity which involved continuous critical reflection on the research processes to ensure that the researcher’s deep-seated views and biases or judgements were made explicit. It became an essential component of qualitative research and has been shared by being used in phenomenology and QD methodology (Liamputtong, 2013a; Maynard, 2004). Phenomenological perspectives have further assisted the QD approach as they provided a means to gain understanding of events, actions and values through the participant’s eyes (Liamputtong, 2013a; Yates, 2004). The QD approach employed several of the unique phenomenological procedural steps to assist with analysing and interpreting the data (Whitehead, 2013). Phenomenologists used these steps which have been devised mainly by Giorgi and Collaizzi to simplify phenomenological methods (Carpenter, 2013). Without having to strictly adhere to these steps, QD analysis procedures may be derived from both authors and include: distinguishing the data into meaningful units referred to as codes or nodes in NVivo; generating essential categories and themes as detailed in 3.4. In addition, there was a clear distinction between researchers using QD analysis techniques from phenomenological researchers who are required to maintain strict adherence to the selected procedural steps by Giorgi or Collaizzi (Carpenter, 2013; Whitehead, 2013).

In contrast to GT, the QD approach did not contain techniques to generate a middle range theory. However, GT methods have been adopted for use in QD methodology. Similar to phenomenology, complex historical traditions can be found in multiple versions of GT which began with Glaser and Strauss (1967) and were further developed by Corbin and Strauss and others (Liamputtong, 2013a; Charmaz, 2011). Many versions of GT originated from techniques devised for generating a substantive, middle range theory about social processes (Whitehead, 2013). The theory became grounded because it emerged from the research data.

Some of the GT methods were considered for use in the current study and therefore required clear definition. Techniques used in GT included data saturation and a process of constant comparison methods of simultaneous data collection and analysis (Charmaz, 2011). Firstly, data saturation was described as a way of justifying the number of research participants by data becoming saturated when no new data were being generated and new data fitted into the categories that had been developed (Skeat, 2013). Secondly, constant comparison in GT was designated as the process of grouping raw data together into bits or codes and developing an understanding of how the groups work and linked together (Skeat, 2013; Pidgeon & Henwood, 2004). Constant comparison allowed me to identify patterns in the data by comparing incidents within a category until the properties of that category emerged. Data saturation occurred by
simultaneously analysing data during data collection and constant comparison in the development of categories and themes. Both GT methods were used in the current study and detailed in 3.3.6 and 3.4.1.

Within the spectrum of qualitative methods, QD methods had many similarities and a few differences. Similar to qualitative methodological approaches such as phenomenology and GT, QD methodology was able to incorporate diverse perspectives which had implications for research methods (Greene, 2006). As an example of difference, I did not set out to develop a theory which characterised GT, however I used the analysis technique of constant comparison in the development of themes. In addition, I incorporated memos as a way of implementing reflexivity and therefore critically reflected on myself as the researcher in order to minimise researcher bias as detailed in 3.4.4 and 3.5.3.

The selection of qualitative methods for the QD approach was based on what was needed to answer the research questions. Since the QD approach was aligned with qualitative approaches and I was not bound by a particular method of data collection and analysis, I have selected the use of the following from a range of qualitative approaches: semi-structured interview; reflexivity; purposive quota sampling; use of memoranda; data saturation and constant comparison technique in data analysis. In addition, Harding and Whitehead (2013) proposed that specific analysis techniques have been suggested for the QD approach and include inductive coding by ranking lists of concepts and re reading the participants’ transcripts to identify categories. As shown in 3.4 this techniques was used in the current study.

The selection of qualitative methods for the QD approach was based on what was needed to answer the research questions. Specific QD analysis techniques such as inductive coding into categories and ensuring best fit have been used in this study and described in 3.4.1-3. As a result of using these and GT data analysis techniques, I was able to develop descriptions of participants’ experiences in a similar language which according to Sandelowski (2000) was characteristic of the QD approach. However, I was aware that using similar language still required low-inference interpretation. Perfect description was not possible due to my own perceptions and beliefs (Sandelowski, 2000). Similar to other qualitative methods, QD methods enabled development of rich description of the experience, staying close to the data in analysis and presentation of data (Neergaard et al., 2009).

In summary, the QD approach has been elucidated to have incorporated common aspects of all qualitative methodologies. This section has provided examples of how traditional qualitative methodologies required clear adherence to historically derived methods. Traditional qualitative methodologies were more complex to provide detail of the theoretical positions than the QD approach. Phenomenology and GT have been used to illustrate these complexities and to address criticisms of the QD approach. Finally, these examples
have also been used to illustrate how the data collection and analysis techniques were related to the methodological approach. Highly relevant to this study was that the QD approach had some unique analysis techniques and has been shown to enable researchers to select methods from a range of qualitative approaches.

3.2.2 Justification of QD methodology

The QD approach has evolved over the past twenty years because the pragmatic nature of qualitative research has progressed and become more flexible (Whitehead, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Liamputtong, 2013a). In addition, scholars have utilised this flexibility to develop methods which were more useful to the experience-based questions (Whitehead, 2013; Thorne et al., 2004). Being designated as belonging under the auspices of constructivism, the QD approach enabled the study of phenomena in the clinical setting as opposed to a laboratory (Whitehead, 2013; Denzin and Lincoln, 2011). The QD approach enabled interpretation of phenomena according to the meanings that participants gave to them (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). These particular features of the QD approach were appropriate for the aim of the study which was to seek participants’ views about experiences of clinical facilitation (Whitehead, 2013; Greene, 2006).

Justification for using the QD approach was provided by the research purpose and researcher constraints in terms of my time and cost limitations. However, the advantages over other more traditional qualitative approaches were that it was a liberating and more manageable form of qualitative inquiry. The QD approach was not constrained by the requirement, for example in phenomenology to understand the experience as a whole or the outcome expected of GT to produce a substantive theory (Whitehead, 2013). The QD approach could simply seek CFs’ views of challenges of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition and strategies employed to address these challenges. In addition key challenges and strategies could be represented by the development of themes and subthemes without the formation of a substantive theory grounded in the data.

Another advantage of the QD approach was that it had practical outcomes since it allowed more freedom in expressing and reporting findings than other qualitative approaches (Whitehead, 2013). The practical outcomes in the current study that were being sought were strategies that could potentially be employed by future CFs. These could be developed through understanding of the unique challenges of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses during clinical transition. The QD approach was not governed by a complex theoretical position that required scrupulous adherence to detail of methods required by the more traditional methodologies.
In summary the QD approach was justified for the purpose and researcher constraints of the current study. Advantages of the approach included clear links to qualitative epistemology detailed in 3.1.2. It was aligned with qualitative methods without having to subscribe to any particular theoretical underpinnings. Another justification for using the QD approach was its pragmatic quality. Being an integral component of qualitative research, pragmatic qualities meant that I could use whatever research tools were appropriate to meet the study aims (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). The QD approach became critical to answering clinical questions related to the practice-based disciplines (Whitehead, 2013). The strength of using this design was that it enabled selection from multiple qualitative methods to develop rich descriptions, using a largely inductive approach, to develop strategies with practical application as detailed in 3.4 (Neergaard et al., 2009).

3.2.3 Selection of qualitative data collection methods

This section has reviewed possible data collection methods as well as described how the interviews were carried out. Final selection of the semi structured interview was based on considering several qualitative methods that may have been appropriate. Selecting a method that was suitable for generating knowledge using a QD approach required a review of the three main qualitative methods which were participant observation, focus groups and interviews. Since it was important to choose the appropriate method to address the research questions and fit with the knowledge required. These three methods have been briefly discussed below.

First to be considered was participant observation which has mainly been used in ethnographic studies (Willis & Anderson, 2013; Liamputtong, 2013a; Parahoo, 2006). Participant observation carried out in conjunction with interviews allowed for a more complete understanding of the phenomenon being studied. There were several ways this could have been carried out, however participant as observer was considered for this study. This involved what Liamputtong (2013a) described as the researcher acting as both researcher and participant and not concealing the research which allowed freedom to come and go. Bias could be introduced through the power relations of an investigator being an ‘outsider’ and an ‘insider’ and possibly over identifying with the participant, making it problematic (Erickson, 2011; Parahoo, 2006). Another problem would have been the time constraints of adjusting to being with participants which was considered prohibitive. I also recognized that the clinical practicum was constantly changing over a three to four week period. These changes meant the full spectrum of challenges could not be simply observed over a shorter participant observation period. Long periods of observation would be too expensive and
extremely difficult to arrange with prevailing time constraints. In addition, it would only provide data on observed practices rather than the views of participants on how they experienced the facilitation process. Secondly, the use of focus groups had been used to give participants an opportunity to share and discuss ideas which provided the researcher with an efficient way to gain a broad understanding of the phenomenon from various perspectives (Parahoo, 2006). Focus groups “elicit and validate collective testimonies and give voice to the previously silenced by creating a safe place for sharing one’s life experiences” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005 p. 648). This was a possible way to collect the data required, however once again time constraints of organizing participants to be available at the same time was considered problematic. In addition, purposive quota sampling of CALD and non CALD participants was being considered. This would have required two focus groups as Bernard (2006) highlighted that it was preferable to have homogenous groups. The type of knowledge being sought from data collection was frequently related to personal clinical facilitation experiences and participants may not wish to speak as freely in a group.

The literature reinforced the decision not to pursue focus groups by pointing out their limitations. Advantages included that they provided supportive group interactions, a useful way to complement surveys and could be used to find out why people think and feel as they do. However Lopez and Whitehead (2013b) and Bernard (2006) stipulated that focus groups should not be relied on for collecting data about content and process or personal attributes. Focus groups had several limitations in comparison to individual interviews including: failing to explore issues as deeply, they were not as intimate and private; they often did not uncover sensitive or embarrassing information; possibly specialised gatekeeper skills have been required to ensure balanced contributions and avoid ‘group think’ outcomes (Lopez & Whitehead, 2013).

Finally, conducting semi structured interviews was found to be appropriate for the aim of the study as representing the insider perspective in QD research ensured overall credibility of the study (Liamputtong, 2013a; Lopez & Whitehead, 2013; Milne & Oberle, 2005). An interview literally meant to develop a shared perspective and understanding (Yates, 2004). In addition, semi structured interviews in research, focused on eliciting rich and detailed accounts of the participants understanding, feelings, knowledge and views (Liamputtong, 2013a). It was found to suit this study because interviews were able to elicit responses which were rich in meaning, depth, range and variety. Allowing open ended questions without prescribed answers assisted with grasping the complexity of the issues and made sense of the multiple meanings and specific actions or cultural practices (Liamputtong, 2013b). This required the interview schedule that was planned for the study. Bernard (2006) advocated that the interview schedule was a
A conversational guide to assist with managing the interview. In addition, it had broad areas of questions but allowed for additional questions and prompts to encourage the participant in a particular direction. Hence, the interview schedule for the current study was piloted with a colleague who made suggestions for minor changes to questions.

There were some validity threats to the use of semi-structured interviews. These included the effect of the interviewer introducing a number of biases such as participants giving socially acceptable answers or moulding their response according to the relationship they had developed (Lopez & Whitehead, 2013; Parahoo, 2006). I planned to address this by ensuring I developed trust and rapport with participants so that they felt comfortable to speak openly by initiating informal conversations and assurances before during and after the interview. In addition, as advocated by Lopez & Whitehead (2013) and Parahoo (2006) the validity of responses was to be enhanced in the semi structured interviews by my presence as the researcher whereby I could explain the questions and clarify meanings for the participants.

In summary, the final selection of the semi structured interview as the data collection method was based on considering several qualitative methods that may have been appropriate. The aims and research questions of the study and type of knowledge to be generated were a major influence. Other potential problems such as cost and time constraints were also major factors. Semi structured interviews were preferred because they enabled me to elicit more meaningful responses. The purpose of using an interview schedule to guide and manage the interview was articulated. Validity threats of the researcher introducing possible biases during interviews were addressed by informal conversational assurances, development of rapport with participants and clarifying questions and meanings for the participant.

3.3 Methods of this study

The remainder of this Chapter has presented the research aim and research questions and outlined the study design and methods used for this study in detail. Strategies and techniques used to collect data included: purposeful quota sampling; semi structured interviews; verbatim transcription of recordings with researcher memos; use of the software program NVivo 9.2 for coding, storage of data to assist further analysis. Methods used to analyse data included: coding; categorising and development of themes; use of memos and reflexivity. In addition research quality was addressed in detail under the following headings: procedural rigour, representativeness and respondent validation; reflexivity and integrity; transferability; and ethical considerations.
3.3.1 Research Aim:

To describe participant CFs’ views of the clinical transition challenges faced by CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum and their views on strategies to address these challenges.

3.3.2 Research Questions:

What are the challenges of clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum according to the views of the participant CFs who are facilitating their transition to clinical practice?

What strategies are proposed by participant CFs to address the challenges of facilitating clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum?

3.3.3 Study design

The research study design entailed the planning and designing of specific methods to be used for this investigation. Explicit portions of the research process that were more concerned with the actual conducting of research have been articulated. In the current study the design features of qualitative research and the QD research approach identified in 3.2 and 3.2.1 meant that it had some features of GT and phenomenological methods. The elements from these approaches used in this study design were the semi structured interviews detailed in 3.2.3 and the analysis technique of data saturation and constant comparison detailed in 3.2.1. Data analysis techniques which were specific to the QD approach included inductive coding into categories and ensuring best fit with details provided in 3.2.1. Results of the data analysis were presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in relation to related literature in Chapter 5.

3.3.4 Research Participants: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The key participants were clinical facilitators (CFs) who were recommended for employment at the university in NSW, Australia by the clinical coordinator at the School of Nursing. CFs were employed by the university and were responsible for facilitating students’ learning and formal assessment on clinical practicum. This was considered important because it was an assurance that the participant had experience of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses for a full clinical practicum. Most CFs were usually expected to have a post graduate teaching qualification however clinical experience was taken into consideration due to shortages of RNs with appropriate qualifications. Eligible participants included CALD and non CALD CFs employed by the university. The decision to select from the two groups was initially based on findings of a study by Yoder (1996) which found that ethnic background of the CF was a major influence on the way CALD nurses’ learning were facilitated. The CALD CFs included those who spoke another language or English as a second language with transcultural experience or education or have spent most of
their lives outside Australia. The CALD CFs’ views could then supplement views of non CALD CFs who spoke English as a first language and had minimal transcultural education or experience. CFs were excluded if they were not employed by the university and did not have experience of formal assessment for at least one CALD OSQ nurse in the past 5 years. Inclusion criteria were important because CFs were asked their views of CALD OSQ nurses specifically and therefore needed to have had recent experience with facilitating them on clinical practicum as well as having been responsible for formal assessment. Participants were over 18 years of age and able to give informed consent. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were summarised on Table 3.

Table 3: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for Clinical Facilitators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.</strong> CFs with CALD background defined as over 18 years and able to give informed consent.</td>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Have not formally assessed and recommended clinical pass or fail of at least one CALD OSQ nurse in last 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Met requirements to be employed by a university in NSW as a Clinical Facilitator. These include current nurse registration and preferably &gt; 5 years of experience, education qualifications.</td>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Are not employed by ACU as a CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.</strong> Have formally assessed and recommended clinical pass or fail of at least one CALD OSQ nurse in last 5 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.</strong> Born in Australia or overseas, and speak English as second language (ESL) and have spent most their lives outside Australia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exclusion criteria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Have not formally assessed and recommended clinical pass or fail of at least one CALD OSQ nurse in last 5 years</td>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Have not formally assessed and recommended clinical pass or fail of at least one CALD OSQ nurse in last 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Are not employed by ACU as a CF</td>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Are not employed by ACU as a CF.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.5 Sampling approach

Purposive quota sampling was used to recruit four CFs with CALD background and four CFs with non CALD background. Quota sampling comes under the auspices of purposive sampling, though it differs because it had more specific sizes and proportions of the sub-samples for each prescribed quota (Lopez & Whitehead, 2013). This sampling approach enabled the capture of views of CALD and non CALD participants who could be confirmed to have experiences of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses. A quota sampling approach achieved this by enabling the selection of participants who represented appropriately
qualified and experienced CFs from different CALD and non CALD backgrounds who could provide the
information needed to answer the research questions. As interviews progressed and data were analysed it
became apparent that four CALD and four non-CALD CFs would provide sufficient data to reach
saturation.

3.3.6 Selection and recruitment

After receiving a list of all CALD OSQ nurses enrolled in the BN from an administration officer, student
files were checked to find the CF’s name and signature on the students’ clinical performance record. This
was routinely filed in a locked cabinet in the School of Nursing, as a record of students’ performance on
clinical practicum. Participant CFs were selected according to the student researcher being able to match a
CF with CALD OSQ nurses’ student records as evidence of having had experienced formal assessment on
clinical practicum with CALD OSQ nurses. Following this, an advance information letter (see
APPENDIX B) to selected participants explained that they had been selected because they had facilitated
CALD OSQ nurses. In addition participants would be able to provide an informed perspective on the
challenges and strategies proposed to facilitate this group of students’ clinical transition. Participants were
informed that the researcher was seeking a wide variation and equal balance of views from participant
clinical facilitators from CALD and non CALD backgrounds.

The information letter (see APPENDIX C) and consent form (see APPENDIX D) were attached to an
e-mail which gave a brief overview of the research aims and which advised that the researcher would
contact them shortly. Another email was sent approximately a week after the first email to inquire if
potential participants did or did not agree to participate. If the participant declined, the next eligible person
on the list of CFs was selected. If the participant agreed to participate they were then contacted by the
researcher to arrange a mutually suitable time for the interview. The consent form accompanied the
information letter and was then brought to the interview and signed by the participant and the student
researcher. Alternatively, participants who were interviewed by recorded teleconference sent the consent
form by fax or email attachment.

E-mails inviting people to participate were sent, in a small group of ten then reducing to six then four.
There was simultaneous collection and analysis of data so that the number of emails reduced as I came
closer to reaching the quota sample. Several CFs who declined any alternative interview options, were
given the choice of face to face or teleconference interviews due to distance from their homes and work.
Finally out of the 22 emails sent there were 8 acceptances, 6 refusals and the remaining 8 did not respond
to the first or second email. This resulted in five face to face interviews and three participants being interviewed by teleconference.

Three participants commented that the reason they agreed to participate was they believed it was an important area to be researched while two others wanted to be involved in supporting research. The remaining three wanted to have a voice in developing strategies for future CFs. The most common reason for not accepting the invitation to participate was unsuitable timing. Examples of unsuitable timing included that one potential participant did not have time because he was completing a course of part time study and another was moving to facilitate students from a different university. Another participant did not wish to be interviewed by teleconference or to interrupt her workplace when I offered to travel to the health facility to conduct the interview. Several simply declined without giving a reason. The non-responders were not contacted again after the second email. Selection was completed when four CALD and four non-CALD CFs had agreed to participate and interviews had been recorded, data transcribed and was found to be sufficient for the study purpose. The 8 interviews were completed by the end of October, 2011.

3.3.7 Data collection: the semi-structured interviews

The interview guide was used to ensure that I covered key areas in the interview. It contained questions regarding demographic data and open ended questions regarding facilitation challenges that CFs experienced based on factors identified in the literature search. Questions were then included regarding strategies they proposed to address the challenges of facilitating clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses specifically. The interview guide was piloted with a work colleague and minor revisions were made.

Prompts were used to encourage more detailed responses regarding CALD OSQ nurses and understanding of clinical transition. Interviews were conducted face to face and audiotaped or by recorded teleconference, using the interview guide (see Appendix E). The face-to-face interviews were conducted at a mutually suitable time in a vacant, private office. The recorded teleconferences were arranged in response to requests by participants who wanted to participate however were unable to travel to the university.

Three interviews were recorded by teleconference link and five interviews were recorded face to face. The duration of the interviews was from twenty to forty five minutes. There was simultaneous collection and analysis of data which was reflexive and responsive to change so that new data from each interview and insights were accommodated (Sandelowski, 2000). Data analysis was described in the following section.
3.4 Data analysis: coding, categorising and theme development

This section described how content analysis of the interviews was carried out. The first step advised by Patton (2002) was to read the transcripts at least twice and then develop a manageable way to classify the data obtained in the interview transcripts. Information from Neergaard et al. (2009) has been adapted to summarise descriptions of analytic strategies on Table 4. This provided an overview of analytic strategies that were used for the current study and which I discussed in detail below. Figure 3 illustrated Hahn’s (2008) strategy of coding. Hahn’s (2008) theme development followed level one and two coding. It involved further distillation of data, with frequent return to the original data, down to a few very significant points which clearly answered the research aims.

Table 4: Analytic Strategies (Adapted from Neergaard et al., 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analytic strategies in QD</th>
<th>Current study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 - Coding and recording data</td>
<td>Interviews coded into nodes in NVivo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 - coding: Sorting data</td>
<td>Similarities and differences, in vivo coding, category development. Sources were classified and attributes created in NVivo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking for similarities and differences</td>
<td>Repetitions noted, data extracted from two groups of participants to compare differences in views of challenges and strategies proposed, in vivo coding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 - Theme development: Deciding on generalizations</td>
<td>Development of open codes. Ensure final themes hold true to data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memos and reflexivity</td>
<td>Memos attached to data in NVivo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrichment of data analysis: Challenging generalizations</td>
<td>Examine themes in relation to previous research, respondent validation. Data reached saturation. Reduction of codes to categories and theme development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.1 Level 1 Coding and recording data

Searching for themes in audiotaped interviews began with transcribing and reading over transcripts at least twice (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). Since there was simultaneous collection and analysis of data which was reflexive and responsive to change, I recorded then read new data from each interview several times.
Following this I incorporated further insights as they were expanded. Open-ended responses were transcribed verbatim to produce narrative text.

Data were initially organised according to either ‘challenges’ or ‘strategies’. Within these broad categories the data were thematically analysed to identify patterns, recurring and unique themes and categories. The qualitative software program NVivo 9.2 was used to enable data to be stored, coded, retrieved, compared and linked. Nodes, which were the folders where data segments were gathered together, could store any amount of coded data (NVivo 9, 2010). This expedited the process of locating coded themes, grouping data into categories and comparing passages in the transcripts referred to by Patton (2002) as inductive analysis.

As illustrated in Figure 3, Hahn (2008) demarcated codes in open coding as level one code which were all directly inspired by the data and provide the foundation for higher level analysis. For example, in my analysis this was achieved by firstly identifying communication as a challenge then finding similarities such as pronunciation, listening and comprehension which were then related to communication with patients, nurses or communication style. These groups of similar codes became categories. Similarities between some open codes, previously found, were fitted together naturally into groups.

![Figure 3: Illustration of coding and progressive refinement of data from level 1 to level 3 (adapted from Hahn, 2008, p. 6).](image-url)
3.4.2 Level 2 coding: Category development

Developing categories at level two coding involved grouping of level one codes. This meant that multiple level one codes would be associated with almost all level two codes. This was assisted mechanically by NVivo9.2. Level two coding was considered a contemplative, creative phase as it was important to understand the meaning and relationship of each code phrase and associated data (Hahn, 2008). This level involved finding similarities and differences referred to as the constant comparison method by Glaser and Strauss (1967).

Level two coding entailed making systematic comparisons across units of data often with line by line analysis which ensured that the researcher was focused on the data (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). Kitto, Chesters & Grbich (2008) proposed that generation of profound insights could be achieved by revealing important though subtle differences through this use of similarities and differences of the experiences and responses of the participants against each other. In my analysis I identified how differences emerged in views of communication challenges and strategies between CALD and non CALD participants. These differences were compared and contrasted. Patterns of difference between non CALD and CALD CFs were noted and the implications of the main differences were documented in Table 5 and explained in 4.3. While looking to describe the unique views of CFs I was looking for common themes between CALD and non CALD facilitators and within the two groups.

Since the current study was aimed at gaining an insider perspective of CFs’ views, commencing inductive analysis with in vivo coding avoided labels being imposed by the researcher (Patton, 2002). Firstly, looking for repetitions were based on the concept that the more frequently a concept appeared the more likely it was to be a theme (Ryan and Bernard, 2003). One of the examples of a repetition that occurred in the current study was ‘they don’t understand’ in relation to understanding professional language and communication.

Secondly, indigenous concepts were referred to by Patton (2002) as in vivo coding which was achieved by documenting key phrases that are specific to the participants. Ryan and Bernard (2003) recommended searching for indigenous concepts which enabled me to find themes by looking for local terms used in an unfamiliar way. An example of an indigenous concept in the current study was the use of the term “shower oriented”. This term referred to CALD students being conditioned to only carry out task focused patient care such as showering instead of the more holistic approaches to patient care expected of RNs. Participants explained that this conditioning was thought to occur in relation to employment as assistants in nursing (AINs) in the aged care sector and enrolled nurses (ENs) also.
3.4.3 Level 3: Theme development:

Higher level three coding or development of themes in this study involved the use of the level one codes and categories of level two being used as building blocks (Hahn, 2008). Codes at this point were identified which could support a theme and helped achieve the research aims. Theme development was built from the categories which emerged within the interview schedule framework of challenges and strategies. For example, verbal and non-verbal communication style differences became one of the three key challenges which contained one theme and up to two subthemes organised around non-therapeutic relationships and non-assertive verbal and non-verbal communication style. Key associated strategies emerged from level two coding regarding verbal and non-verbal communication which resulted in one of the three key strategies which was represented by one theme and up to two subthemes.

Coding techniques began with open coding, followed by category development and finally axial or thematic coding (Hahn, 2008). Data were considered to have reached saturation as stated by Skeat (2013) when no new data were being generated and new data fitted into the categories which justified the number of participants. Although the number of participants was relatively small the rich descriptions from semi-structured interviews provided sufficient data to reach saturation. In order for theoretical statements to be convincing they needed to be linked to adequate excerpts from data which were easily understood because they were related to recognizable life experiences (Seale, 1999). Data excerpts were provided in the Results Chapter 4. Themes were illustrated with examples from verbatim quotes and a narrative explanation given of the meaning of each theme.

3.4.4 Memos linked to implementation of reflexivity

During the data analysis I differentiated memos from codes as proposed by Hahn (2008). Memos provided an understanding of the context and framework of the study rather than the phrases comprising codes which were focused on the research question. Codes were later to be used as theme building. An example of a memo I referred to during analysis was the context of the interviews to remind me of the thoughts and interpretations I had made while talking to participants. These contextual features may have otherwise been forgotten or lost. Memos were also linked to the implementation of reflexivity. Reflexivity in social research such as the current study was the process involving the researcher reflecting on the effect they had on those they are studying which adds credibility to the research findings (Liamputtong, 2013b).

Documenting memos was important as it provided an understanding of the context, structure for the study and was also seen as the mechanizing of reflexivity (Hahn, 2008; Marshall, 2002). Addressing reflexivity involved showing an awareness of how my socio-cultural position of being non CALD and my current
role as academic international advisor, impacted on the results of the study. In addition, consideration was given to the profound effect of researcher values, such as those associated with being non CALD. These values may have affected all aspects of the research from selection of the problem to research design, collection and analysis of data. More broadly, Kitto et al., (2008) stipulated that reflexivity must also address the social setting of the research and the wider social context such as the health care team and the health care facility in this study.

In summary, memos were recorded from the beginning of level one coding in order to provide scaffolding for the study and to mechanise reflexivity. As advocated by Marshall (2002) memos were documented in NVivo during all stages of analysis as a means of filing insights providing a vital ingredient in the research process. Using memos to track my thoughts during coding and linking thoughts to data was imperative in order to enhance critical analytical creativity.

3.5 Research Quality safeguards

Research quality in this study was addressed by describing how the study operationalized the following processes: procedural rigour, representativeness and respondent validation; reflexivity and integrity; transferability; ethical considerations (Liamputtong, 2013a; Torrance, 2011; Neergaard et al.,2009; . Kitto et al.,2008). Below I have discussed each in turn, considering how these techniques assisted with enhancing research quality and how they were applied to this study.

3.5.1 Procedural rigour, representativeness and respondent validation.

Procedural rigour, representativeness and respondent validation were three of the processes incorporated in order to ensure research quality. Firstly, procedural rigour was supported by ensuring documentation of explicit descriptions of all aspects of how the research was conducted (Liamputtong, 2013a; Kitto et al, 2008). This included my reporting of how participants were accessed, how I developed rapport and trust. In addition, reporting of all processes was carried out including data collection, recording, coding, analysis and handling of errors and participant refusal. A clear document audit trail of the research process and analysis has also been provided to further ensure procedural rigour.

Secondly, representativeness also entailed my reporting in 3.3.5 of the use of purposeful quota sampling to capture a broader range and equal balance of views amongst CALD and non CALD participant CFs. A third process involved respondent validation whereby participants interviewed could be encouraged to view and amend their transcripts as a form of validity. This process has limitations due to the varying interpretations by the researcher and the participants (Kitto et al., 2008). As a form of respondent
validation the main themes that emerged from this analysis were fed back by e-mail to the participants who were asked if they felt that the main themes adequately represented their views. Two participants responded positively to this e-mail by confirming that they agreed with the themes and subthemes.

3.5.2 Relevance and transferability

Additional criteria to strengthen rigour were relevance and transferability which was the desired outcome of qualitative research. Firstly, relevance was established by developing new knowledge to formulate innovative strategies to assist CFs facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition. The section 1.5 discussed crucial HWA funding to expand clinical supervision capacity for health professionals to address health workforce shortages. Developing facilitation strategies for successful CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition supports this focus within NSW Health. In addition, nursing and midwifery was one of the four core discipline modules which acted as a template for other health professions (NSW Health, 2012a). Secondly, transferability referred to having the capacity to make conceptual generalisations from the local context of this study to other settings (Liamputtong, 2013a; Kitto et al., 2008). Transferability was addressed by relating the study findings of the current study to other settings in current literature in Chapter 5.

3.5.3 Reflexivity and researcher background

As well as actually situating reflexivity in the research process through the use of memos described in 3.4.4, the use of reflexivity in the social sciences has also been described as ‘benign introspection’ or ‘reflection’ (Woolgar, 1988, p. 22). This encouraged me as the researcher to think about the ‘inside story’ of how my personal biases, experiences, values and beliefs affect how the research process was actually carried out. Consequently, I was mindful that it was likely that my experiences and relationships with CALD OSQ nurses and CFs may have influenced the way I conducted interviews and my interpretation of the phenomenon being studied. Below I have provided an outline of relevant features of my background.

My background has included more than 25 years of nursing, teaching and clinical facilitation experiences. I have been employed as a clinical nurse and a clinical educator across three Australian states including Western Australia (WA), Queensland (Qld.), NSW and in England. My educational and undergraduate experiences have been based in Australia and have been studied in English and focused on nursing and education. In the last 10 years, I have completed the degree of Masters in Clinical Education through an Australian university. I have had many cultural enrichment experiences through study, work and travel, however studying and working with CALD health professionals and students has had a major influence on
my worldview. Currently, as a university lecturer, I have taught and assessed undergraduate and post graduate students during their university based courses at a university in NSW.

Before studying nursing, I studied French formally as a second language for more than five years. I was intrigued at how difficult it was to speak very basic French coherently when visiting France. These experiences have provided some insight into the difficulties of applying a foreign language learnt in a classroom environment to actual, ‘real life’ communication with native speakers. More recently, I gained insights into the indigenous culture and language of people on the island of Tanna, Vanuatu while visiting and supporting a family member who was conducting research studies as a participant observer. These insights came from time spent on the island while participant observation and interview data were collected from indigenous participants. I also had privileged access to non-tourist villages and special culturally centred ceremonies.

Experiences as a CF have been transformative in my professional life. These experiences included facilitating diverse cultural groups including CALD OSQ nurses. During the years I was employed as a CF I looked for guidance and opportunities to share what I had learnt about clinical facilitation with other CFs and to learn from their experiences. Possibly ideas for the current study began during that time.

In my current role as Academic International Advisor, CALD students and CALD OSQ nurses who have been identified as having academic or clinical difficulties may be sent to me for support. This advisor role involves emails and possible interviews with the students. I have suggested referral to support services as well as to the Counselling service when necessary. I have taken a leading, consultative and collaborative role in conducting and researching a transition program and workshops aimed at remediating clinical communication and skills. The transition program and workshops were for identified and self-identified students before they attended or repeated clinical practicum. I have also conducted interactive education sessions during annual campus based CF workshops. These sessions provided an opportunity for CFs to share experiences of facilitating CALD students as well as reviewing and being updated on current practices.

In summary I view my work, study and family experiences to have provided me with insights into having a CALD background and gaining cultural awareness and hopefully a degree of cultural competence. I have CALD extended family members and continue to work in multiple roles with the whole student body and reflect on my dual perspectives as a researcher in this study. I have gained valuable knowledge about CFs and the diverse range of students and their transition to clinical practice. Hence, I am aware that my
views had potential to bias the findings in the study. Through the use of reflective practice, supervisor support and peer review of my findings, I have sought to minimise any researcher bias.

3.5.4 Ethical considerations

Ethical considerations have been incorporated in this study from its inception and have continued throughout. Ethics was defined as ‘a set of moral principles that aim to prevent research participants from being harmed by the researcher and the research process’ (Liamputtong, 2013a, p. 36). Addressing ethical issues in qualitative research was particularly essential because of the close interaction between the researcher and participant. In view of a history of unethical biomedical research practices recognised after World War II, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) established mandatory high standards of integrity, responsibility and accountability in research. In addition, the most recent international declaration espoused by UNESCO in 2005 was the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights. Core ethical principles were followed throughout the current study including: respect for autonomy requiring informed consent; respect for confidentiality and anonymity; respect for justice, beneficence; respect for human vulnerability and personal integrity; respect for cultural diversity (Woods and Schneider, 2013). Ethical considerations were identified in the current study and addressed below.

Potentially, the current study may have been seen to be associated with the clinical coordinator who was responsible for selection of CFs for employment by the university. I was aware that CFs might be concerned that their employment may be affected by participation in the research. In addition, employment interviews took place in the same building as the research interviews. Consequently, the participant information letter (see Appendix C) contained assurances that all information and recordings and documents would remain confidential then eventually destroyed. The letter was emailed by the investigator and the principal supervisor to all potential participants, to inform them about the study. These assurances included that the participants who agreed to participate and those who did not agree, will not be known by staff involved in recommending CFs for current or future employment by the university. In addition, the letter explained the research aims and the importance of the research, how and why they had been selected, what would be involved and the likely duration of the interviews. Assurances were also provided that ethical research principles would be applied throughout the study.

Ethics approval to conduct the proposed study was granted by the Australian Catholic University, Human Research Ethics Committee (see APPENDIX F). The following ethical considerations were included in the research proposal (see APPENDIX A) to the ethics committee: All study material will be disposed of
in a confidential manner by shredding all interview transcripts and audio recordings will be erased and electronic data will be deleted after 5 years. Also, all identifying information will be removed prior to data entry and only de-identified data will be analysed. No identified data will be published or released. All study material will be stored in a locked filing cabinet accessible only to the student researcher for five years following publication then destroyed. There are no particular risks envisaged to the confidentiality of personal information and only aggregated data will be reported.

3.6 Conclusion

This Chapter has discussed the selection of the qualitative research paradigm, features of QD research methodology, choice of qualitative methods and the justification for choice of the QD approach and methods. The study aims and research questions were presented. Alternative ways of collecting descriptive data were examined by considering quantitative surveys, participant observation and focus groups. The reasons for choosing to conduct semi structured interviews, the interview process and threats to validity were elucidated. Qualitative methods were related to the study by providing details of the study design, research participants, sampling approach, selection and recruitment procedures and data collection methods. This was followed by delineating data analysis processes and procedures and measures used to ensure research quality including ethical considerations throughout the study. The Chapter has expounded the design features of the QD approach using semi structured interviews to enable data collection and analysis for the development of codes, categories and themes. Chapter 4 presents the results of the thematic data analysis.
CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

4.0 Introduction and Overview

This Chapter has provided rich description of CFs’ challenges and corresponding strategies of facilitating clinical practicum for CALD OSQ nurses. The clinical practicum journey began with the CFs’ challenge of differentiating CALD OSQ nurses from other CALD students. Following this, interview data led to exploring challenges related to perceived changes in the CF role. Differences in verbal and non-verbal communication style then emerged as significant to experiences throughout clinical practicum. These differences could ultimately result in withdrawal of consent by patients, refusal to supervise by RNs and risk of clinical fail for CALD OSQ nurses. Underlying the corresponding strategies was the participant CFs development of CALD OSQ nurses’ trust for reflective practice, addressing differences in verbal and non-verbal communication style and ensuring cultural empathy through transcultural education programs for CFs and RNs.

Challenges and strategies provided the organisation of categories around which themes emerged in accordance with the interview guide. Each challenge and corresponding strategy category had three themes each with up to two subthemes. Each of the challenge themes and subthemes was followed by corresponding strategy themes and subthemes which were substantiated with participants’ verbatim quotes. These themes and subthemes have been included later in this Chapter. By presenting results of the analysis of collected data from participant interviews this chapter has addressed the research aim and answered the research questions displayed in 4.1 and 4.1.1.

Finally differences which were identified between CALD and non CALD CFs’ views were summarised and found to provide a wide variation of views which enriched the research findings. Differences arose by clearly identifying CALD and non CALD participants’ original transcripts and data extracts in this chapter. Some of the main differences in CFs’ views of challenges and strategies between CALD and non CALD participants were integrated into the themes. Following below are participant demographics which were explained then detailed on Table Five. The Chapter concluded with a summary overview and conclusion of the key challenges and strategies.

4.1 Research Aim:

To describe CFs’ views of the clinical transition challenges faced by CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum and their views on strategies to address these challenges.
4.1.1 Research Questions:

What are the challenges of clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum according to the views of the CFs who are facilitating their transition to clinical practice?

What strategies are proposed by CFs to address the challenges of facilitating clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum?

4.2 Participant Demographics

Data were collected at the beginning of each interview by using the interview guide to ask specific questions regarding length of nursing and CF experience, cultural background, educational preparation for the role of CF and nursing focus. The participant demographic data are summarised on Table 5. Ethical principles detailed in 3.5.4 were maintained by ensuring anonymity and confidentiality in the research process. Hence, pseudonyms were allocated to participants and one non CALD participant and the four CALD participants’ cultural background were referred to in general terms. Purposive quota sampling as detailed in 3.3.5 was used to select 4 CALD and 4 non CALD participants. Shortages of appropriately qualified, experienced and available CFs across the many universities in NSW wanting to employ them may be one of the possible reasons for the low acceptance rate, refusals and non-responders. These shortages meant that CFs worked for multiple universities in order to meet the demand and obtain continuing employment between clinical placements. Participant CFs tended to respond to emails requesting participation in the study while they were employed by the participating site.

As shown on Table 5 the participants were all female with length of nursing experience as an RN ranged between 4 and 40 years. Participants had spent between 30% and 65% of that time working in the CF role. In addition, the four non CALD participants’ main residence was in Australia, however one had spent more time in South East Asia where English was spoken as a first language. Three of the CALD participants’ main residence was the Middle East, Africa and Europe. Another participant included as CALD had resided overseas, spoke English as a first language as well as speaking an Asian second language. This exemplified how learning a second language, temporarily residing overseas and seeking transcultural education and experiences enabled her to be included as a CALD participant. Educational preparation of participants ranged from post graduate Diploma courses to degree at Masters’ level and Doctor of Philosophy (PhD). Nursing focus was distinguished because knowledge of nursing specialty areas could contribute to gaining insights into some of the different views as they emerged from collected data. It was found that four participants’ nursing focus was medical surgical as well as aged care. Two
participants’ nursing focus was medical surgical nursing only. Finally, two participants’ nursing focus was mental health.

In summary use of purposive quota sampling ensured that collected data incorporated variation between participant demographics which contributed a more even balance and broad range of views to the study. Participant demographics have included non-identifying information regarding: length of nursing and CF experience, cultural background, nursing focus and educational preparation for the role of CF.

Table 5: Table of Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Interviewed</th>
<th>Non CALD or CALD</th>
<th>Years of Experience</th>
<th>Credentials Nursing Focus</th>
<th>Main challenge</th>
<th>Main Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non CALD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Beccy</td>
<td>Non CALD</td>
<td>7 as CF</td>
<td>Diploma Mental health.</td>
<td>Communication/non-assertive/Pronunciation/task orientation</td>
<td>Collaboration with RNs, Language practice, early IELTS testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Pajlia</td>
<td>Non CALD</td>
<td>&gt;10 as CF</td>
<td>Masters Medical surgical</td>
<td>Communication pronunciation/task orientation</td>
<td>Language practice, listening exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Hetty</td>
<td>Non CALD</td>
<td>&gt;7 as CF</td>
<td>Masters Medical surgical/ Aged Care.</td>
<td>Communication Pronunciation/task orientation</td>
<td>Language practice, collaboration with RNs, develop assertiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th Sally</td>
<td>Non CALD</td>
<td>&gt;7 as CF</td>
<td>Diploma Medical surgical</td>
<td>Communication, pronunciation/task orientation/role of CF, RN and student</td>
<td>Self-directed learning, language practice, role clarification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Hazel</td>
<td>CALD</td>
<td>7 as CF</td>
<td>PhD Mental health</td>
<td>Authoritarian communication/task orientation</td>
<td>Language practice, role clarification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Amber</td>
<td>CALD</td>
<td>2 as CF</td>
<td>Diploma Medical Surgical/Aged Care.</td>
<td>Non-assertive communication</td>
<td>Develop empathy, CF trust, reflective practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Pamela</td>
<td>CALD</td>
<td>&gt;20 as CF</td>
<td>BN Diploma medical surgical/aged care</td>
<td>Trust of CF and culture of fear/ role of CF, RN and student</td>
<td>Develop CF trust, therapeutic relationship, cultural awareness and empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Gerda</td>
<td>CALD</td>
<td>7 as CF</td>
<td>Masters Medical surgical/ aged care</td>
<td>Attitude toward CALD CF due to strong accent/role of CF, RN and student</td>
<td>Clarify CF/RN role, debrief and reflective practices, collaboration with RNs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Introducing the themes and sub themes

As shown on Table 6 below three key challenges and three key strategies emerged from the data. Each key challenge and each key strategy consisted of three themes and up to two subthemes. The themes and subthemes were organised around open ended questions from the interview guide about challenges and strategies. Each theme presented in 4.4 to 4.7.4 which identified challenges was followed by the corresponding strategy each represented by a theme and sub themes.

There were a significantly larger proportion of data categorized into challenges however it was noted that strategies required less detail to explain. Reasons given for many of the facilitation challenges participants faced involved reference to international CALD students and local CALD students in general as opposed to CALD OSQ nurses. During the interviews, prompts included frequent reference and focus on CALD OSQ nurses. The acronym and word ‘CALD OSQ nurses’ was substituted when selecting participants’ verbatim quotes instead of the following terms: ‘overseas nurse’, ‘overseas RN’, ‘they’ or ‘the internationals’ or simply ‘students from overseas’.

Table 6: Summary of interview guide categories and corresponding themes and subthemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Challenges Themes and subthemes</th>
<th>Strategies Themes and subthemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and understanding</td>
<td>Challenge theme 1: Lack of knowledge and understanding.</td>
<td>Strategy theme 1: Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subthemes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Differentiating CALD OSQ nurses;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Perceptions and assumptions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences in verbal and non-verbal communication style.</td>
<td>Challenge theme 3: Differences in verbal and non-verbal communication styles; Subthemes</td>
<td>Strategy theme 3: Addressing differences in verbal and non-verbal communication styles; Subthemes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-assertive communication</td>
<td>• Facilitating assertiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-therapeutic communication</td>
<td>• Developing therapeutic relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data about each category were collected separately and the ‘strategy themes’ were matched with challenges during the data analysis process as shown on Table 6. Differences in main challenges and strategies between CALD and non CALD participants shown on Table 5 were developed from comparing and contrasting responses. The main difference was the focus by non CALD participants on collaboration with supervising RNs and improving assertiveness, self-directed learning and pronunciation through language practice and earlier IELTS testing. On the other hand CALD participants focus was on addressing a culture of fear by developing strategies to engender trust, empathy and therapeutic relationships through reflective practice. Benefits of having multicultural participants therefore included that data from non CALD participants may provide views of challenges which data from CALD participants were able to address with strategies. For example ‘challenge data’ from ‘Beccy’ who was non CALD contributed to differences in verbal and non-verbal communication challenges which could be addressed by ‘strategies data’ regarding showing empathy and building trust from ‘Amber’ a CALD participant. Alternatively data from ‘Gerda’ a CALD participant contributed to a challenge regarding CF role conflict and loss of CF autonomy which was addressed with ‘strategy data’ which involved creating innovative RN connections from ‘Hetty’ a non CALD participant. The three key challenges each followed by key strategies were presented with my rich descriptions and participant verbatim quotes in the following.

4.4 Challenge theme 1 and its associated strategy:

Most participants described a lack of knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses. Participants were unable to differentiate CALD OSQ nurses from other CALD students on clinical practicum which led to imprecise perceptions and assumptions of the learning needs of CALD OSQ nurses. Two challenges and one strategy were described in this section.

4.4.1 Challenge theme 1: Lack of cultural knowledge and understanding; Differentiating CALD OSQ nurses’

The first challenge theme was entitled ‘Lack of knowledge and understanding: Differentiating CALD OSQ nurses’. There was a great diversity of CALD local and international students including CALD OSQ nurses within student groups on clinical practicum. As described in chapter one CALD OSQ nurses were a relatively small subgroup of CALD international students who were enrolled in the BN. However Australian citizens or permanent residents who were CALD local BN students were another group who may have looked and sounded like international students. Participants described the challenges related to being unable to differentiate between different categories of CALD students. Participants often relied on information about their status being volunteered by CALD OSQ nurses, rather than being specifically
elicited by the participants early in the clinical practicum. These difficulties differentiating categories of CALD OSQ nurses often resulted in inaccurate perceptions by the CFs about CALD OSQ nurses’ level of knowledge and understanding. Two challenge subthemes emerged from the parent data and were named: ‘Differentiating CALD OSQ nurses’ and ‘perceptions and assumptions about CALD OSQ nurses’. These challenge subthemes will be presented below with data extracts substantiating them.

4.4.2 Challenge subtheme: ‘Differentiating CALD OSQ nurses’.

Participants explained that they had been unable to identify CALD OSQ nurses and sometimes they relied on discerning differences as the clinical practicum progressed. According to participants it was not always feasible to seek information about the learning needs of individual CALD OSQ nurses at the beginning of clinical practicum. Participants’ reasons for being unable to distinguish CALD OSQ nurses and the absence of orientation were ambiguous. However without introductions and orientation, the varying levels of knowledge and understanding between different categories of CALD students within the diverse student groups were either overlooked or discovered late in the three week clinical practicum. It appeared that identifying CALD OSQ nurse status was frequently not given priority. One participant made this very clear in the following verbatim quote:

_I haven’t noticed a difference between the international students [sic] or the CALD OSQ nurses, just say generally international students. That is I haven’t noticed a difference between students who look international but they may be CALD local, international or CALD OSQ nurses_ (Amber 4 CALD CF).

The lack of communication about which students had nursing qualifications from overseas led participants to develop their own perceptions about the quality of clinical performance. However participants stated that assessing clinical performance was a complex process which required multiple assessment tools as well as input from the RNs who were supervising the students. It was not apparent from participant interviews exactly how judgements about clinical performance were made. For example, one participant said:

_I can’t get a group and after the first week see who the CALD OSQ nurses are and who aren’t. At the moment, I have got two Nepalese students who I think are both CALD OSQ nurses. One I can see would be a CALD OSQ nurse. The other one is definitely like a regular three year CALD international student starting from scratch_ (Hetty 6 non CALD CF).
Even when a participant did inquire early in the clinical placement about a CALD OSQ nurse status, these nurses sometimes denied their status. CALD OSQ nurses were thought to deliberately conceal overseas qualifications by denying they had them if they were asked. This mystified one participant who assumed the denial to mean that CALD OSQ nurses were fearful that the participant CF would expect them to perform at a higher level. The following participant verbatim quote described this scenario:

*I said are you a CALD OSQ nurse? They would initially say no until in the second or third week, they will say, “yes I am”. They don’t like to tell me in case they do something wrong. Maybe they think I will be harsher towards them because they already know what to do. They might be just scared (Gerda 7 CALD CF).*

Participants described how there could be weeks before communicating to gain fragments of knowledge about the CALD OSQ nurses’ status. This lack of communication resulted in participant CFs resorting to assumptions based on fragmented perceptions. The purpose of an interim progress report after one to two weeks was to provide students with adequate time to respond to formative feedback by strengthening any identified weaknesses in order to achieve a clinical pass. However participant CFs sometimes had not identified a CALD OSQ nurses’ status until after the second week of clinical practicum. The following participant communicated with the CALD OSQ nurses after two weeks which was usually when the interim report was due:

*I don’t know on day one who is a CALD OSQ nurse and who isn’t. Eventually, when I sit down and talk to students by the end of two weeks I get to know CALD OSQ nurses more and I ask them what their qualifications are and we communicate (Beccy 1 non CALD CF).*

4.4.3 Challenge subtheme: ‘perceptions and assumptions’.

Participants based their perceptions and assumptions about CALD OSQ nurses on appearance and fragmented communication gleaned over the first few weeks. For example several participants assumed that CALD OSQ nurses preferred to learn independently rather than in teams. Assumptions were formed about cultural influences on teamwork. Using team work on clinical practicum was considered to be extremely important when working to improve outcomes for patients and a crucial learning outcome for students. However, the following quote demonstrated how one participant assumed that preferring to work alone was a common cultural attribute of CALD OSQ nurses and CALD international students:
A lot of the wards now do team work. So they will be buddied up in pairs. Whereas I find the CALD OSQ nurses and CALD international students are more likely to work on their own (Hetty 6 non CALD CF).

Participants viewed another important attribute essential for all BN students was use of initiative rather than obediently waiting to follow instructions without question. In addition, use of initiative was a vital ingredient in the transition toward developing critical thinking skills. However another participant’s assumption was that lack of use of initiative was a common cultural difference found in CALD OSQ nurses and other CALD international students but not found amongst non CALD students. This assumption was often based on previously formed perceptions or on deference shown by some CALD OSQ nurses to authority figures such as the CFs and RNs in the health facility. The assumption was exemplified in the following data excerpt:

What is more obvious is cultural difference as they don’t tend to use their initiative. CALD OSQ nurses and [other] CALD international students do tend to run together (Pajlia, 3 non CALD CF).

The role of the RN in some other countries was perceived by participants to be extremely different from the RN role in Australia. For example, one participant assumed that the role of the RN was limited to medication administration in China. Further assumptions included an absence of holistic approaches to patient care, feeding patients and understanding nutrition. In addition, it was assumed that Australian university based theoretical and laboratory simulation preparation for clinical practicum had not transformed CALD OSQ nurses’ culturally based difference in understanding clinical practice. The assumption that responsibilities and approaches to patient care were culturally different in different countries was often seen as an overwhelming hurdle for participants facilitating clinical transition. One participant stated the following:

Registered nurses in China for example only give medication. So they don’t tend to do any of that sort of holistic care that we tend to do in Australia. CALD OSQ nurses don’t even do things like feeding and understanding nutrition (Pajlia 3 non CALD CF).

Participants pointed out that part of preparation for clinical practicum for all students including CALD OSQ nurses routinely learnt about holistic care, interpersonal skills and therapeutic relationships in Australian clinical practice. Part of the participant CFs’ role of facilitating clinical transition for all students including CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum was to consolidate understanding of the RN role and encourage the move away from technical, task oriented care. Participants perceived that
facilitating CALD OSQ nurses meant encountering previously entrenched and very different nursing experiences. Several participants had perceived that the role of the RN for Japanese CALD OSQ nurses, for example, was limited to technical responsibilities. Despite their preparation for clinical practicum it was assumed that CALD OSQ nurses who were Japanese RNs saw nursing as confined to technical, task oriented care. Assumptions about CALD OSQ nurses being restricted by having experienced these totally different RN role responsibilities were identified as challenges by participant CFs. In the following quote the participant proposed that overseas nursing qualifications made it challenging to facilitate clinical transition to the role of the RN in Australia:

...in terms of CALD OSQ nurses ... specifically one student that I know from Japan was talking about being qualified, it seemed to be very much a technical role. Difficulties that she had in actually moving into the role of RN here were that it required much more of the interpersonal skills and the therapeutic relationship (Sally 8 non CALD).

Participants pointed out that preparation for all students including CALD OSQ nurses incorporated developing appropriate nursing competencies associated with patients’ personal care. These competencies involved assisting with clothing removal and supervising patients while in the shower and toilet. Participants reported that many students found carrying out responsibilities involving patients’ personal care during the clinical transition period extremely confronting. However, when participants observed that CALD OSQ nurses initially found showering patients confronting, an assumption was that the reason for this was based upon cultural practices from overseas. These perceived cultural practices included patient’s family members being expected to be responsible for personal care. Participants assumed this was preventing CALD OSQ nurses’ successful clinical transition to easily carry out these practices. This was perceived as a facilitation challenge by participants:

... CALD OSQ nurses don’t do personal care overseas, their families do that. When they are RNs overseas they are more responsible for medications and dressings and talking with the doctors. They find it quite confronting because they have to shower or sponge someone for the very first time (Hetty 3 non CALD).

Participants described how passing clinical practicum was dependant on completing documents following competency assessments carried out by the RN in the CF role. However it could be problematic locating the opportunity to assess appropriate clinical competencies. Sometimes the clinical practicum could be incomplete because all skills were not able to be assessed. Participants explained the worst case scenario
included an outstanding competency assessed on a later clinical practicum resulting in an overall clinical fail. This meant that the previous clinical would have to be repeated and passed or university enrolment could be terminated. Consequently students were encouraged to take responsibility for completing clinical competencies within the three week clinical practicum. However, participants often perceived that CALD OSQ nurses were ‘assessment focused’ which resulted in an assumed excessive urgency to have clinical report paperwork signed off without trying to improve clinical performance. As CFs the participants were made aware of the substantial financial and emotional cost of having to repeat clinical practicum as a result of possible clinical fail. The drive to focus on completing assessment forms was perceived by participants to cause a major distraction from learning. This concern with paperwork led participants to the assumption that CALD OSQ nurses were unwilling to focus on learning to apply holistic approaches to care and understanding RN role differences. One participant stated her concern in the following extract:

*I find them [CALD OSQ nurses] very assessment focused. It’s all about the paperwork and getting it signed off instead of looking at the holistic care and the role of the RN. They are really focussed on “Hetty, when can I do this assessment?” “When can I get this done and you know, if I don’t get this signed off I don’t pass and I have to reenrol and it’s going to cost me $3,000” and so they are very assessment focused (Hetty 6 non CALD CF.)*

Participants perceived that if they had cautioned against risk of clinical fail, attempts to support CALD OSQ nurse who were assessment focussed experienced even greater stress. Instead of attempting to respond to remediation advice it was assumed the majority would prefer to withdraw because the assessment was the major focus. Participants also perceived that singling CALD OSQ nurses out for testing knowledge and giving feedback could then be interpreted as bullying, particularly if knowledge questions were asked repeatedly. However as confidence dissipated many were perceived to feel they were being unfairly singled out by receiving the extra attention. Participants assumed that being assessment focused meant the emotional reaction to being at risk of clinical fail had overwhelmed any possibility of further learning. One participant described this scenario in the following data extract:

*By Wednesday in the last week the CALD OSQ nurses were informed they were unsatisfactory. Every day they have every opportunity to provide evidence that they are satisfactory in certain areas. If they are focussed on the assessment and not responding to remediation advice you are ‘flogging a dead horse’ and putting the CALD OSQ nurse under stress. They see you as picking on them or being a bully because you are asking them the same questions. They usually decide to leave clinical practicum. It’s too stressful for everyone (Hetty non CALD CF).*
One participant perceived that the policy requiring all CFs to tell students they were at risk of clinical fail at the interim report could result in misunderstanding that clinical pass was no longer achievable. It was assumed that CALD OSQ nurses concluded immediately that they were being forewarned of an impending clinical fail. Reasons for this assumption were not clear. The following data extract depicts this scenario:

I say [at the interim report] ‘you know [that] you need improvement’ they [CALD OSQ nurses] think that I am going to fail them (Hazel CALD CF)

In summary, challenges which emerged for participants included a lack of knowledge and understanding which emanated from being unable to differentiate CALD OSQ nurses from other CALD students and understanding their learning needs. Reasons for not identifying CALD OSQ nurses were unclear however included being unable to create an opportunity to inquire at the outset of clinical practicum. In addition, the CALD OSQ nurses were perceived to be reluctant to volunteer information about their overseas qualifications leading participants to the assumption that their reluctance was fear based. Assumptions made about CALD OSQ nurses’ learning difficulties were perceived to relate to: lack of understanding of team nursing; lack of initiative; unfamiliarity with holistic models of patient care. In addition assumptions were made by participants about CALD OSQ nurses’: culturally entrenched nursing practices; understanding of the role of the RN in Australia; focus on assessments rather than learning holistic approaches to clinical care. Participants frequently viewed these perceived learning difficulties as CF role challenges to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition.

4.4.4 Strategy theme 1: ‘Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses learning needs.’

Strategy Theme 1 was entitled: ‘Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses learning needs’. Several participants conducted an orientation which employed facilitative, empathetic approaches to encourage sharing cultural backgrounds early in the clinical practicum. These facilitative approaches were aimed at creating a safe place and cultural empathy which was about enabling CALD OSQ nurses to feel supported.

Participants frequently viewed that the unpredictable nature of applying recently learnt skills to vulnerable patients can be extremely challenging for CALD OSQ nurses and all CFs and RNs responsible for facilitating and supervising the learning process. Consequently use of reflective practice involving regular
debriefing sessions during clinical transition became essential for all students including CALD OSQ nurses. Several participants proposed that orientation on the first day assisted with developing cultural empathy and incorporated preparation for reflective practice. This involved the development of trusting relationships to engender peer and participant CF trust and support. Participants described developing a climate of trust in order to learn from personal clinical experiences. This required assuring confidentiality about sharing negative feelings associated with those experiences. Ideally CALD OSQ nurses could then use collective verbal expression with the participant CF and peers to form new insights about what happened. This could then be followed by discussion about knowledge gained from the reflective process and application of this to new experiences.

Those participants who conducted orientation found out about what the CALD OSQ nurses had done in their country of origin in order to gain cultural knowledge and understanding. Participants identified that CALD OSQ nurses frequently needed support from them as CFs as well as from each other. So it was important for CALD OSQ nurses to develop sufficient trust to feel their confidentiality was respected. A technique adopted was encouraging groups to find something in common with peers and the participant CF so they would seek support and opportunities to reflect verbally. One participant articulated a three dimensional approach to creating trust.

Initially trust was developed at orientation then daily meetings were planned in order to provide opportunities to deal with positive and negative issues by reflecting and talking about them. Secondly, showing that being successful on clinical practicum was achievable. Thirdly, gaining knowledge and understanding about individual cultural attributes of the diverse groups of students as well as the participant CF was proposed to enable group members to trust each other to speak openly. One participant expressed this approach to cultivate cultural empathy to safely reflect feelings and be able to seek peer and CF support in the following verbatim quote:

*I put great effort up front into orientation on day one to the clinical learning outcomes and preparing them for working with me and with that facility. Also creating a sense that this will be a safe place to talk openly at daily meetings, and deal with them. It's a three pronged thing to develop trust, get them on side and show that it's all going to be achievable. I need to understand who they are and they need to understand each other because they are rarely a homogenous group. Some may be Nepalese CALD OSQ nurses or some Chinese CALD OSQ nurses and rarely Indian (Pamela 5 CALD).*
Several orientation techniques or ‘icebreakers’ were used to gain cultural knowledge and understanding and to avoid imprecise participant CF and RN perceptions and assumptions about CALD OSQ nurses. Participants described how these techniques can be short and effective and take different forms from simple introductions with a brief background to organising students to find out culturally based information about each other and then introduce group members. Gaining deeper cultural knowledge and understanding was achieved if these activities continued to be threaded throughout clinical practicum. Participants described the need to place emphasis on valuing cultural diversity. One participant articulated that on the first day she was open about her own CALD background and encouraged CALD OSQ nurses to open up so that they felt empathy regarding cultural differences:

*I make it a point at orientation on the first day to start to talk to them about my cultural background and experiences. I ask them to tell everyone about where they are from and why they chose nursing so that they get to know each other and have that support. If I have something in common with someone I will be more likely to go to them for help. They see a human side of me rather than ‘this is our CF who is going to judge us on what we are doing’ (Amber 2 CALD CF).*

Several participants proposed that when they as CFs had a calm, open mind and empathetic approach it allowed CALD OSQ nurses to feel safe, supported and confident. Use of an empathetic approach was proposed to make the RN in the role of CF less intimidating for students and create trust in a supportive learning environment. Emphasis by the participant CF on empathy and being approachable was based on an underlying belief that CALD OSQ nurses needed to feel supported. Under these circumstances they were more likely to perform at a higher standard than if they felt threatened. It was essential to gain awareness of CALD OSQ nurses’ personal, social and financial costs and benefits of coming to Australia. Travelling to upgrade qualifications in Australia was usually preceded by many years of study and experience in both the English language and nursing. Participants encouraged acknowledgement that CALD OSQ nurses have to adapt their skills to fit the new environment as well as having moved countries to come here. One participant expressed these sentiments in the following extract:

*It’s better if the CF goes in with an open mind and realises CALD OSQ nurses have moved countries to come here. The environment is different perhaps, the skills they have to learn to adapt to fit the situation means there is more empathy towards the CALD OSQ nurses who pick it up and feel more confident and comfortable around that CF. In that learning environment they feel supported and are more likely to perform better than if they feel threatened. CF’s using a softer approach means the CALD OSQ nurses will feel more confident and able to do what they are supposed to do (Amber 2 CALD CF).*
One participant recommended linking culture, trust and language by using informal conversations about travel to engender cultural empathy. While some participants could simply show interest and respect for cultural diversity others had actual experiences to share. One participant found her own experience of travel meant it was easier to empathise with CALD OSQ nurses’ cultural background and relate this to personal, enjoyable cultural experiences. Key questions could also encourage the group to find something in common by relating positive experiences of different cultures. These experiences could be about holiday travel in culturally and linguistically diverse destinations which revealed insights into being interested and valuing different world views. In addition the value of cultural diversity in Australia can become more distinct. These questions about cultural experiences provided an opportunity for CALD OSQ nurses to gain the trust and confidence to speak about their culture in English in an unfamiliar environment without fear of humiliation. The following data excerpt described developing trust through finding common ground and hopefully improving language with more relaxed conversations:

*But you can’t separate culture, trust and language from each other. One of the early things that I do because I have travelled so extensively is I might ask [a key] question of the CALD OSQ nurse which country is their country of origin? It’s likely that I have actually visited their country and I might talk with CALD OSQ nurses about it and say something I enjoyed about it (Pamela CALD CF)*

Another technique involved openly acknowledging cultural difference by modifying the speed and type of language used compared to that used with non CALD students. In addition, time could be spent looking for signs of understanding specific instructions. Conversations regarding CALD OSQ nurses’ background and experience were a more indirect, non-confrontational technique of checking understanding. These conversations also served to gain cultural knowledge and understanding. One non CALD participant tried to gain understanding of the CALD OSQ nurses by asking questions to gain knowledge and check their understanding:

*I talk to them [CALD OSQ nurses ]in a different way I probably don’t recognise that I do talk to them a little bit differently than I talk to the Australian students. Finding out what they have done and if they actually do understand things (Beccy 1 non CALD CF).*

Participants related some of their teaching style and successes with CALD OSQ nurses to their own experiences. Several participants emphasized that an understanding participant CF who gave plenty of
support to build confidence would make CALD OSQ nurses more empowered and therefore less at risk of failure. The following verbatim quote described how this would also build confidence:

*When you are a student you feel a little bit disempowered, a bit more vulnerable and not sure what you are allowed to do. It helps a lot to have a CF who understands and can give you that leeway to become more confident.* (Amber 2 CALD CF).

One participant explained that it was imperative to let CALD OSQ nurses know why CFs were there with the message of helping, supporting and motivating rather than examining and judging. One CALD participant CF described how she had learnt from personal experience of clinical fail and having to repeat a clinical practicum. From this experience the participant emphasized that decisions about pass and fail should be made after consultation with the CALD OSQ nurses. Any CALD OSQ nurse who was not complying then required the opportunity to both defend themselves and rectify the situation as described in the data extract below:

*If I find that the student is not really complying, I just pull them aside. I give the student the chance to rectify the situation and to also defend themselves. I have had CFs who didn’t do that for me and just listened to what the RNs were saying and I failed my course because of that. If the CALD OSQ nurse was not doing the right thing instead of me going and just failing them or taking the word of the RNs I say ‘look, this is what I have heard and this is what I have noticed. What do you say?’ I know how it feels and that helps because I come from another angle.* (Amber CALD CF).

Participants agreed that giving adequate notice and providing strategies to achieve a satisfactory result meant emphasising the facilitative role of helping CALD OSQ nurses was essential. One participant explained that part of preparation for the role of CF were discussions surrounding processes for reducing anxiety for CALD OSQ nurses who were unable to reach satisfactory standards of care. The main strategy to arise from these discussions was to provide remediation advice and adequate notice of risk of clinical fail. Keeping students informed also meant it was not a surprise if the final decision made by the clinical LIC was to fail the CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical practicum as described below:

*I will let the student know as early as possible that I need them to improve. I put my own strategies in place, ‘you need to do this to look at getting a mark that’s satisfactory for this clinical’. Even up until two or three days before their last day when they get their final assessment, I usually let them know what my*
thoughts are on their assessment so far. It’s not a surprise, we are always taught that it shouldn’t be a surprise on the last day, bang, you have failed (Hetty non CALD).

Some participants proposed the need for cross cultural education for all CFs and RNs working with CALD OSQ nurses to avert fear reactions and further set the scene for positive feedback. Issues which emerged for participants were frequently based on witnessing reactions which were based on fear of the unknown practices of CALD OSQ nurses. These unknown practices could be religious as well as nursing. There were some strong negative reactions to CALD OSQ nurses wishing to avoid personal patient care such as showering patients or to interrupt their work to pray or to clarify or debrief in their home language. Several participants broached the issue of health facility staff receiving cross cultural education awareness programs to increase sensitivity and understanding of the multicultural workforce. One participant suggested that such programs would assist all CFs and RNs to deal with fear based reactions and feel more comfortable working with CALD OSQ nurses in the following verbatim quote:

Assessments depend largely on RN feedback and RN reactions to CALD OSQ nurses were often fear based. If we dealt with some of that we could help RNs to be more sensitive and more understanding of the richness and complexity of our multicultural society. I suggested at the education office that there was this element within their service that might respond positively to some cross cultural education awareness programs. These programs would enable RNs to feel more comfortable working alongside people from another culture (Pamela CALD CF).

Avoiding confrontation when faced with perceived cultural intolerance from RNs toward CALD OSQ nurses was recognised as an essential strategy. One participant recommended diplomatically approaching the health facility staff development services to utilise existing support structures. One participant felt placing recommendations with the education office for cultural awareness programs was an important way to avoid confrontation. Working within the structures and procedures that are already in place in health care facilities in this way was detailed below:

Suggesting transcultural education programs at the education office was how I dealt with fear based reactions to CALD OSQ nurses to avoid confrontation I think confrontation is not going to end happily and facilities do have their own structures and procedures in place to deal with these issues. I personally feel it’s important for me not to cut across those but to work with them. (Pamela CALD CF).
An essential component of understanding learning needs of CALD OSQ nurses being placed in health facilities included the opportunity for clinical skills practice as part of experiential learning. Competency assessments of clinical skills are part of clinical preparation at the university in simulation laboratories. However performing these skills on patients in less controlled environments with real patients can be a great source of stress for CALD OSQ nurses. Examples of skills included administration of intravenous medication, complex wound dressings and management of chest drains. One participant pointed out practicing these skills as a supportive strategy to better prepare CALD OSQ nurses to carry out various competencies at a more satisfactory level on clinical practicum:

Getting the students to practice their skills more and getting the feel of what the assessment will be like helps make CALD OSQ nurses feel like they have taken something from the clinical practicum that they can implement (Hazel 3 CALD).

In summary, empathetic approaches, orientation and transcultural education programs for all CFs and RNs were the main strategies to arise from the data to facilitate gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses. Participants employed facilitative, empathetic approaches to encourage sharing cultural backgrounds early in the clinical practicum. This could be achieved by developing a climate of trust. Creating trusting relationships would incorporate orientation on the first day of clinical practicum so that daily reflection meetings could successfully run as a source of strength to gain knowledge from new experiences. Furthermore making success clearly achievable from the outset was accomplished by gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs at orientation.

Orientation could take several forms and incorporated techniques or icebreakers which acted as an introduction to develop cultural empathy and trust to facilitate reflective practice. This entailed CFs discerning empathetic ways to show students that they were there to facilitate their learning rather than be there to simply judge or examine them. Effective techniques included CF self-disclosure regarding cultural background and experiences, sharing pleasant multicultural experiences and having a calm approachable manner. In addition, conversations about different cultural experiences were beneficial. These conversations enabled CALD OSQ nurses to develop sufficient trust and confidence to practice having relaxed conversations in English. Consequently orientation and ‘icebreaker’ techniques helped to set a platform of cultural empathy and trust which could be threaded through clinical practicum to facilitate reflective practice.

The final strategy recommended by participants to gain cultural knowledge and understanding was transcultural education programs for all CFs and RNs which involved learning cultural awareness. These
programs were intended to modify some of the fear based reactions to CALD OSQ nurses. All CFs and RNs would then be able to offer culturally sensitive feedback which may avert clinical fail. A further strategy was working within the facilities’ structures and procedures as an informed way to avoid confrontation and increase cultural knowledge and awareness. Further strategies to avert clinical fail included practice of competencies, early notification of the need for improvements, listening to CALD OSQ nurses’ point of view and providing opportunities to strengthen their weaknesses. Participants recommended that all CFs and RNs incorporate culturally sensitive, facilitative approaches to empower the CALD OSQ nurses to gain the confidence to improve their clinical performance.

4.5 Challenge 2 and its related strategy

Loss of participant CF role autonomy was identified by most participants. They described a mismatch between ward staff’s priorities for patient care in a busy setting and the expectations of participant CFs who needed to prioritise the educational needs of all students and CALD OSQs in particular. One challenge and one strategy are described in this section.

4.5.1 Challenge Theme 2: Loss of CF role autonomy: Mismatch between CFs’ expectations and ward priorities.

The second challenge theme was titled: Loss of CF role autonomy: Mismatch between CF expectations and ward priorities. Participants described how the level of CF autonomy to facilitate the clinical learning environment for CALD OSQ nurses had reduced substantially which meant a mismatch of priorities could easily arise. Reasons for loss of autonomy were not explicitly specified. However, during the interviews participants described a drive from RNs and ward based educators to take control of CALD OSQ nurses. Furthermore participant CFs expressed a weakening of resolve to assert their role autonomy. Clinical placement agreements between university and health facility specified that all CFs and all students including CALD OSQ nurses were supernumerary on the wards. The students’ supernumerary status at each clinical practicum meant that precedence could be given to prioritise educationally sound practices. This agreement meant that CALD OSQ nurses could learn to work more effectively and efficiently while making the transition to each new clinical area. However, since patient care has traditionally been a central tenet to nursing, participants found challenges in prioritising CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs instead of patient care needs. Learning need priorities for CALD OSQ nurses could be overlooked amidst the urgency of attending to patient needs.

Participants explained that CALD OSQ nurses brought clinical skills which could be used to reduce the workload of the supervising RNs by completing some of the RN tasks. There was active resistance by
RNs to orientation sessions and taking CALD OSQ nurses away from wards for reflection and debriefing throughout clinical practicum. This resulted in a mismatch of priorities when CALD OSQ nurses appeared to fill staff shortages and were not released for learning activities. One participant CF was required to document the CALD OSQ nurses’ absence from the ward by completing a timesheet as stated below:

The ward based RN insisted that I had to sign a timesheet if I wanted to take a group of 10 third year students who included CALD OSQ nurses for a weekly, one and a half hour debriefing and reflection session. (Gerda, CALD CF).

Participant CFs expressed conflicted feelings about allegiances developed from acting in the role of RN previously and those from being in the role of CF currently. These feelings may have been linked to the fact that all CFs had worked as a RN to be eligible to qualify for the CF role. Participant CFs were frequently challenged by the ensuing mismatch of their current priorities and those of the supervising RNs. The mismatch resulted in differences in what CALD OSQ nurses were required to do by the RNs. Differences ranged from filling staff shortages to reflecting on issues related to course learning outcome requirements. Participant CFs’ expectations to prioritise facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning were perceived to be subsumed by the RNs’ ward priorities.

Some participants acknowledged having been personally challenged especially when alternating the role of CF and RN at the same facility. Weakening of resolve to assert CF role autonomy emerged as one participant found it difficult to act in the role of CF and prioritise CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs. Periodically alternating CF and supervising RN roles could afford advantages however it could also be viewed as a challenge due to feelings of divided loyalty when the clinical practice environment was complex and unpredictable. The following data extract exemplifies this:

Well as a CF I am between the university and working as a RN at the hospital. It is hard to prioritise CALD OSQ nurses when the hospital is very busy and short staffed (Beccy 1 non CALD CF).

Priorities set by supervising RNs frequently did not match with participant CFs’ expectations. The CALD OSQ nurses who were there to learn could be perceived to add to the workload of the supervising RNs. Important participant CF expectations for CALD OSQ nurses included encouraging application of theory taught at university to the real clinical environment as a form of experiential learning to meet specific learning outcomes. These participant CF expectations comprised having the autonomy to facilitate orientation and group debriefing and reflection. Conversely, participants described the priorities for ward
based RNs included responsibility for managing and performing patient care, associated reporting and documentation. Supervising CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum became an additional, difficult and often frustrating responsibility for the RNs who sometimes actively resisted supervising CALD OSQ nurses. Participants described challenges when arguments between supervising RNs sometimes ensued because the frustration would spill over to anger:

*Two RNs were arguing about who wants to take the CALD OSQ nurse and sometimes in front of the student they will say ‘I don’t want her, I had her yesterday’. (Hetty 6 non CALD CF).*

Participants explained that practicing less complex competencies was most suited to first year BN students who were new to the health care system. Conversely, CALD OSQ nurses entered at second year level and required practice in more complex holistic nursing care. However unlike other second year students, CALD OSQ nurses were making their initial clinical transition to the Australian health care system from entry at second year level. Transition for CALD OSQ nurses was complicated because while they did not require practice in performing less challenging tasks they needed close supervision with complex patient care because of lack of competence and confidence. Lamentably CALD OSQ nurses were often delegated to tasks in which they were previously competent and did not require close supervision such as taking vital signs. Several participant CFs interpreted this delegation of tasks to mean RNs were using the CALD OSQ nurses to fill staff shortages by completing labour intensive, repetitive tasks. The following verbatim quote was an example of participants expressing these concerns:

*CALD OSQ nurses would not change to holistic care here [from task oriented care] because the RNs give them basic tasks, you know, you have to check up observations of BP and pulse and ask ..”Where is the medication?” (Hetty 3 non CALD).*

Participants described what they perceived as an explicit shift in control over the past few years which had resulted in CFs losing autonomy over CALD OSQ nurses learning activities. It was noted that in recent years the CF role had changed so they were no longer able to allocate the students according to their learning needs. Instead of CFs, the RNs who are hospital based educators have mostly taken over the allocation role and are seen by CFs to take responsibility for CALD OSQ activities on clinical practicum. Ultimately the apparent loss of CF role autonomy exacerbated the mismatch of priorities. One participant relayed how loss of autonomy meant that the CF was left with the role of monitoring students instead of planning their learning experiences:
We can’t allocate CALD OSQ nurses the educator at the hospital allocates the students to the ward. CFs used to be able to change the students if they have a second time on a medical ward I would put them on surgical. For several years we have not been allowed to do that, we don’t have the power. The hospital educator has actually taken responsibility for the students and allocates ward placements. I monitor what the CALD OSQ nurses are doing and how they are doing (Gerda 7 CALD CF).

This perceived lack of autonomy interfered with early maintenance of trust between participant CFs and CALD OSQs. For those participants who were able to establish a platform of trust and cultural empathy at orientation, new challenges emerged from the data. Some participants supported the RNs’ view that CALD OSQ nurses needed to practice being ‘at the bedside’. Alternatively others described how there were strong forces preventing reflective practice taking place away from ‘the bedside’. Several participants were prevented from facilitating group reflections. Perceived loss of CF role autonomy meant it became difficult to conduct orientation or follow up with debriefing sessions for reflective practice. The mismatch of priorities sometimes caused misunderstanding with supervising RNs regarding CFs taking CALD OSQ nurses away from patient tasks for debriefing sessions. One participant sought assistance from the Director of Nursing (DoN) and was supported by him/her. The DoN reminded the RN that CALD OSQ nurses were at the facility to learn. The following data extract details this scenario:

...the RN complained to the ward based nurse educator that the CALD OSQ nurses were taken away for too long and they are supposed to be on the ward. We are actually debriefing and reflecting and that’s part of this clinical and the curriculum. You have to have the briefing and reflection with the CALD OSQ nurses. She just would like to give them more RNs’ work, to check on blood pressures and observations after surgery. I spoke to the DoN who went to the ward and told the RN she doesn’t have a clue why the students are there and actually said “they come here to learn.” (Gerda, CALD CF).

In summary, participants were challenged by the mismatch between ward based RNs’ priorities toward patient care and participant CF expectations of facilitating educationally sound practices for CALD OSQ nurses. Participant CFs explained the extreme frustration experienced at being unable to retain autonomy over CALD OSQ nurses’ learning activities even though they were supernumerary. In addition, participants outlined active resistance to releasing students for learning activities by supervising RNs which added to challenges of perceived loss of CF role autonomy. At times participant CFs expressed divided allegiances when working as a RN in a facility where they were periodically employed as a CFs by the university. In these circumstances CALD OSQ nurses’ learning became their primary focus. On the other hand when working as an RN, patients were their primary focus. Overall, the challenge to CFs’ role
autonomy to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning, active RN resistance and divided allegiances resulted in a mismatch of ward priorities and CFs being unable to fulfil expectations to prioritise CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs.

4.5.2 Strategy theme 2: Strengthening CF role autonomy: Aligning CF expectations with ward experiences:

Strategy theme two was titled ‘Strengthening CF role autonomy: Aligning CF expectations with ward experiences.’ To avoid the challenge of a mismatch occurring between participant CFs’ expectations and ward priorities participants emphasised the critical role of forming clinical connections particularly with supervising RNs. It was extremely difficult to address CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs without strengthening participant CF role autonomy by collaborating with RNs and being familiar with the clinical environment. This theme was developed from the data to describe ways that CFs found of aligning their expectations with ward experiences for CALD OSQ nurses. The main approaches used to achieve this comprised assertively developing collaborative relationships, becoming familiar with the health facility and use of role modelling.

Although some participants experienced challenges with divided allegiances and with prioritising CALD OSQ nurses learning needs, returning to the same health facility in the role of CF or RN also meant that CFs could strengthen autonomy within their role. Strengthening role autonomy was achieved by improving collaboration with health facility personnel by a process of familiarisation with the health care team and the clinical practice environment. An advantage of familiarisation and developing mutually beneficial relationships was that participant CFs had the flexibility to move CALD OSQ nurses around as needed. This could be achieved in several ways including ensuring adequate RN professional development training for the change in priorities to be employed periodically as CFs in the same health care facility. Participants viewed several advantages for CFs to have been periodically employed by the university as well as by the same health facility as a RN. These advantages included formation of clinical alliances which allowed the CF more autonomy with organizing the CALD OSQ nurses’ learning experiences. One participant stated quite succinctly that staying at the same facility as a CF meant RNs and other staff could become familiar with the CF which made it easier to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses learning:

*I like to move around, don’t get me wrong. But if you know the hospital, the RNs know you, it’s always heaps easier to prioritise CALD OSQ nurses* (*Hetty non CALD*).
CF collaboration with the RNs was essential for CALD OSQ nurses when caring for patients as they spent the most time acting as supervisors and role models. Although participant CFs were employed by the university, with students as their primary focus, participants said that they found it necessary to also make clinical connections and communicate assertively with RNs. Several participants identified that the CFs’ role in planning strategies to meet learning needs of CALD OSQ nurses was preferably preceded by working out how the ward operates. This could be managed by meeting during clinical practicum or preferably visiting the health facility before commencement to meet the Nursing Unit Manager (NUM) and supervising RNs. The following data extract was an example of how participants described this part of their role:

*So you really need to wait until you are on the ward to see how the RNs run it. As a CF you sort of have to collaborate from that day one, or that first week, you see how the NUM and RNs operate the ward before you can put in your own strategies for the CALD OSQ nurses (Hetty 6 non CALD CF).*

When facilitating third year students particularly, some participants had a clear aim to settle CALD OSQ nurses into their role and to align participant CF expectations with ward experiences. Several CFs were able to use RNs or CALD OSQ nurses’ peers as role models. This was achieved by forming an appropriate relationship to enable CALD OSQ nurses to shadow the RN. Sometimes a more advanced student was chosen as a role model for the first week. After this, CALD OSQ nurses were usually able to take two patients who were considered half a ‘patient load’. As they became more confident this was increased to the full RN patient load of three to four patients to look after every aspect of their care. The process of building CALD OSQ nurses’ confidence beginning with participant CFs collaborating assertively with the RN was described by the following participant:

*We usually collaborate for CALD OSQ nurses to be allowed a week to shadow the RN and then they have to take two patients so they are allocated half a patient load. Then we negotiate with RNs for them to take three to four patients. So they have to do everything for those first two patients from start of shift to finish. (Hetty non CALD CF).*

Placing CALD OSQ nurses with peers who were capable student buddies was a strategy that provided a strong role model for less confident students to understand their scope of practice. Role modelling has been found to be a very effective educational strategy particularly if good rapport has been formed. One participant commented that this worked best when CALD OSQ nurses were challenged by a capable student:
Strategies can be just the clinical environment which is the ward, even who they are buddied up with day to day, such as the other student on the ward. Because at the moment I have got a local student with an international student, I think she is a CALD OSQ nurse, but the local student is setting a very high bar. She has done a lot of objectives and is just setting a very good example. Alternatively, CALD OSQ nurses could be put with another poor student and it doesn’t challenge them (Hetty non CALD CF).

In summary, strategies participants proposed to strengthen CF role autonomy and align priorities were built upon forming relationships with the NUM and ward based RNs preferably prior to commencement of clinical practicum. In addition, some participants recommended that RNs are prepared with professional development to work as a CF in the same facility to develop these connections and gain insights into the CF role. Professional development may assist with ensuring allegiance to CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs after being focused on patient care needs as an RN. Returning to the same health facility repeatedly according to one participant can assist CF familiarisation with wards and particularly understanding how RNs and NUMs operate wards. Another strategy involved ensuring adequate rapport has developed so that RNs and peers can act as role models for CALD OSQ nurses at the beginning of clinical practicum. With strengthened CF autonomy participants can assertively communicate to ensure CF expectations to address CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs are aligned with appropriate supervision by RNs which is then recognised as a ward priority.

4.6 Challenge 3 and its related strategies

Problems stemming from verbal and non-verbal communication differences were pointed out by most participants. During interviews it emerged that problems arose from differences in CALD OSQ nurses’ non-assertive verbal and non-verbal communication style and the use of the English language when compared to other nurses. Participants explained that RNs could refuse to supervise CALD OSQ nurses and patients could withdraw consent to be treated when communication had seriously broken down. Two challenges and two strategies are described in this section.

4.6.1 Challenge theme 3: Differences in verbal and non-verbal communication styles

Participants reported challenges emanating from differences between CALD OSQ nurses, participant CFs, staff and patients’ verbal and non-verbal communication styles. Consequently participants pointed out that these differences could easily result in CALD OSQ nurses having problems communicating assertively with staff and therapeutically with patients. The ultimate outcome as articulated by participants was
rejection of CALD OSQ nurses by RNs and withdrawal of consent by patients which meant that participant CFs could not facilitate adequate clinical experience for the CALD OSQ nurses.

Participants explained that problems CALD OSQ nurses have actually applying assertiveness techniques during hurried or angry exchanges from staff and patients were easily mistaken for poor English. The third challenge theme was ‘Differences in verbal and non-verbal communication styles’. Two subthemes emerged from the data to explain the elements of this theme: ‘non-assertive communication style’ and ‘non-therapeutic communication’.

4.6.2 Challenge subtheme: Non-assertive communication style.

Participants described non-assertive communication style as a cultural attribute of many CALD OSQ nurses which could lead to lack of understanding, lack of patient advocacy and treatment errors. However participants explained that although everyone was using the English language, their verbal and non-verbal communication styles could be vastly different. CALD OSQ nurses’ non-assertive communication style was usually based on hierarchical compliance, with deference to authority figures and older people. Consequently silent or passive agreement in response to unclear instructions could be culturally acceptable. Conversely, in Australia, assertive interactive forms of communication based on critical thinking were advocated for nurses. Participants proposed that verbal and non-verbal communication problems may stem from all staff and patients’ different use of English language and styles of communication. These differences included expression, jargon, abbreviations, acronyms, new terminology and pronunciation. Participants described how these differences may result in problems for CALD OSQ nurses embracing culturally acceptable techniques to respond assertively to unclear or aggressive communication.

One participant described the lack of understanding that arose when a CALD OSQ nurse appeared reluctant to ask for clarification. In this example the CALD OSQ nurse seemed to guess the question rather than ask for it to be repeated. Remaining silent was culturally acceptable behaviour when a question or instruction was unclear. The participant explained that CALD OSQ nurses were unable to understand questions because they were focused on what they should reply in English:

*I don’t think CALD OSQ nurses have good listening skills. Their active listening skills can be poor because they are concentrating on what they are going to say back to you in English. They pre-empt how they are going to answer the question. I ask them a question and they will answer something totally different. First greeting might be to just say hi, how are you? They will say “oh yes, I am on PM shift and*
I have patients 16, 17 and 18”. I have actually asked them ‘hi, how are you?’ They are pre-empting what the expectations are without actually listening to what you are asking them. (Hetty non CALD CF).

Misunderstandings could be exacerbated when non assertiveness was combined with CALD OSQ nurses having difficulty with pronouncing certain words. Challenges emerged for participant CFs when the RNs made judgements about CALD OSQ nurses’ intelligence because they were hesitant over English language pronunciation. According to the participants some accents were harder to understand. RNs could then begin to treat the CALD OSQ nurses as incompetent and lacking in intelligence. Participants explained that this misunderstanding came from non CALD RNs who then appeared to make it more difficult for CALD OSQ nurses as described by a participant below:

Sometimes it’s an issue for the Anglo Australian staff [RNs] for a number of reasons and they may give the CALD OSQ nurses’ a harder time than they need to. Some staff assumed that because their language has an accent or doesn’t come as easily to them as it does to the RNs, they assumed that means that they were not all that bright. This was often very far from the truth. (Pamela CALD CF)

Another participant observed that CALD OSQ nurses did not assertively challenge the CF and ask questions. The participant did not express a preference however acknowledged that CALD OSQ nurses would not question an instruction from the CF. Asking questions seemed to be an expectation of ‘Australian’ BN students’ to clarify their understanding. The participants made a comparison with ‘Australian BN students’ who were considered more likely to challenge the CF:

If I say to be somewhere or do something [CALD OSQ nurses] never challenge me in asking questions that sometimes the Australian students do (Beccy 2 non CALD).

The lack of understanding which emerged from the interview data resulted in the possibility of CALD OSQ nurses being left unsupervised. Participants described strong resistance from the RNs to supervising the CALD OSQ nurses in particular. This was a major challenge because CALD OSQ nurses were not permitted to care for patients without RN or CF supervision. It was expected that rapport between the RN and the CALD OSQ nurse would be strengthened over time which would improve confidence with communication. Sometimes instead of time spent with the RN strengthening rapport it appeared to create tension and RNs refused to supervise CALD OSQ nurses. Reasons why RNs were speaking out against having to supervise CALD OSQ nurses were not clearly stated. However some of the verbal and non-verbal communication differences relating to non-assertiveness were described leading up to the
arguments between RNs. These problems included CALD OSQ nurses holding back and refusing to make eye contact as well as an apparent lack of understanding of instructions without asking for clarification. The following extract from a participant described the times when frustrations were expressed in front of the CALD OSQ nurses. Consequently RNs may have simply refused to work with them:

RNs get extremely frustrated, because they are working with CALD OSQ nurses for eight hours straight whereas CFs can come and go in half hour blocks. In the last four weeks there were at least five RN’s who refused to work with two of our CALD OSQ nurses (Hetty 6 non CALD CF).

Participants acknowledged that they understood that lack of assertiveness was a cultural tradition as in some cultures it was simply inappropriate to make eye contact and initiate conversations. However participants acknowledged that changing cultural practices can be extremely difficult. Making eye contact can be particularly hard to adapt. In some countries there may have been a strongly held belief that it was extremely disrespectful. The following participant transcript explained how this created a challenge for the participant CF as the CALD OSQ nurses were unable to act as patient advocate:

A cultural limitation for them [CALD OSQ nurses], is they really hold back and they don’t like making eye contact with people. They come across as either being shy or disinterested or some people might think that they don’t know what they are doing. In fact it’s their culture not to speak unless they are spoken to, so they find it hard to be the patient advocate (Hetty 6 non CALD CF).

Non-assertive communication style was observed by participant CFs as a precursor for making errors when there was an unwillingness to question people in authority and older patients or staff. Consequently during the interviews participants recounted the challenges associated with CALD OSQ nurses responding to instructions with a blank look, pretending to understand and then doing the wrong thing rather than assertively seeking clarification. It was acknowledged by participants that cultural differences meant that if CALD OSQ nurses did not understand an instruction then they may consider it culturally inappropriate to ask to have it repeated. One participant pointed out that this lack of willingness to clarify requests or instructions can often result in mistakes. Furthermore CALD OSQ nurses would not disagree with a participant CF, RN or patient even when it was the wrong course of action:

Mistakes can happen anytime everywhere. Rather than clarify and say ‘excuse me, what do you mean?’ especially with the Asian people who respect older people the cultural practice [will mean they] say ‘you are my teacher and I will respect everything you say is right’. They may think ‘that’s not right’, but they
wouldn’t say. CALD OSQ nurses will obey everything. They should really say ‘no I am not supposed to do that due to the policy or something’. Mostly they would do what the RN asked them to do or they would say ‘I did it because she asked me’ (Gerda 7 CALD CF).

In summary the first challenge subtheme was ‘non-assertive communication style’. Participants observed that a major challenge to facilitation was that CALD OSQ nurses’ non-assertive communication style toward authority figures can result in lack of understanding, lack of patient advocacy and clinical errors. However participants stated that RNs who supervised CALD OSQ nurses were often unable to identify that communication problems were related to non-assertiveness. In its place non-assertiveness often appeared to RNs to be a problem of CALD OSQ nurses’ English language ability. Regrettably non-assertive communication style could be confused with silent, hesitant responses due to poor English. Associated problems included RN frustration due to communication breakdown expressed as aggressive, rejecting comments and refusal to supervise CALD OSQ nurses. These communication problems related to CALD OSQ nurses’ non-assertiveness were reported during the interviews as a relatively common occurrence in the workplace.

4.6.3 Challenge subtheme: Non-therapeutic communication

Participants described how non-assertive verbal and non-verbal communication can be non-therapeutic to patient care as well as presenting a challenge to the work of all CFs. This challenge sub-theme focusses on non-assertive forms of verbal and non-verbal communication and its place in non-therapeutic communication. Several participants explained that nursing communication with patients is referred to as therapeutic communication which is built on a therapeutic relationship based on mutual trust and respect. In addition, selected assertive communication techniques are used as a form of healing therapy. These therapeutic assertive communication techniques based on a therapeutic relationship have a positive effect on the patient. These techniques may be used to inform and advocate for the patient or encourage the patient to express emotions and help them to find ways to resolve their own problems. Participants pointed out that CALD OSQ nurses’ non-assertive communication style could make therapeutic communication extremely difficult. Sufficient confidence and ability are needed to be able to use the unique assertive communication techniques comprising verbal and non-verbal skills with patients. Participants observed that patients needed to trust that CALD OSQ nurses could respond therapeutically or they could withdraw consent to treatment.

Participants explained that despite building CALD OSQ nurses’ confidence, patients were often quite demanding, impatient to have their needs met, intolerant of non-assertiveness and diverse linguistic
abilities. Non-assertiveness could result in non-therapeutic communication with patients, triggering anxious frustration as manifested in aggression and possible insults. To prepare CALD OSQ nurses, participants described demonstrating assertive communication skills to facilitate a mutually respectful attitude and a friendly encouraging approach to guide slower, clearer expression. Using a more facilitative approach was based on the premise that more cultural awareness and support during the clinical transition period would build confidence. One participant proposed that a facilitative approach required greater acceptance to understand diverse linguistic abilities. In the following data extract one participant challenge was that unlike patients, the participant CFs’ understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ language came from an accepting relationship and being accustomed to understanding strong accents. However patients may become frustrated and aggressive:

[As a CF] I think I am probably more accepting [of strong accents] but some of the patients that I have looked after with some of the CALD OSQ nurses have been frustrated which then manifests itself in aggression at not being able to understand what they are saying. (Pajlia, 3 non CALD CF).

An important aspect of the participant CF role was student advocacy which included ensuring both CALD OSQ nurses and patients were adequately prepared for experiential learning encounters. Participants explained that it was customary to inform the patient that the CALD OSQ nurses were new to the ward and in their transition to clinical practice in Australia. Since the CALD OSQ nurses are supernumerary, appropriate patients can be selected who are more tolerant of nurses who speak English as a second language. However participants described numerous challenges of being allocated very unwell patients who cannot understand the CALD OSQ nurses. Confused frustration from non-therapeutic communication was clearly expressed in the following excerpt from participant transcripts:

They are not feeling terribly well, they are lying in hospital, someone is telling them something. They don’t really know what’s being said and I am standing next to them and they look at me and go what the hell are they saying to me? (Pajlia, 3 non CALD CF).

Participants proposed that communication difficulties between patients and CALD OSQ nurses escalated to the point where patients refused treatment. However the main participant challenge was that non-therapeutic communication difficulties can mean the patient doesn’t trust the CALD OSQ nurses’ ability and will not consent to being treated:
The patient sometimes feels frustrated and they obviously don’t trust that the CALD OSQ nurse knows what they are doing. At times patients will refuse and ask me to do a sub cut injection. They will ask, ‘how many have you done before? Is this your first one?’ Whereas the student might have done a load of them, but because their communication skills aren’t great the patient doesn’t trust that they know what they are doing and if they have done the skill before, so they will refuse (Hetty 6 non CALD CF).

One participant gave a compelling account of the challenge of having a CALD OSQ nurse who appeared unable to communicate understanding that a patient was in pain. When in pain, patients’ tolerance for all aspects of their care was generally diminished. The following participant verbatim quote described the patient in pain having an aggressive response to non-therapeutic communication causing sufficient frustration to send the CALD OSQ nurse away. This was a major participant CF challenge as it acted as withdrawal of patient consent to be treated:

I had a CALD OSQ nurse who was doing a complex dressing which was quite painful for the patient. Even lifting up his leg caused screaming and the student was up quite close trying to talk and speaking so fast and the accent was so thick that he said “look, I have got no idea what you are saying”. In the worst case scenario they will get to a point, they will just look at you for confirmation and they will just tell the student. ‘Go away I have got no idea what you are saying’. (Hetty 6 non CALD CF)

In summary there were two critical challenges which emerged within the challenge theme 3 ‘differences in verbal and non-verbal communication style’. Participants reported that CALD OSQ nurses had problems that led to an apparent non-assertive communication style and non-therapeutic patient communication. Differences between CALD OSQ nurses, RNs, CFs and patients stemmed from the use of English language in terms of assertiveness and new terminologies embedded in acronyms, abbreviations and jargon for example. Participants also reported CALD OSQ nurses’ differences in non-verbal communication styles including lack of eye contact and other non-assertive body language. Participants explained the challenges emanating from CALD OSQ nurses inability to adapt non-assertive communication practices. Consequently CALD OSQ nurses had difficulty applying assertive techniques to respond to unclear, angry or aggressive RNs and therapeutically to emotional patients. These challenges appeared to be overwhelming at times when CALD OSQ nurses resorted to pretending to understand while patients and RNs reactions varied between frustration, anger, fear and refusal to supervise. Ultimately refusal to supervise or participate by any RN or patient was a major facilitation challenge for participants who relied on supervision of CALD OSQ nurses by RNs and on patients consenting to treatment by CALD OSQ nurses.
4.6.4 Strategy theme 3 Addressing differences in CALD OSQ nurses’ verbal and non-verbal communication styles

Participants addressed the critical challenges of differences in CALD OSQ nurses’ verbal and non-verbal communication styles by facilitating the development of assertiveness and therapeutic relationships. Participants advocated development of trust in a participatory environment, assertiveness and exploring culturally appropriate assertive forms of professional communication with RNs and therapeutic patient communication. Participants also addressed some of the underlying cultural beliefs and attitudes constraining the development of assertiveness and therapeutic relationships. The main differences in verbal and non-verbal communication styles could then be addressed. Strategy Theme 3 was titled ‘Addressing differences in CALD OSQ nurses’ verbal and non-verbal communication styles’ and comprises two subthemes: ‘CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ assertive communication style’ and ‘Developing therapeutic relationships.’

4.6.5 Strategy subtheme: ‘CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ assertive communication style’

Several participants identified that underlying CALD OSQ nurses’ non-assertive verbal and non-verbal communication differences was uncertainty about reactions to becoming assertive. Participant CFs initiated strategies that would form the basis of assertiveness training. Strategies included development of trust within participant CF and peer group relationships. Consequently learning assertiveness meant firstly building a foundation of trust so that CALD OSQ nurses could practice assertive communication techniques with a trusted CF and peer group before actual clinical practice with RNs and patients. Participants proposed that strategies to facilitate assertive verbal and non-verbal communication style would help to avoid RNs refusal to supervise and patients withdrawal of consent. Assertive verbal and non-verbal communication style would enable CALD OSQ nurses to become more self-confident to form direct statements of positive and negative feelings and beliefs. Use of these statements would mean that CALD OSQ nurses could respond to unclear communication and aggressive comments appropriately. Initially participants recommended using their role as CF to provide an open friendly approach to enable CALD OSQ nurses to be able to assertively disagree or ask questions when in doubt. Furthermore participants explained that the fundamentals of all CFs facilitating assertiveness training included that the group environment has established trusting relationships. Strategies to achieve this were aimed at enabling CALD OSQ nurses to talk about culturally sensitive issues. Second, time away from the ward was advocated for debriefing, reflection about positive and negative verbal and non-verbal communication experiences. Third individual exercises to help CALD OSQ nurses communicate assertively in difficult circumstances. An example was managing words that have not been understood within a sentence as well
as telephone conversations. Participants found that assertive verbal and non-verbal communication style could be built by showing cultural sensitivity in a trusting participatory group environment.

Participants said they wanted to find ways to make CALD OSQ nurses comfortable with assertively disagreeing with the CF or their supervising RN. One participant CF’s view was that unless they can change the passive or non-assertive way they relate to the CF or the RN they will find it difficult to overcome the lack of assertiveness and to be critical thinkers in terms of examining and debating certain issues. The following participant wanted to find ways to make it acceptable for CALD OSQ nurses to assertively disagree and ask questions:

CALD OSQ nurses bring with them a way of relating to the CF and to the RN which is a little bit distant [passive or non-assertive]. They are not going to [be assertive] question you too much if they are in disagreement with you. So in order to foster debate or drilling down and examining issues you have to find a way to make it [assertiveness] okay for them. (Pamela 5 CALD CF)

Participants’ strategies encouraged peer and CF trust and participation in reflective practice and debriefing activities to further address critical, non-assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles differences. Participants explained that these strategies required building of trust particularly from debriefing and reflecting. In addition it was essential to make assertive, democratic, participatory processes more acceptable. One strategy involved development of peer and CF trust and enabling students to participate in more friendly, egalitarian processes. These processes were aimed at breaking down communication barriers particularly toward authority figures. The process of building trust also involved showing sensitivity to differences in the ways that the world is perceived according to cultural background. One participant explained how having a trusting friendly experience during clinical practicum gave CALD OSQ nurses the confidence to talk about sensitive issues:

I do debriefing and reflecting with student groups because it also builds trust [and assertiveness]. CALD OSQ nurses get to a point where they get to trust that even if I don’t know the specific issue, they could trust me to talk about it. [This is because] I already have shown some sensitivity to culturally different world views. CALD OSQ nurses have trouble with participatory [assertive techniques] more egalitarian democratic process. Therefore I don’t think it hurts them to have a friendly experience of it [clinical practicum] (Pamela 5 CALD CF).
One participant explained that CALD OSQ nurses’ debriefing and reflective education sessions should be carried out away from the stresses of a busy ward. Separating student groups from patients and RNs for debriefing sessions enabled sharing of some of the bewildering clinical experiences. In addition participants wanted to ensure that CALD OSQ nurses did not feel alone and unsupported. It was expected that peer support and reflective exercises in a trusted group could build CALD OSQ nurses’ confidence to practice communicating assertively with their peers as expressed in the following data extract:

*I like to do the debriefing sessions because I think it’s important for CALD OSQ nurses to come off the ward, away from the staff because a lot of times it can be quite stressful. I include [assertiveness] education sessions within those debriefing times. Coming away from the staff and amongst each other means they can trust the group to tell each other what they have experienced. This includes the challenges they have had and it helps everyone to feel like they are not alone and supported [to communicate assertively] (Hazel 2 CALD).*

Participants recommended that assertiveness techniques would empower CALD OSQ nurses to gain the confidence to initiate conversations and to respond assertively to variations in ability to hear and comprehend patients and RNs. During the interviews participants suggested specific strategies to improve CALD OSQ nurses’ listening and comprehension based on personal experiences with understanding another language. The reality of having to assertively ask for words to be repeated can be too intimidating for CALD OSQ nurses. Focusing on a lost word meant it was possible to miss the meaning of the whole sentence. It was recognised that early in the clinical transition period was a particularly difficult time to assertively ask for clarification. Several practical, supportive strategies were described to help CALD OSQ nurses manage the barrage of new terminologies frequently embedded in abbreviations and acronyms. This strategy included managing sentences when word meaning is missing by letting words go when they can’t be understood and allowing the context to give them meaning. CALD OSQ nurses were given the opportunity to practice this strategy with their peers. The participant explained this strategy in the following way:

*To deal with CALD OSQ nurses’ [non-assertive] listening comprehension communication problems I draw a strategy from my personal experience. When I am listening to someone speaking in another language I may get stuck on a word and stay with that word to try to figure it out instead of letting it go. I then miss out on all of the next words. I check that to make sure that’s what CALD OSQ nurses do too and I’m not just making an assumption. Then I offer them the strategy and some practice in letting that word go with the expectation that the context will give them the meaning (Hazel CALD CF).*
One participant emphasized that keeping a reflective journal encouraged CALD OSQ nurses to enhance reflective practice which was aimed at improving all aspects of assertive verbal and non-verbal communication. This participant elaborated that this meant CALD OSQ nurses were able to look back and reflect on how they could improve by finding assertive ways to communicate and carry out clinical activities more effectively. Reflective journals were encouraged to supplement debriefing and reflective group sessions as they provide a record of thoughts associated with clinical activities. The following data extract articulated that journaling was particularly relevant to the increasing complexity of clinical transition experienced by final year CALD OSQ nurses:

**During teaching as a CF here, I always tell the CALD OSQ nurses in third year to keep a reflective journal because it is important to be able to put those thoughts down and go back to them to understand and talk about what you could have done better. Because it helps improve your [clinical] practice (Beccy non CALD CF).**

Participants described use of role plays as a strategy used by participant CFs to build assertiveness with inter-professional communication so it was less threatening for CALD OSQ nurses. Most participants saw practice with telephone calls as a chance to build confidence with professional communication particularly speaking assertively to different members of the health care team. Placing or receiving telephone calls were generally known as a source of great consternation for CALD OSQ nurses who would avoid them where possible. One participant CF described devising strategies using mock phone calls between a second CF who would role play a medical officer:

*I like to see them [practice] having [assertive] telephone conversations, paging doctors and allied health, to take down mock orders. It’s not for a real medication order for a patient but we get a medication chart and a real scenario. If we are facilitating and there are other CFs, I will tell them, ‘I am going to get the student to ring the ward, can you role play that you are the doctor?’ and they handover a new admission that’s under their care. They call the ‘doctor’ to get say a medication order or something (Hetty 6 non CALD).*

Participants also suggested one way to help with the knowledge component of communicating assertively for CALD OSQ nurses was to introduce an Inquiry Based Learning (IBL) approach, which was currently in use in the BN curriculum. IBL has been described as encompassing the construction of new knowledge through active engagement with content. The patients on clinical practicum also provide the context. This
approach has a particular focus on students asking questions and finding ways to search for answers through discussion, internet searches and appraising the evidence. One participant described this as a strategy to empower CALD OSQ nurses to be able to learn to understand and communicate information assertively on particularly difficult placements. This involved searching for information in response to clinical questions they have raised about patients and practice presenting it as a case study to the group during debriefing sessions. Having more complete knowledge of nursing in relation to pathophysiological aspects of patients in their care allowed CALD OSQ nurses to gain confidence to present to peers. This activity would be expected to enable them to assertively provide information to patients and participate in active listening. This learning process was described in the following verbatim quote:

A strategy for a particularly difficult placement was to empower students to learn to communicate [assertively] using the IBL process rather than me finding information where they are not going to learn. Therefore, they take a portion of information such as common diseases [relating to a patient] and go and research that. If they [gain confidence to] go out with those questions and find out information and then they stand and present to the group. They research [about patients] what they are curious about and everyone present to the debrief session (Amber 2 CALD).

In summary there were three main strategies participants used to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ assertiveness which included: use of the CF role to develop a platform of group trust; debriefing and reflecting away from the ward to talk about positive and negative communication experiences; individual exercises for difficult circumstances such as missing single word meaning and telephone calls. First participants explained that underlying the development of assertiveness techniques required participant CFs to facilitate a platform of CF and group trust to overcome CALD OSQ nurses uncertainties regarding cultural appropriateness of being assertive. Participants encouraged peer and CF trust and participation in reflective practice and debriefing activities. This was achieved by use of the CF role to develop a friendly, participatory approach to engender trust to talk about positive and negative communication experiences. Second participants recommended time away from wards for group reflection and practice to gain confidence with assertive communication techniques. Finally individual exercises entailed: practice with adjusting to missing single word meanings by understanding words in context; assertive technique practice with telephone calls; use of IBL to build knowledge.

4.6.6 Strategy subtheme: Developing therapeutic relationships.

Several participants recognized that being unfamiliar with the Australian health care environment and being CALD OSQ nurses meant there may be discomfort with holistic, relationship oriented care and
actually developing a therapeutic relationship. Some participants devised strategies to address the CALD OSQ nurses’ underlying cultural values, beliefs and attitudes about patients in order to enable formation of therapeutic relationships.

One participant highlighted that it was critical to find ways to convince CALD OSQ nurses to assertively ask questions if they didn’t understand. This was to be achieved by simply recommending reminders to be assertive and open about not understanding patients and ask questions. Without these prompts it was assumed that non-assertive communication would be resumed as this was a more familiar practice. However patient safety was brought into profile as a major challenge when participants reported that they also needed to remind CALD OSQ nurses that pretending to understand an instruction or request from patients or staff was an extremely dangerous practice. It was assumed that the reason for this pretence was that CALD OSQ nurses wanted to avoid asking questions for clarification. Several participants simply encouraged the CALD OSQ nurses to speak more assertively with the patients and staff and to give clear answers and ask when in doubt without addressing the underlying cultural beliefs. This approach was detailed in the following data extract:

*I recommend more [assertive] communication with the patient and more [assertive] communication with the nursing staff. You have to be more assertive and open, to everything you are doing. You have to give clear answers. If you did not understand sometimes that the patient told you [then you] would clarify. CALD OSQ nurses need to understand that pretending you know is a ‘no no’. Rather clarify and say ‘excuse me, [I did not understand] do you mean that and that?’ (Gerda 7 CALD).*

One participant explained that it was vital to encourage CALD OSQ nurses to develop a therapeutic relationship by enabling them to feel comfortable talking with patients about personal issues. Clinical practicum is designed to provide the opportunity for students to respond to issues in clinical context which meant that learning was deeper and more meaningful. A participant CF devised a strategy using this educational principle of experiential learning or learning by doing in context. The strategy involved interviewing patients without asking about their illness.

*Establishing a therapeutic relationship with a patient means doing that in a gentle and authentic way. CALD OSQ nurses choose a patient [to ask them] to tell their story which is not about their diagnosis. [Their story] is only about their life such as where they were born, what they did or anything, except their illness. This means they have got to sit down, talk to them and ask questions (Pamela  CALD CF).*
Some participants recognised that changing from culturally appropriate non-assertive, objectified and distant forms of communication was difficult for CALD OSQ nurses. A powerful strategy described by one participant addressed the culturally embedded values and beliefs underlying the non-assertive communication. These values and beliefs included that it was forbidden to broach personal issues with patients and inquire about their private lives. To overcome the cultural restraints of these strongly held beliefs a strategy was implemented by one participant who asked CALD OSQ nurses to have authentic conversations with patients. The reason for these conversations was to familiarise CALD OSQ nurses with ways to de-objectify the patient so that they are seen in the context of their whole lives and their family. Furthermore building their life story involved transforming the concept of the patient with physical ailments into a whole person in the process. Patients could then enjoy the benefits of therapeutic communication as CALD OSQ nurses were then able to listen actively and provide assertive responses. The following data extract expresses the change in approach for the CALD OSQ nurse:

Responses vary between exhilaration and pleasant surprise about the ‘okayness’ of talking to patients about their personal issues without feeling like they are probing. The patient transforms before their eyes from a body in a bed with a health event going on, to a person that they develop some kind of a bond with that is therapeutic which means it de-objectifies the patient (Pamela  CALD CF).

The same participants’ rationale for a conversational, non-medical approach was to support CALD OSQ nurses to overcome the hurdle of feeling culturally inappropriate by asking personal questions and developing a therapeutic relationship. It became clear to several participants that CALD OSQ nurses were having difficulty with many aspects of assertive communication at a more therapeutic level. The participant explained this in the following data extract:

Inevitably, CALD OSQ nurses develop the beginnings of a therapeutic relationship with patients. It makes them formulate questions and jump over what they may experience as probing from their cultural perspective. Asking about their personal and private lives or their story is usually seen as being rude in their own culture because anyone who is older than them CALD OSQ nurses defer to and show respect in different ways (Pamela 5 CALD CF).

Several participants proposed that one strategy to address difficulties for CALD OSQ nurses coping with communicating therapeutically across cultures was to have discussions about issues such as attitudes toward mental health patients. Cultural attitudes to patients are known to include authoritarianism in different cultures throughout the world which can be disempowering. Several participants understood that
CALD OSQ nurses believed mental health patients particularly should be treated with aggressive forms of communication. This reflected an authoritarian approach in certain cultures. These discussions acted as a catalyst to raise issues such as ethics, human rights and helped to address the challenge of communicating cross-culturally not only with mental health patients but medical surgical patients as well. One participant addressed these broader issues by talking to CALD OSQ nurses about ethical systems, including secular, human rights and coping with communicating across cultures. These conversations were designed to enable CALD OSQ nurses to communicate assertively when working in a third culture which is outside their own culture as well as the majority Australian culture as stated below:

*I talk about different ethical systems, including secular, human rights, especially in mental health because that’s the best place to talk about both those things. They come into fairly high profile and acknowledging that there are different ethical systems then I ask them ‘how do you cope working and communicating across cultures where you have got to do a triple shuffle?’ Not this culture and not their own.* (Pamela CALD CF).

In summary participants facilitated assertive techniques and therapeutic communication to avert withdrawal of consent by patients and refusal to supervise CALD OSQ nurses by RNs. Advocating development of a platform of trust partially achieved this so that CALD OSQ nurses could overcome uncertainties about the cultural appropriateness of becoming assertive. Participants recommended that with peer group trust and practice CALD OSQ nurses could then practice assertive techniques to develop more self-confidence. Direct statements of positive and negative feelings and beliefs could then be formed. Participants proposed that trust could be built by showing cultural sensitivity in a friendly participatory group environment. Strategies were aimed at enabling CALD OSQ nurses to talk through culturally sensitive issues and ask questions when in doubt. Further strategies to facilitate peer and participant CF trust encouraged involvement in reflective practice and debriefing activities to address non-assertive verbal and non-verbal communication challenges. Practice of assertive techniques in peer groups enabled assertive RN communication as well as formation of therapeutic relationships with patients by exploring culturally appropriate patient communication. Participants advocated use of an IBL approach to build confidence with knowledge and assertive, therapeutic communication techniques. Strategies to address underlying cultural beliefs and attitudes restricting the formation of therapeutic relationships included enabling CALD OSQ nurses to practice having appropriate personal conversations with patients.
### 4.7 Summary of Results and Conclusion

A summary of the results of this study shown on Table 6 comprised three challenge themes with up to two subthemes and associated strategy themes and subthemes which arose from analysing participant transcripts. Table 7 illustrated how the collected data and analysis answered the first research question regarding CF challenges of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition during clinical practicum. In addition data analysis answered the second research question regarding strategies to address these challenges also shown on Table 7. Many culturally sensitive facilitation challenges were addressed from the wider range of views from data collected from purposive quota sampling of CALD and non CALD participants. When combined these views provided facilitation challenges and strategies from both non CALD and CALD participant CFs.

#### Table 7: Summary of research questions and corresponding themes and subthemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Themes and subthemes:</th>
<th>Themes and subthemes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenges</td>
<td>Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and understanding</td>
<td>Challenge theme 1: Lack of knowledge and understanding. Subthemes - Differentiating CALD OSQ nurses; Perceptions and assumptions</td>
<td>Strategy theme 1: Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF autonomy, CF expectations and ward priorities</td>
<td>Challenge theme 2: Loss of CF role autonomy - mismatch between CFs’ expectations and ward priorities</td>
<td>Strategy theme 2: Strengthening CF role autonomy - aligning CF expectations with ward experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences in verbal and non-verbal communication style.</td>
<td>Challenge theme 3: Differences in verbal and non-verbal communication styles; Subthemes - Non-assertive communication; Non-therapeutic relationships</td>
<td>Strategy theme 3: Addressing differences in verbal and non-verbal communication styles; Subthemes - CF facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ assertiveness; Developing therapeutic relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A brief summary of themes and subthemes begins with the first challenge which was lack of cultural knowledge and understanding: differentiating CALD OSQ nurses and perceptions and assumptions. Associated strategies included: orientation techniques to gain cultural knowledge and understanding: differentiate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs through icebreaker techniques; minimising the CF assessment role through culturally empathetic feedback. The second challenge theme was ‘loss of CF autonomy: Mismatch between CFs expectations and ward priorities’. Associated strategies incorporated aligning CF expectations by strengthening CF autonomy through innovative clinical connections. The third challenge theme and subtheme was ‘verbal and non-verbal communication style differences: non-assertive communication and non-therapeutic relationships.’ Associated strategies began by participant CFs addressing the underlying cultural differences in CALD OSQ nurses being able to accept the need for assertive verbal and non-verbal communication. This strategy involved building peer group trust for reflective practice where positive and negative experiences can be discussed within the safety of a confidential participatory group process. Consequently CALD OSQ nurses could also practice using assertive techniques including statements expressing positive and negative feelings and beliefs for later use with patients and RNs. Participant CFs then facilitated therapeutic relationships by providing CALD OSQ nurses with opportunities to practice assertive techniques and then have inquiring, non-medical conversations with patients.

In conclusion, the journey of CFs supporting CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum began with participants needing knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses. Instead participant CFs reported relying on perceptions and assumptions about cultural differences in clinical practice. Assumptions were made about CALD OSQ nurses’ culturally different interpretations of the role of the RN. Strategies to address these challenges included participants focusing on the use of orientation to create a supportive environment. This environment was based on CF and peer group trust to talk about difficult issues as they arose. Within this supportive environment participants and CALD OSQ nurses were enabled to interact freely around exploring and sharing cultural knowledge and understanding.

There was a strong view from participants that challenges of gaining knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses were part of a larger problem regarding the CF role. Participant CFs frequently viewed that they had minimal autonomy to manage the facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning. This loss of autonomy was viewed as resulting in a mismatch between participant CF expectations and ward priorities. Strategies to keep everyone on the same track devised by participants included innovative clinical connections with ward based RNs. In addition, participant CFs often switched allegiances from CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs to patient care needs to establish periodic employment in the same facility in
the role of RN. If divided allegiances were averted through professional development this could potentially act to reinforce these connections and strengthen Ethnographic participant CF role autonomy.

Assessment was a vital thread running through the clinical practicum journey. Participants found ways to provide culturally sensitive feedback regarding assessments to CALD OSQ nurses which required cultural knowledge and understanding. This feedback involved minimising stresses related to assessment by encouraging empathetic approaches from participant CFs and RNs. Recommending transcultural education programs within health care facilities for all CFs and RNs was a recommended strategy to avert formation of allegiances and confrontation regarding culturally sensitive challenges. These programs were to assist RNs and CFs to gain cultural knowledge and understanding and value diversity while facilitating learning, assessing, supervising and working alongside another culture including CALD OSQ nurses.

One of the major features highlighted by participants throughout the clinical practicum journey was CALD OSQ nurses’ verbal and non-verbal communication style differences. Critical challenges were by RNs and patients as a result of CALD OSQ nurses’ non-assertive communication style and non-therapeutic communication. Participants approached these differences by addressing cultural issues regarding assertive forms of communication with authority figures and formation of therapeutic relationships. This was achieved by engendering participant CF and peer group trust and empathy to enable CALD OSQ nurses to address uncertainties regarding the cultural appropriateness of being assertive and forming therapeutic relationships. Opportunities for debriefing and reflective practice based on a platform of peer group trust could then lead to practicing assertive techniques. These techniques could then be applied to forming therapeutic patient relationships as well as forming assertive statements in response to unclear or aggressive communication with RNs or patients.

Ultimately the clinical practicum journey required participant CF autonomy to gain cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses in order to facilitate assertive communication techniques and formation of therapeutic patient relationships. These strategies provided the foundations for participant CFs to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses to gain acceptance to be supervised by RNs and to gain experience with clinical practice in treating patients. Moreover participant CFs expected to have enabled CALD OSQ nurses to become self-directed, critical thinkers when faced with their own challenges such as verbal and non-verbal communication differences.

Chapter 5 discussed these findings with reference to the literature. The themes and subthemes were distilled into three key interpretations which were: ‘Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of
CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs’; ‘Aligning participant CF expectations: CF role autonomy to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning’; ‘Participant CFs enabling the formation of therapeutic relationships and assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles’.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.0 Introduction

This chapter discussed the results of the study with reference to the literature. Two important concepts helped to provide an explanation of participant CFs’ struggle to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum and answer the research questions. One of these concepts was experiential learning theory (ELT). Participants’ strategies were interpreted in the context of a cycle of learning based on ELT which was introduced in the next section. This interpretation of CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ learning explained where CFs’ challenges and associated strategies were located and how they operated within the phases of the ELT cycle.

A second concept was the environmental model of influence introduced in Chapter Two and presented in Figure Two. Centrally located on this multilayered circular model was the clinical learning environment of clinical practicum surrounded by multiple influences impacting on the CF role. My reworking of Kolb and Kolb’s (2009) adaptation of Bronfenbrenner’s (1994) ecological model introduced in chapter two has depicted these influences on the clinical learning environment and included: overarching international, national and local cultural patterns; university and health facility policies and procedures; formal and informal structures of the clinical practice environment. The clinical practice environment could contain competing or complementary goals which strongly influenced the CF role. Therefore the ELT cycle and the environmental model of influence enabled discussion in relation to the literature of the key study interpretations which have been distilled from the main themes and subthemes.

Although up to two subthemes were identified within each main theme, rather than separate entities, each theme and the subthemes should not be seen in isolation, instead they were a combination of intersecting challenges and strategies. The key study interpretations represented these intersecting challenges and strategies to create an understanding of the vulnerability of the whole CF facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses’ experience.

Purposive quota sampling from participating CALD and non CALD CFs meant that it was possible to form a rich understanding from different cultural perspectives of participant CFs’ views of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses. In addition, categorizing the data into challenges and strategies enabled the development of related themes and subthemes within each category. From these themes and subthemes the three key interpretations were discussed in relation to existing literature. These key interpretations comprised: 1. ‘Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs’; 2. ‘Aligning CF expectations: CF role autonomy to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning’; 3. ‘Participant
CFs enabling the formation of therapeutic relationships and assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles’. The next section introduced how participant CFs attempted facilitation strategies in relation to the ELT cycle with examples from findings of the study supported by the literature. Following this the focus of this chapter comprised discussion of the three key interpretations also with reference to the literature. Finally the strengths and limitations of the study, implications of the findings for clinical practice, recommendations for further research and the thesis conclusion have been presented.

5.1 CFs’ struggle to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses

Contextualizing and preceding a discussion of the key interpretations, the concept of the ELT cycle has been presented and discussed in relation to the literature in order to explain participant CF’s struggle to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses. This section used the environmental model of influence introduced in chapter two and presented in Figure 2 to discuss influences on CFs facilitating in the clinical learning environment. The environmental model of influence introduced the concept of clinical practicum as a central clinical learning environment with a participant CF and a CALD OSQ nurse. Therefore the next section integrated the ELT cycle and my reworking of Kolb and Kolb’s (2009) adapted ecological model by Bronfenbrenner (1994). These two concepts portrayed participant CFs efforts to enable CALD OSQ nurses’ to make the transitional journey to experiential learning on clinical practicum.

5.1.1 Participant CFs facilitating experiential learning amidst multiple cultural influences

Learning and teaching as a partnership in creating knowledge from clinical experience for CALD OSQ nurses was found amongst the more holistic participant CF facilitation processes on clinical practicum. These holistic facilitation processes were explained by examining the key findings in terms of the ELT cycle. My adaptation of Kolb’s (1984) ELT cycle and Kolb and Kolb’s (2009) connection of this cycle with learning styles have been represented on Figure 4 as a cyclical process with four phases shown below. The first phase involved acquiring concrete experience by actually carrying out an activity and then abstract conceptualization. The second phase involving abstract conceptualization encouraged deeper learning by examining the activity and what it meant. This was followed by transformative reflective observation which took place with reflective journaling or reflection in a trusted group to discuss how it felt to carry out the activity and how it could be improved. Confidentiality was an important aspect of this phase to ensure disclosure of negative experiences could be expressed without fear of repercussions. Finally active experimentation meant applying new knowledge gained from the previous three phases of the experience to a different situation for deeper learning.
An example of CFs applying the four phases of the ELT cycle was when a CF asked CALD OSQ nurses to have a concrete experience of developing a therapeutic relationship. This incorporated devising culturally different ways of conversing with patients about non-medical aspects of their lives while still maintaining professional boundaries. Abstract conceptualization involved recognition that this was a new acceptable way of communicating with patients in order to form appropriate patient relations. The CALD OSQ nurses were then encouraged to engage in transformative participant CF and peer group reflective observation about how it felt to communicate this way with a patient. During these reflections the patient was then seen to transform into a whole person instead of a patient with a medical condition or ‘a body in a bed’. Following this, reflective observational discussion may have entailed discussion of difficulties CALD OSQ nurses experienced in relation to previous cultural practices of communication with patients. It may have arisen for example that in China it was not the role of the nurse to communicate with patients. The participant CF could then provide additional support depending on the CALD OSQ nurse’s particular learning style which has been explained in the following.

Learning styles which were linked to the phases of the ELT cycle on Figure 4 referred to possible differences in CALD OSQ nurses’ learning which stemmed from preferring different phases of the learning cycle. The matching of dominant learning ability to each learning style included: diverging which combined concrete experience (CE) with reflective observation (RO) as dominant abilities; converging...
which combined abstract conceptualization (AC) and active experimentation (AE); assimilating which combined abstract conceptualization and reflective observation; and accommodating combined concrete experience and active experimentation as dominant abilities (Kolb & Kolb, 2009). Learning styles explained the influence of diverse cultures and language on CALD students’ learning which formed the course of their personal and professional development. Learning styles were proposed to be related to culture, hereditary factors, and environment (Yamazaki, 2005; Kolb & Kolb, 2009).

The four empirically developed learning styles were based on the Clinical Learning Environment Inventory (Kolb, 1984) which was introduced in Chapter Two. Cavanagh, Hogan, & Ramgopal (1995) applied learning styles to nursing by assessing learning styles of 192 RNs who were post graduate students using Kolb’s Learning Styles Inventory. It was found that 53.7% of participant RNs were predominantly concrete learners and 46.3% were predominantly reflective learners (Cavanagh et al., 1995). Further analysis resulted in finding no relationship between entry to nursing qualifications, age, sex or previous employment. A possible relationship between learning styles, culture and language was not studied. The study recommended that all CFs re-examine perceptions and assumptions of student learning needs (Cavanagh et al., 1995).

A central concept to emerge from the current study was that ELT principles linked to learning styles helped to explain participant CFs’ challenges of many attempts at facilitation of deep learning to learn strategies for CALD OSQ nurse. Learning to learn strategies according to Kolb & Kolb (2005) involved learners becoming empowered to take responsibility to continue clinical learning in difficult circumstances. Consequently participants mostly preferred that facilitating deep learning involved integrating CALD OSQ nurses’ cultural beliefs with new ideas such as forming therapeutic relationships. Several participants attempted to implement all four phases of the experiential learning cycle linked to CALD OSQ nurses’ learning styles to facilitate deep rather than superficial learning. As advocated by Kolb (1984) and Kolb and Kolb (2009) implementing all four phases of the ELT cycle was aimed toward combining emotional, perceptual, intellectual and interactive processes holistically. All four phases were considered essential to facilitate deep learning processes. Conducting reflective practice helped to resolve conflicts between different choices of action after reflective observation as well as addressing issues regarding thoughts and feelings about clinical experiences with patients and staff. Finally consistent facilitation patterns within the ELT cycle provided peer and participant CF support for CALD OSQ nurses’ to have successful clinical transition experiences.

A crucial phase of the ELT cycle in the context of this study comprised the combining of meaningful experiences with reflection in a confidential participant CF and peer group environment. However the
effectiveness of participant CFs facilitating experiential learning for CALD OSQ nurses was influenced by the more robust environmental systems (presented in Figure 2) in which clinical practicum was embedded. These more robust systems projecting into the fragile learning environment of clinical practicum meant it was difficult to preserve the dynamic, holistic nature of the ELT cycle. An example of this is the way RN influences coming from the clinical practice environment can prevent participant CFs from following the full ELT cycle by omitting transformative reflective observation. Participant CFs were challenged to be able to implement all four phases of the ELT cycle for CALD OSQ nurses. Superficial learning was more likely when concrete experiences were acquired without reflective observation and active experimentation. A negative consequence was that participant CFs could be relegated to supporting RNs in the clinical practice environment rather than facilitating deep learning processes in the clinical learning environment for CALD OSQ nurses.

Particularly relevant to the findings of this study was a concept analysis of the ELT cycle linked to learning styles by English nurse academic Fowler (2008) which confirmed that experiential learning depended upon reflecting on experiences. The quality and extent of overall learning for CALD OSQ nurses relied on participant CFs’ strategies to facilitate learning through reflective practice and ensure clinical experiences were meaningful. Benefits from experiential learning for CALD OSQ nurses depended upon participant CFs’ challenges and strategies within the cyclical process. In addition these benefits varied from acquisition of skills such as complex clinical procedures to forming therapeutic relationships and personal development.

Similar to all students new to the Australian clinical learning environment, participants found that CALD OSQ nurses had to spend time practicing without fully understanding what to do and how to put theory taught at university into clinical practice. Hallett (1997) pointed out that reflection after a concrete action helped to make sense of the experience because confusion was to be expected when learning from experience. Thomas, Bertram and Allen (2012) studied the transition from student to new RN in clinical practice and found feelings of frustration and being overwhelmed were one of the four themes. These feelings of frustration and being overwhelmed during clinical transition could be linked to confusion which was based on the view that there was not a well-ordered match between theory and practice (Hallett, 1997).

Participants at times recognized that experiential learning meant that the basis of learning depended on the way experience was processed. This was explained by Fowler (2008) who contended that the work of John Dewey in 1938 acted as a foundation for the experiential learning movement which was based on the concept that experience with reflection leads to learning. Additionally reflection on experience as a crucial
element for learning has formed the foundation of the work of Kolb (1984) and Schön (1983). Fowler (2008) concluded that nurses actively learnt in a holistic way and that learning was socially and culturally constructed and influenced by the socio-emotional context in which it occurred. Participating CFs faced challenges when CALD OSQ nurses carried out tasks without fully understanding this context and were unable to follow all four phases of the ELT cycle.

Fowler (2008) explained that the internal dynamics of the ELT cycle contained a framework that implies that only certain ways of reflecting on experience enhanced learning. Participants in this study described how CALD OSQ nurses were allocated tasks instead of holistic care of patients. Task allocation affected the quality of learning in several ways including: degree of involvement, relevance and the fact that the subject was task and not patient based. Meaningfulness depended on participant CF autonomy to assist the reflection phase. Adequate planning of the activity was essential. Finally the behavior of the CALD OSQ nurse as learner in the reflective process also affected the quality of learning. However participant CFs’ lack of autonomy meant they were often unable to facilitate reflective observation debriefing sessions so that the internal dynamics of the ELT cycle were omitted from the experiential learning process.

Within the clinical learning environment influences on the ELT cycle may have included: the external intervention of a CF; internal motivation of the CALD OSQ nurse; random act of a third party such as patients asking questions. Another dimension of this framework was the reflection of the experience being dependent upon higher level influences in the clinical practice environment. Individuals in the clinical practice environment who were encouraging such as supportive supervising RNs could enhance meaningfulness in the reflective phase of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning.

Participating CFs who were able to use all four phases of the ELT cycle were able to encourage CALD OSQ nurses to practice developing a therapeutic relationship with patients for example by talking to them about non health related issues. In addition, CALD OSQ nurses who trusted the CF and peers to talk about negative as well as positive experiences were then able to reflect on the concrete experience and learn by conceptualizing the patient holistically as a whole person. Practice with particularly stressful forms of communication such as using the telephone could then take place in an informal learning environment. Moreover CALD OSQ nurses were also able to easily ask questions to clarify rather than pretending to know what was said to be culturally respectful and avoid conflict.

Alternatively, CALD OSQ nurses may have encountered nursing experiences such as racism, death and dying affecting cultural and spiritual beliefs as discussed in CALD OSQ nurses’ experience of transition in Chapter Two. Participant CF challenges to the ELT cycle could have emanated from these overarching
cultural contexts outside the clinical learning environment and included: competing priorities for the CALD OSQ nurse such as inability to attend a session with the CF; personal or social problems such as language barriers or family issues; active reluctance to reflect on practice as many nursing subjects were not emotionally neutral. Difficulties may have been incurred if a CALD OSQ nurse held strong beliefs which prevented reflection on subjects outside their belief structure.

5.1.2 CALD OSQ nurses’ preferred learning styles

Studies providing insights into CALD OSQ nurses’ preferred learning styles were limited. However, Yamazaki (2005) studied relationships between cultural difference and preferred learning styles. The study concluded that learning styles were produced as an interplay between people and their environment. Yamazaki emphasized that understanding culture was imperative to recognize individual learning styles. Attempts to develop richer multicultural teaching and learning approaches in Western institutes of higher education were reviewed by Valiente (2008). Cultural issues were associated with learning styles in this review. According to Valiente’s (2008) analysis of learning processes in different cultures, the learner’s previous experience and the learning context significantly influenced the preferred learning style as long term behavior. An essential insight for the current study was that recognizing the value of culturally diverse learning styles, may have conflicted with the ideas of those who lacked cultural competence. However attempts to modify CALD OSQ nurses’ culture and behavior by imposing generally accepted Western standards of learning may be found to be ineffective.

Most participants were concerned about CALD OSQ nurses’ personal, family and financial pressures which could have led to higher levels of anxiety regarding risk of clinical failure. This was often linked to family expectations. Valiente (2008) found that CALD students outside the main Western countries including East Asia, the Middle East and Africa had greater expectations from families. As well as this personal, professional and social identity has been linked to university degrees gained in specific institutions and countries such as Australia (Valiente, 2008). Similarly, many of the CALD OSQ nurses being facilitated in the current study were from these regions and were anticipated to have similar concerns about family expectations.

Participants described their perception that CALD OSQ nurses were ‘assessment focused’ so that they were assumed to develop inappropriate coping strategies. These coping strategies appeared to be focused more on passing clinical competencies and less about deeper experiential learning. According to Valiente (2008) coping strategies could cause serious learning delays. In addition, fear of clinical fail for any student could also lead to an inability to incorporate deep learning strategies (Valiente, 2008). Under these circumstances, some of the superficial learning styles such as memorization can be a useful learning tool
and external motivation, communication and collaborative patterns could work differently with CALD OSQ nurses.

The clinical competency tool used by participant CFs for student assessment on clinical practicum incorporated the Western, Socratic style of learning. This tool used Western style learning focusing on four traits: critical thinking as opposed to memorization; internal instead of external motivation; active instead of passive involvement and individual rather than group learning. However, this Western style of learning may be inappropriate for multicultural groups and CALD OSQ nurses (Valiente, 2008). Alternatively, CALD OSQ nurses who used memorization, external motivation, passive involvement and collaborative learning were not necessarily using a less effective approach to learning. Participant CFs in the current study frequently viewed CF and peer group collaborative learning as essential on clinical practicum. In addition transcultural communication theories were recommended to complement the Western models of learning styles (Valiente, 2008). Moreover insights from transcultural theories could have brought new meanings to observed practices of CALD OSQ nurses in this study. The value of learning in groups, identifying unique learning styles and using all phases of the ELT cycle was highlighted for participating CFs facilitating learning on clinical practicum.

In summary, the ELT cycle linked to learning styles has been introduced to explain participant CF’s struggle to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning. It was argued that all four phases of the ELT cycle were essential to facilitate deep rather than superficial learning. Learning styles have been differentiated in relation to phases of the ELT cycle with some examples of preferred learning styles in nursing. Review of literature results indicated that the learning processes in different cultures, the learner’s previous experience and the learning context significantly influenced CALD OSQ nurses’ preferred learning style. This highlighted that gaining knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ unique learning needs meant being able to identify and build on dominant learning abilities to facilitate deeper transformative learning experiences. In addition concepts introduced in chapter two regarding situating the fragile clinical practicum learning environment within multiple robust external influences illustrated the basis of multiple CF facilitation challenges found in this study. The clinical practice environment has been designated to contain patients and RNs with varying levels of cultural competence which was discussed in chapter two. Organizational influences of the university and health facility policies and procedures also have a commanding position. Frequently underestimated is the omnipresence of overarching international, national and local cultural patterns which influence the clinical learning environment. This cultural context contained a graphic picture painted in chapter two of unsupportive clinical transition experiences of CALD OSQ nurses internationally, nationally and locally.
5.2 Discussion of the three key study interpretations

This section discussed the three key study interpretations listed in 5.1 in relation to the literature. The environmental model of social influences introduced in chapter two (Figure 2) and the ELT cycle discussed in 5.2.2 which was linked to learning styles were integrated into discussion of the key findings.

5.2.1 Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs

The first key finding was ‘Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs’. It became evident that it was essential for participants to identify CALD OSQ nurses’ unique learning styles and previous overseas nursing experiences. As discussed in chapter two, Hawthorne (2002b) supported the view that CALD OSQ nurses brought knowledge, experience and skills to fill workforce shortages in Australia. However CALD OSQ nurses had unique needs which required targeted strategies to successfully make the transition to clinical practice. Two main strategies were examined in relation to overcoming participant CF difficulties of differentiating CALD OSQ nurses. These strategies assisted with avoiding imprecise participant CF perceptions and assumptions about CALD OSQ nurses. The two main techniques to achieve this were orientation on the first day and stress reduction ‘icebreaker’ techniques to set up a platform of trust and an empathetic CF and peer support group. These techniques provided opportunities for sharing of cultural and professional experiences and enabled CFs to identify different learning needs.

Participants explained that it was extremely unlikely they would differentiate between local students who ‘looked international’ as they may be CALD local or international students or CALD OSQ nurses. In addition, research studies into understanding and enhancing the learning experiences CALD BN students in Australian programs did not necessarily focus on the learning needs of CALD OSQ nurses separately from all CALD students (Yeun-Sim Jeong, Levett Jones, Pitt, Hoffman, Norton & Ok Ohr, 2011; Sawir et al., 2008; Saunders et al. 2006). However, the learning needs of people who looked like international students in this study could be anticipated to vary depending on related university entry requirements. Nevertheless if students ‘looked and sounded international’ they may have actually been long term Australian citizens. These students would have completely different needs to the CALD OSQ nurses. Lamentably the tendency to make assumptions about students who ‘looked international’ left a gap in understanding of CALD OSQ nurses and knowledge of their learning needs. Allan (2010) studied mentoring of CALD OSQ nurses in the United Kingdom from the perspective of 93 participant CALD OSQ nurses, 23 managers and 13 mentors. Although mentors in Allan’s study were described as taking a similar role as CFs it was unclear if they were employed by the health facility or the university. Nonetheless Allan’s was an ethnographic interpretive study which supported the view that:‘Overseas-
trained nurses in supervised practice need to be recognized as trained nurses and be called ‘overseas-trained nurses’ rather than ‘students’ or ‘learners’ (Allan 2010, p. 610).

Participants who discerned CALD OSQ nurses’ unique learning needs were able to adapt peer supported ELT cycle phases to individual learning needs and learning styles. Secomb (2008) produced a systematic review which focused on learning using peer group reflective practice in clinical education. The findings included that peer supported learning increased CALD students’ confidence in clinical practice and improved learning in the psychomotor and cognitive domains (Secomb, 2008). In addition Secomb (2008) found that it was important that personalities and learning styles were compatible as incompatibility could result in poor CALD students’ learning. Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses in the current study enabled participant CFs to identify learning style compatibility. Individual needs could then be matched during CF and peer group teaching and learning using the ELT cycle particularly during the reflective observation phase. This identification of learning needs was considered crucial to facilitating learning. However peer supported learning was often not possible to implement because of active resistance emanating from the clinical practice environment.

Ultimately icebreaker techniques were aimed to reduce stress and establish ongoing CF and peer group support through the sharing of professional information. As reviewed in chapter two previous research has shown that CALD students as a group commonly experienced stress and anxiety (Thompson, Rosenthal & Russell, 2006). Stress reduction techniques and sharing of cultural knowledge were appropriate to counteract CALD OSQ nurses’ cultural stress and feelings that the knowledge and skills they brought from their home country were not valued. In addition to cultural stress reported by Thompson et al. (2006) Gerrish and Griffith (2004) pointed out that CALD OSQ nurses have been found to experience feelings that their qualifications were undervalued.

Participants viewed that improving cultural competence of supervising RNs and CFs enabled them to feel comfortable working alongside another culture. According to Eyre (2010) supportive CFs could help floundering CALD students build confidence. Alternatively, critical CFs could cause stress, self-doubt and withdrawal (Eyre, 2010). Several participants described that all CFs and RNs required cultural competence in order to circumvent potential clinical fail for CALD OSQ nurses. Hewitt and Lewallen (2010) supported that participant CFs benefitted from transcultural education programs to help them cope with the challenges of facilitating the learning of groups of culturally diverse students. In response, several participant CFs proposed transcultural education as part of professional development for RNs and other CFs.
Participants proposed that strategies to gain cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses were developed by demonstrating a high degree of cultural competence as discussed in chapter two. In addition participant CFs recognized the fragile nature of the clinical practicum learning environment in relation to the powerful surrounding influences. Creating a safe supportive clinical learning environment enabled CALD OSQ nurses to envisage that the goal of attaining clinical pass was achievable. In addition participant CF and peer group support was to be trusted and available throughout clinical practicum. Gaining knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs was described by participants as a strategy used on the first day, to set the tone of the clinical practicum. Setting the tone meant using icebreaker techniques and friendly conversations at orientation aimed at showing interest in the CALD OSQ nurses’ cultural and nursing background.

Several reflective observation exercises were used to encourage CALD OSQ nurses to feel comfortable to turn to the participant CF and peer group to discuss their learning needs and any negative experiences as they arose. Participants described how they would then talk about personal knowledge of different cultures to show understanding of different world views. The CALD OSQ nurses amongst the group of six to eight culturally diverse students would then share their goals for the practicum and begin to see the participant CF as empathetic and other students as a form of peer support. This was part of enabling all students to feel culturally competent and supported by the CF and peer group through creating a safe place, achievable goals and group cohesion.

Many participants could focus on the appropriate phase of the ELT cycle using CALD OSQ nurses’ dominant learning abilities to strengthen weaker abilities. For example a CF described a CALD OSQ nurse who had an accommodating learning style who preferred hands on experiences as a stronger ability. An accommodating learning style meant the nurse were more willing to engage in active experimentation of new transformed approaches to skills such as communicating therapeutically. However to develop transformed approaches the CF focused on strengthening abstract conceptualization and reflective observation in order to facilitate recognition of how to improve their practice. In addition practices which may appear as weaker abilities may be identified as strongly influenced by entrenched nursing practices from overseas or cultural beliefs and values. Inaction to gain knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ communication style could therefore lead to faulty perceptions and assumptions about individual learning styles and abilities.

In summary, the first key interpretation was participant CFs gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs to identify their unique learning styles. However the powerful influences from outside the clinical learning environment acted as major challenges. These challenges
could result in CFs having minimal contact so that lack of knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses meant that learning styles were not discerned. Supporting research regarding the overarching cultural influences has provided a broader view of how CALD OSQ nurses potentially experienced negative feelings of not belonging and cultural stress. In addition the literature revealed CALD OSQ nurses had negative feelings that knowledge and skills from their overseas qualifications were not valued. Consequently CALD OSQ nurses’ unique learning needs were not evident however required identification of targeted strategies to facilitate optimal learning.

5.2.2 ‘Aligning CF expectations: Gaining CF role autonomy to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning’

The second key interpretation was ‘Aligning CF expectations: Gaining CF role autonomy to facilitate CALD OSQ nurses’ learning’. Strategies included strengthening CF role autonomy through collaborative partnerships with RNs in the clinical practice environment. This collaboration was aimed at enabling alignment of CF expectations with ward experiences in the clinical practice environment for CALD OSQ nurses. Participants recognized challenges at the higher more robust levels outside the clinical learning environment. Most participants described loss of CF role autonomy regarding facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning. In addition, if the CF was new or the RN was a work colleague then it became difficult to assert the authority needed to fulfill their role. Outcomes varied for CFs who were employed at a facility as a RN as well as by the university as a CF. Overall it was considered advantageous for participant CFs to cultivate professional relationships with both RNs and health facility based educators. These positive relationships were viewed as necessary in order to organize activities considered beneficial to CALD OSQ nurses’ deep learning processes.

There is evidence in the literature that origins of the CF role are related to improving health service delivery by providing greater support for BN undergraduates’ clinical transition on clinical practicum. Recently a need has been identified to strengthen the CF role in Australia due to role inconsistencies. As reviewed in chapter two introducing the role of CF in Australia can be traced to an initiative at national level to address unsupportive attitudes on clinical practicum (Dickson et al., 2006; Rowan & Barber, 2000). Focus was particularly placed on CFs to provide the support that CALD BN students needed for successful clinical transition from university studies (Yeun-Sim Jeong et al., 2011; Dickson et al., 2006 Rowan & Barber, 2000). Also reviewed in chapter two was Australian research by Saunders, White, Davis, Gavin, Hill, and Sarich (2006) into clinical practicum experiences of BN students. This study identified difficulties with the CF role arising from perceived performance inconsistencies. These inconsistencies were between hospital employed RNs in current practice and university employed CFs who were observed to have inconsistent skill sets (Saunders, et al., 2006). In addition, CFs in the
Saunders’ et al. (2006) study were found to have particular difficulty with regard to assisting and assessing students at risk of clinical fail who were performing below expected standards of patient care. Similar to the current study identified needs to strengthen the CF role included on-going education and training for CFs and RNs (Saunders et al., 2006).

However, relying totally on participant CFs in the clinical learning environment to address unsupportive attitudes to students on clinical practicum was shown to be an inadequate response to a major issue in this study. As a result the CF role has been vulnerable to the powerful environmental influences of the clinical practice environment, hospital and health facility organizational influences and the overarching international, national and local cultural contexts described in Chapter 2. However significant initiatives that may assist CFs at local level have been implemented by NSW Health (2012a) which have been to ‘teach the teacher’ and prepare RNs for their major supervising role in the clinical transition of BN students described in Chapter One 1.5. As discussed in Chapter One the CF role was included in a quick reference guide called The Superguide: A supervision continuum for nurses and midwives (NSW Health HETI, 2013).

This Superguide (2013) provided information regarding the NSW Government funded activity aimed at preventing poor patient outcomes due to inadequate supervision of all nursing staff requiring professional development. The guide was proposed to be used throughout the career of nurses, midwives and healthcare workers. Furthermore the Superguide aimed to embed a culture of lifelong learning and reflection for nurses and midwives (NSW Health HETI, 2013). However this guide omitted strategies for facilitating particular groups of students’ unique learning needs such as CALD OSQ nurses. In addition RNs were guided in the practice of clinical teaching using knowledge transfer instead of facilitation techniques. Clinical teaching was defined in the Superguide as experienced clinicians transferring knowledge and skills to the learners who have less understanding such as students on clinical placement (NSW Health HETI, 2013). However Chapter Two reviewed literature which found instruction from an expert for knowledge transfer has been superseded particularly as an effective form of experiential learning. Instead transferring knowledge by instruction from an expert was concluded to result in superficial task oriented approaches to nursing.

Instructional approaches to teaching have been superseded in nursing by facilitative approaches that support holistic models of nursing care. However the Superguide inferred that supervision in the clinical practice environment remained focused on instruction of task oriented care. Instructional task oriented approaches could result in superficial task oriented learning instead of life long, reflective, holistic, self-directed deep learning to learn approaches. Facilitative approaches have been proposed to develop
learning abilities that sustain learning particularly for CALD OSQ nurses under difficult circumstances. These circumstances included during CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition to practice from university to the health facility.

Alternatively the CF role was proposed in the Superguide to make things easier for others (NSW Health HETI, 2013). Outcomes of the CF role included that students became active, enthusiastic self-directed learners, the CF became a co learner and all CFs and students collaborated as equals (NSW Health HETI, 2013). A clear distinction has been drawn between holistic facilitation in the clinical learning environment and goals of clinical teaching in the clinical practice environment. The Superguide and its accompanying policies and procedures were proposed to act as a powerful influence at local level on RNs who spent the most time supervising CALD OSQ nurses. Furthermore RNs were encouraged to use instructional, knowledge transfer approaches instead of facilitative learning to learn approaches. Similar to the findings of this study this could result in a further mismatch of CF expectations for CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum.

Several participants emphasized the significance of combining education courses for acquisition of facilitation skills for periodic employment as both supervising RN and CF. This was because participants who were seeking to provide CALD OSQ nurses with much needed support often viewed important benefits of acting in RN and CF roles. Previously discussed in Chapter Two was research related to the overarching international, national and local cultural contexts partially contained in an integrative review of earlier studies by Kawi & Xu (2009). This review found that CALD OSQ nurses received inadequate support in their adjustment to new work environments in health facilities. Experience of participants in both RN and CF roles enabled role clarification as well as extension of learning and teaching skills and updating clinical skills in clinical practice environments.

In the current study the participating CF role in the clinical learning environment often depended on participant CF autonomy to carry out facilitation activities such as briefing and group reflection. Participant CFs mostly described feeling powerless to intervene when CALD OSQ nurses were asked to carry out previously learned tasks, instead of learning holistic approaches to the RN role in its entirety. Results from Kawi and Xu’s (2009) integrative review supported findings that perceived lack of autonomy in the current study resulted in role inconsistencies for participants. Further inconsistencies in understandings of the role of CF were identified in the literature which was reviewed in Chapter Two.

In summary, the second key interpretation of the study was ‘aligning CF expectations and gaining autonomy over the CALD OSQ nurses’ learning’ which has been discussed in relation to the literature. The significance of the origins of the CF role was articulated and current role inconsistencies were found
to be evident in previous studies. Furthermore it has been identified in this study and supported by the literature that part of aligning CF expectations to facilitate deep learning experiences involved ensuring that CFs had clear autonomous role responsibilities. The Superguide from NSW Health HETI (2013) partially explained the conspicuous contrast between the RNs’ role in clinical teaching and CFs’ role in clinical facilitation. Contrasting RNs’ transfer of knowledge and skills approach with CFs’ approach to clinical facilitation highlighted important differences. Ultimately these differences meant superficial task centred approaches with the former and the more beneficial holistic person centred, deep experiential learning to learn approaches for the latter. Participant CFs enabling CALD OSQ nurses to use the ELT cycle to learn in difficult circumstances potentially ensured continuing lifelong learning and improved retention in nursing.

5.2.3 ‘Participant CFs enabling the formation of therapeutic relationships and assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles’

The third key interpretation of the study was ‘Participant CFs enabling the formation of therapeutic relationships and assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles’. Participant CF strategies to facilitate assertiveness with verbal and non-verbal communication style required that those people in relationships essential to the clinical learning environment valued diversity. This was achieved through tolerance and empathy with CALD OSQ nurses. Addressing communication differences and therapeutic relationships as well as encouraging different forms of assertive communication styles incorporated the socio emotional context of the ELT cycle. In addition the ELT cycle explained the CF strategies which supported the belief that the main foundation of learning was dependent on the way that information was processed. An essential ingredient of making experiential learning transformative was recognizing the quality of experiences and the type of reflection on those experiences. In order to illustrate strategies to enhance these aspects of communication the ELT cycle was adapted in Figure 4. Finally, it was pointed out that there were numerous challenges to effective experiential learning of verbal and non-verbal communication. These challenges included influences from the overarching international, national and local context, the university and health facility policies and procedures as well as the clinical practice environment.

The reported negative impact of CALD OSQ nurses’ non-therapeutic patient communication and non-assertive verbal and non-verbal communication upon patients, RNs, and CFs was described by participants as a major challenge. The CF strategies were developed to prevent refusal to supervise CALD OSQ nurses by RNs and withdrawal of consent by patients and possible clinical fail for CALD OSQ nurses. When analyzing the data initially verbal and non-verbal communication style differences appeared to mostly present as CALD OSQ nurses’ culturally bound non-assertiveness. Broader insights were gained
from findings from an integrative review by Kawi and Xu (2009) who developed facilitators and barriers to CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition. Similar to the current study one of the barriers included differences in culture based life ways such as avoidance of conflict and lack of assertiveness which if not addressed was a hindrance to transition. Kawi and Xu’s (2009) findings suggested that when CALD OSQ nurses remained silent and nodded agreement they would be following cultural practices by being non-assertive and avoiding conflict. However in a robust clinical practice environment which relied upon assertiveness and critical thinking such non-assertive responses could endanger patients. This finding was supported by Magnusdottir (2005) particularly with regards the possibility of CALD OSQ nurses endangering patients due to verbal and non-verbal communication differences. Reasons non-assertiveness could be unsafe included that CALD OSQ nurses would not ask for clarification regarding patient treatments or disagree with an authority figure who may be seeking verification.

Further to this Sherman and Eggenberger (2008) supported the view that building a clinical learning environment which respected and valued the diversity of all staff was an imperative step toward building confidence with CALD OSQ nurses’ verbal and non-verbal communication. Within the clinical learning environment of clinical practicum several participants devised assertiveness strategies with verbal and non-verbal communication which were aimed at improving the whole experience for CALD OSQ nurses. These strategies were aimed at cultivating communication with the participant CF and encouraging peer supported learning using reflective activities based on the reflective observation phase of the ELT cycle. Appropriate assertive responses could then be developed to aggressive forms of communication frequently experienced by CALD OSQ nurses in the clinical practice environment.

A confidence building strategy used by participants was to have a tolerant attitude and establish empathetic relationships with the CALD OSQ nurses. In addition, participants conferred that appropriate CF self-disclosure was also part of helping students to feel more confident. The importance of tolerance and empathetic approaches were emphasized by Sherman and Eggenberger (2008) who employed qualitative methodology to investigate the educational and support needs of CALD OSQ nurses from students and their managers’ perspective. Similar to participants in the current study Sherman and Eggenberger (2008); Amaro,D., Abriam-Yago & Yoder (2006); Yoder (2001) support the view that tolerance and empathy were enhanced if CFs were culturally competent or have insights from previous experience of being a CALD OSQ nurse.

Participants explained that risk of clinical fail became unavoidable when non-therapeutic verbal and non-verbal communication resulted in withdrawal of patient consent to be treated. Furthermore non-assertive
verbal and non-verbal communication differences could result in rejection by supervising RNs. Participants often described CALD OSQ nurses anxiety regarding potential clinical fail as a major challenge during their clinical practicum. This finding was supported by Brown (2005) who also noted that persistent fear of clinical fail was a characteristic of CALD students. Regrettably, the implications on patient safety of CALD OSQ nurses’ verbal and non-verbal communication differences often meant the ensuing potential fail situation became culturally sensitive. Recommended strategies included cultural awareness or transcultural education programs for all RNs and CFs. These strategies enabled culturally sensitive feedback and understanding about the RNs’ and CFs’ role in facilitating the development of assertiveness and formation of therapeutic relationships which could circumvent a clinical fail for CALD OSQ nurses. As a result connections within and between the clinical learning environment and the clinical practice environment were potentially strengthened by building cultural competence for both CFs and RNs.

Most CALD OSQ nurses were described by participants as having their own cultural understanding of the role of the RN from their home country which was significantly different. An example several participants pointed out was that aggressive or authoritarian forms of communication were often used with mental health patients by RNs in certain cultures. As supported by Kawi & Xu (2009) participants discerned that CALD OSQ nurses had recently come from more traditional models of learning whereby the CF role was seen as a didactic teacher who had authority and should be respected and obeyed. Providing CALD OSQ nurses with opportunities to understand different ways of relating to authority figures and to patients therapeutically between cultures was supported in the literature. Takeno (2010) emphasized that in nursing, different cultures have varied priorities for psychological support and levels of physical care. Understanding and addressing these varied priorities included addressing non-assertiveness as a cultural hurdle to therapeutic patient communication. Participants pointed out that this required focused activities aimed firstly at making experiences with patients more meaningful. In addition, these meaningful experiences were to help CALD OSQ nurses to understand the beginnings of a therapeutic relationship.

Several participants used all four phases of the ELT cycle to facilitate transformative, deep learning of assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles and formation of therapeutic relationships with patients. Facilitation began by providing concrete experiences with patients within the clinical learning environment. This was followed by conceptualizing or thinking about what they had done and how it could be improved. Sharing reflective observation of positive and negative feelings was then followed by actively experimenting with the new knowledge. The activity involved asking patients a range of questions which were unrelated to their health. By doing this, several cultural hurdles were addressed.
Consequently, CALD OSQ nurses had transformative, deep learning experiences and were beginning to understand holistic approaches to care as well as the therapeutic relationship.

Participants sometimes set about trying to assist development of English language skills by giving CALD OSQ nurses listening and writing exercises. Several participants said they had tried but couldn’t improve CALD OSQ nurses’ English on a three to four week clinical practicum. This experience concurred with challenges identified by meta-syntheses by Xu (2007). One of the four themes outlined the unique communication challenges identified for CALD nurses. This theme was communication as a daunting challenge, in terms of accents, informal use of language and most feared was telecommunication which was also pointed out in the current study. With focus placed on correcting language a vicious cycle of communication deficiency resulted in language proficiency being delayed, due to fear of making mistakes (Xu, 2007). Similar findings during the current study culminated in participant CFs finding it frustrating when CALD OSQ nurses resorted to giving a blank look and then pretending to know what was said rather than ask for clarification. These CALD OSQ nurses’ responses could result in withdrawal of consent to be treated by patients and refusals from RNs supervising who became concerned with possible mistakes.

Part of the ELT strategy used by several participants was to use reflection and briefing sessions to build higher levels of knowledge and understanding. However approaches to briefing students included informal group discussions as well as exercises to aid cultural understanding of patients and each other as peer support. In addition, these briefing and reflection sessions included opportunities for CALD OSQ nurses to share their previous clinical experiences. However, debrief and reflection sessions were not always possible as they were contingent upon the CALD OSQ nurse’s release by the supervising RN. Implications of omitting reflection can result in superficial understanding instead of deep learning.

In summary environmental challenges were addressed by participant CFs implementing all four phases of the ELT cycle. Participant CFs facilitated the development of assertiveness and the formation of therapeutic relationships by addressing culturally different forms of verbal and non-verbal communication styles. This began with recognition of environmental influences including understanding that authoritarian approaches to patients and non-assertiveness with authority figures were encouraged in certain cultures. This study identified that these attributes in CALD OSQ nurses could present a danger to patient outcomes on clinical practicum where assertiveness and therapeutic patient relationships are expected. Failure to recognize these communication differences could significantly impede participant CFs efforts on clinical practicum because of rejection of CALD OSQ nurses by RNs and patients. A strategy to avoid this outcome was transformative experiential learning of communication which required assurances of the
quality of reflection of the active experimentation stage. Finally effective reflection required growth of trust in the participant CF and peer group to bring about transformative experiential learning in the formation of assertive RN and therapeutic patient relationships.

5.3 Strengths and Limitations

The strengths of this study included that the principles of qualitative research methodology have been used to systematically approach the research questions. Despite conducting eight one-off interviews lasting from 20 to 45 minutes with three via teleconference participants were able to provide the depth and frankness which enabled data to be sufficiently in-depth to develop rich descriptions of participants’ views. A reassuring conversational style seemed to encourage participant CFs to respond honestly and to expand on questions when prompted with further questions. An unexpected outcome of the teleconference interviews was the quality and depth of collected data. This may be explained partly by the increased sense of anonymity allowed without facial recognition. Researcher bias has been minimized by using a reflexive approach and responding to supervisor feedback throughout the research process. The results of the study have been discussed and strengthened by reference to previous research which was related to the topic. New local knowledge has come from describing the participating CFs’ views of challenges and strategies proposed for facilitating CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition. Previously, studies have focused on CALD OSQ nurses’ perspective on transition and adjustment to working in Australia. There has been minimal research with reference to clinical practicum experiences from the CFs’ perspective. This study has significance to the nursing profession in view of planned changes by the HETI. The current study could potentially inform changes which were planned to the proposed model of preparation of clinical supervisors and facilitators of future CALD student nurses and CALD OSQ nurses.

Limitations of this study included that it was a small qualitative descriptive study which was exploratory. In addition, the findings provided sufficient depth of information to develop rich descriptions of participants’ views however they apply to a specific group of people and circumstances and therefore cannot be generalized. If a different selection of CFs had volunteered to participate in the study the data analysis could have resulted in emphasis on completely different views of challenges and strategies. Data collected via teleconference may have lacked elements provided by non-verbal communication in face to face interviews however those participants and their valuable data would not have been accessible otherwise. The experience and educational background of the CALD and non CALD CFs was not homogenous within the two groups of participants. Any differences may be related to other variables which were unrelated to having a CALD or non CALD background. Findings were not confirmed with observational data or other perspectives which were outside the scope of this small study.
5.3.1 Clinical Practice Implications

Clinical practice implications of this study included the need to use research evidence to support change to educational practices applied to the whole body of culturally diverse nursing students. This study affirmed that clinical facilitation strategies needed to be strengthened to empower CALD OSQ nurses with lifelong learning skills for transformative, deep learning rather than surface learning. Implications for clinical practice to be described from the current study included: informing models of clinical facilitation; highlighting the need to create cultural competence in all clinical environments; accentuating the role of the CF in reducing the theory practice gap for CALD OSQ nurses for improved readiness for health service delivery.

First the study has informed holistic models of clinical facilitation to improve patient care by applying all phases of the ELT cycle linked to CALD OSQ nurses’ learning styles. This was particularly significant in view of the changes in NSW by the HETI transforming models of applying clinical education to improve patient care (outlined in Chapter One). These changes were aligned with the WHO’s newly updated strategic directions for strengthening nursing and midwifery 2011-2015 and included the Clinical Supervision Support Project (CSSP). Importantly the main aim was to expand clinical supervision/facilitation capacity and competency for all health professionals. Changes included a recently completed Superguide from NSW Health HETI (2013) which provided insights into expected CF and RN role responsibilities. The Superguide partially explained the conspicuous contrast between the RNs’ role in clinical teaching and the CFs’ role in clinical facilitation. Perplexing differences were revealed from the Superguide by contrasting the supervising RNs’ transfer of knowledge and skills approach with CFs’ as partners in learning approach. Clinical implications of these differences meant didactic, superficial task centred approaches with the former and holistic person centred deep approaches to experiential learning for the latter. Similarly participant CFs struggled to enable CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical facilitation using holistic approaches to facilitation against a tide of challenges beginning with supervising RNs in the clinical practice environment.

Second this study supported research in the literature which highlighted that there was a lag in incorporating cultural competence in nursing which could be incorporated in future university based research. It has been recommended that all nurses in clinical practice and clinical learning environments maintained an awareness of lack of cultural competence. This placed all CFs and RNs in the position of seeking knowledge and trying to gain insight about the CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs. In addition, this reflected the approach of several participants in this study who acknowledged their own cultural competence which incorporated knowledge, understanding, sensitivity and skill. It was a phenomenon which was evolving and changing and cultural competence which was not ever fully achieved. Valuable
lessons learnt from interviewing participant CFs and previous research included the imperative to respect everyone’s views so that the general welfare of the whole body of culturally diverse nursing students was prioritized.

Third, a need has been identified for evidence of positive, culturally competent clinical practice and clinical learning environments where deep learning to learn strategies contribute to reducing the theory practice gap (CNR of ICN, 2009). Participant CFs frequently described their concern that patients may be at risk because of CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition challenges such as verbal and non-verbal communication differences. This reflected concerns acknowledged by regulatory frameworks including the ICN and AHPRA to protect the public by being able to ensure CALD OSQ nurses’ educational standards were sufficient to make the clinical transition to practice (CNR of ICN, 2009). At the same time international and national organizations urged that efforts needed to be accelerated to ensure equitable treatment of CALD OSQ nurses as they migrated globally (Xu, 2008). However, in Australia, there was a continued reliance on OSQ nurses to fill workforce shortages without necessarily seeking to address the increase of superficial task oriented learning processes possibly leading to poor retention rates (ABS, 2006). This underscores the urgency of implementing participant CFs’ holistic facilitation strategies. These strategies could enable CALD OSQ nurses to make the clinical transition to evidence based practice, critical thinking skills, and holistic approaches toward therapeutic patient care. However with minimal participant CF role autonomy the theory practice gap for CALD OSQ nurses could widen further.

Clinical practice implications included agreed strategies which must be based on balancing all levels of social environmental influence on the clinical learning environment to enhance learning opportunities. These influences included the omnipresent international, national and local macrosystem, the university and health facility exosystem, the clinical practice environment mesosystem and the clinical learning environment microsystem. Finally, strengthening CF role autonomy to facilitate all phases of the ELT cycle linked to learning styles will potentially support CALD OSQ nurses’ successful clinical transition on clinical practicum in the clinical learning environment. The effectiveness of these strategies could be tested in future larger quantitative research studies to develop results that could be generalized.

5.3.2 Research Recommendations

Considering the overarching aim of the HETI to expand clinical facilitation capacity and competency there was an urgent need for future research to focus on a wider, national study. Results of this research could potentially act as a valuable resource to inform the tailoring and incorporation of transcultural education programs. These programs could include instruction on facilitating the four phases of the ELT cycle to be part of transforming the preparation of current and future CFs and RNs. It is recommended that
larger quantitative studies are carried out to test the effectiveness of these transcultural education learning packages. Focus should be on developing cultural competence and capability using the principles of experiential learning. Therefore, it is recommended that effectiveness could be measured quantitatively and understood using CF, RN and CALD OSQ nurses’ evaluations and assessment results combined with content analysis of interviews and focus groups. Changes to processes in a future study to recruit a larger number of participants are recommended. This could be achieved by allowing a longer timeframe and including multiple participating sites across NSW. This could potentially enable confirmation and transferability of strategies developed from this study.

Further evaluation studies to be conducted after strategies have been implemented will assist the program to evolve according to CF and CALD OSQ nurses’ feedback. However it was acknowledged that it has been very difficult to change people even when they supported multicultural education (King, Nielsen and Colby, 2004). Previous research has shown that difficulties were evident during the evaluation process of a multicultural initiative; it was found that there are inherent challenges of culturally competent evaluation (King et al., 2004). According to SenGupta, Hobson and Thompson-Robinson (2004) evaluation was an attempt to measure values, merit and worth. Consequently, the link between cultural competence and evaluation is posited to be values and since culture strongly influences values, beliefs and worldviews, it was argued to be present in all aspects of evaluation (SenGupta et al., 2004).

Culture was anticipated to influence the design, approach, stance and methods as well as the contexts of implementation of evaluations for future research (SenGupta et al., 2004). Surface and hidden issues pertaining to cultural competence and evaluation needed to be differentiated. Therefore, surface issues involving contextual diversity include CFs’ social, cultural, historical, economic and political contexts. Likewise, these issues point to the more obvious dimensions of evaluation such as the CFs’ race, ethnicity, gender, and age. Alternatively, hidden issues that lie below the surface were proposed to be the contextual dimensions of the clinical learning environment of CF autonomy as well as dimensions of culture (SenGupta et al. 2004). These inherent challenges of evaluating cultural competence must be addressed in future research designed to evaluate CF facilitation strategies for CALD OSQ nurses’ clinical transition. Research recommendations also include that further research is required to examine attitudes of CFs and hospital staff towards CALD OSQ nurses.

5.4 Thesis conclusion

To conclude this thesis I have argued the significance and contribution to nursing knowledge of this study. This began with a summary of the three key interpretations of the study results which were a distillation of the challenge themes and strategy themes and subthemes. The key interpretations were related to the
literature to reveal that CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum were at the intersection of challenging, powerful, inescapable social and structural environmental influences. The participating CFs’ revealed a patchwork of understanding of ELT and the accompanying learning cycle arising from the data which has been pieced together to form a whole. It then became clear that strong environmental influences regularly impacted on the clinical learning environment. Therefore unless holistic participating CF facilitation strategies were firmly defended, clinical practicum became one of the supporting pieces of the clinical practice environment. Instead of CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses deep, self-directed approaches to learning, potentially fragmented and superficial learning occurred so that task oriented models of nursing care were sustained.

The three key interpretations of the study comprised: *Gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning need; Aligning CF expectations: Gaining CF autonomy over CALD OSQ nurses’ learning; ‘CFs facilitating therapeutic relationships and assertive communication styles’*. Firstly gaining cultural knowledge and understanding of CALD OSQ nurses’ learning needs entailed orientation and icebreaker techniques to establish trust and empathetic, participatory CF and peergroup support. Participant CFs reported that this provided sustained support in a trusting, confidential environment for reflective practice so that learning occurred from reflecting on both positive and negative experiences. The second key finding which was gaining participant CF autonomy to enable CALD OSQ nurses’ learning mainly focused on developing collaborative relationships with the RNs who supervised the CALD OSQ nurses. Participant CFs conferred that these relationships with the RNs and NUMs enabled familiarity with the clinical practice environment leading to greater CF role autonomy to initiate clinical facilitation strategies. Finally the third key interpretation of the study was forming therapeutic relationships and developing assertive verbal and non-verbal communication styles. This required the participant CFs to address cultural barriers. These cultural barriers to forming therapeutic relationships and assertiveness impacted on patient safety and resulted in CALD OSQ nurses facing possible refusals to be supervised by RNs and withdrawal of consent by patients. Participating CFs needed the role autonomy to facilitate appropriate assertive patient communication to overcome cultural hurdles to forming therapeutic relationships.

As well as the study results being discussed in relation to the literature, participating CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses in the clinical practicum learning environment fitted well as a microsystem within an environmental model of powerful influences. This clinical learning environment microsystem was set at the centre of a multilayered circular model of surrounding social influences. The next most observable layer of influence contained the robust clinical practice environment mesosystem. Following this was the commanding university and health facility policies exosystem. The outer skin macrosystem contained the
omnipresent overarching cultural international, national and local influences on what became the fragile clinical learning environment of clinical practicum. This model enabled discussion of how powerful influences impacted on the fragile clinical learning environment of clinical practicum. Evidence was provided from the literature to support discussion of these influences. Literature review findings ranged from alarming global, national and local cultural contexts to the relatively unfamiliar unpredictable territory of the RNs and patients in the clinical practice environment. There was evidence of perpetuation of task oriented nursing approaches leading to superficial learning in the clinical practice environment.

Behind the key strategies it became evident that participant CFs were using a patchwork of understanding of the ELT cycle which they linked to CALD OSQ nurses’ learning styles. Participants overriding aim was to empower CALD OSQ nurses to take responsibility for their own learning. This meant acquiring the necessary skills to be able to learn in situations that were uncomfortable and problematic. The discussion was centred on participant CFs’ views of facilitating deep transformative learning strategies using the four phases of the ELT cycle linked to CALD OSQ nurses’ learning styles. Cultural competence was a particularly vital social influence at all environmental levels which impacted on the success of the facilitation of learning process. In addition the significance of all four phases of the ELT cycle has been linked to facilitation of successful clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum.

The findings reflected some of the research results in the literature on changes taking place in holistic models of nursing. Participating CFs’ challenges were articulated particularly with fragmentary attempts to facilitate ELT approaches to enable deep CALD OSQ nurses’ learning in health facilities. Moreover changes in models of nursing included reversion to superficial rather than deep transformative learning reflected in task oriented approaches to skill acquisition. Finally, ascertaining participant CFs’ views on unique learning needs necessitated focus on identifying CALD OSQ nurses as a unique subgroup of CALD students. This was difficult at times when participants referred to international students as a single group. Research supports that CALD OSQ nurses have highly valued strengths which included that overseas qualifications have taken many years to achieve and are a scarce resource in terms of the diminishing global pool of nurses. Utilizing these strengths required participating CFs to use targeted strategies to enable clinical transition while CALD OSQ nurses were feeling cultural stress and professionally devalued.

This study contributed new knowledge as there were no previous studies found which focused on describing CFs’ views of challenges and associated strategies of facilitating clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum from a local context. This study has articulated the views of participant CFs on facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses based on the ELT cycle linked to learning styles which has also
not been done before. Social and structural influences on the learning process have been discussed as an environmental model which highlighted the fragile nature of participant CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses in the clinical practicum learning environment. In addition, the significance of the study was discussed in Chapter One which highlighted the reliance on the relatively new role of the CF in narrowing the theory practice gap for CALD OSQ nurses to improve health service delivery. Therefore, this study achieved its aim and answered the research questions by developing rich descriptions of key facilitation challenges and associated strategies currently being implemented by participating CFs facilitating CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constructivism</td>
<td>Constructivism refers to an epistemology which challenges the concept of a single truth. Instead reality is constructed by multiple truths which are shaped by social factors such as gender, culture and age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitation</td>
<td>Facilitation in nursing refers to a process of making things easier and entails aspects of building relationships including communication, continuous monitoring and evaluation. Respect and the development of trust are essential. This enables learning as a self-directed process and the practice of critical reflection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holism</td>
<td>Holism refers to understanding a human as a whole person which means acquiring knowledge of a person’s whole life and history to understand their present state and behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task orientation model of nursing</td>
<td>Task orientation model of nursing refers to an approach which focuses on developing competence in a hierarchy of clinical tasks and applying them to patients. This was considered an expedient form of patient care that did not require critical thinking and reflective analysis. Task orientation affects the quality of learning in several ways including: degree of involvement, relevance and the fact that the subject may be task and not patient based.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory-practice gap/divide in nursing</td>
<td>The theory-practice divide refers to the gap between nursing theory taught at university and applying this theoretical knowledge to clinical practice. This gap was manifested when RNs in health facilities found BN university graduates unprepared for work as RNs for health service delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition in nursing</td>
<td>Transition in nursing refers to a journey which is not linear, prescriptive or progressive instead it is evolutionary and transformative. It is a continuing process which moves in many directions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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APPENDIX A – RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Aim: To describe clinical facilitators’ views on the:
Challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating the clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse overseas qualified nurses during clinical practicum.

Research Design:
This study will employ a qualitative descriptive approach whereby in-depth, face-to-face, semi-structured, audio-taped interviews will be undertaken. The aim will be to elicit the views of clinical facilitators (CFs) on the challenges and strategies to address these challenges of facilitating clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) overseas qualified (OSQ) nurses during clinical practicum. Two groups, CALD and non CALD CFs’ views will be sought to gain understanding of a wider range of views (Patton, 2002).

Eligible Participants:
To capture this wide range of views, eligible participants will include CALD and non CALD CFs. The reason for selecting from the two groups is based on a previous Californian study by Yoder (2001). This study found that ethnic background of the clinical educator was a major influence on the way CALD nurses were facilitated. The rationale for this is therefore that the views of the non CALD group will represent the cultural and linguistic majority and the CALD group will represent the views of the cultural and linguistic minorities in Australia who speak English as a second language. Eligible participants include CFs employed by the ACU who meet the inclusion criteria shown in Box 1. Participants will be over 18 years of age and able to give informed consent. Exclusion criteria are also shown in Box 1.

Box 1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Meet requirements to be employed by a university in NSW as a Clinical Facilitator. These include current nurse registration and preferably &gt; 5 years experience, education qualifications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Have recommended clinical pass or fail of at least one CALD OSQ nurse in last 5 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. CFs who were born in Australia or overseas, and speak English as second language (ESL) and have spent most their lives outside Australia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFs with CALD background over 18 years and able to give informed consent.</td>
<td>CFs with non CALD background over 18 years and able to give informed consent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet requirements to be employed by a university in NSW as a Clinical Facilitator. These include current nurse registration and preferably &gt; 5 years experience, education qualifications.</td>
<td>Have recommended clinical pass or fail of at least one CALD OSQ nurse in last 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFs who were born in Australia or have spent most of their adult lives in Australia, and speak English as first language.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exclusion criteria

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Have not recommended clinical pass or fail of at least one CALD OSQ nurse in last 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Are not employed by ACU as a CF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sampling Approach:

Based on these findings, a maximum variation, purposive sampling approach will be used for recruitment of 4 to 5 CFs with CALD background and 4 to 5 CFs who speak English as a first language, have spent most of their lives in Australia and meet the inclusion criteria shown in Box 1.

Procedure:

CFs will be selected from a list of eligible participants provided by an administration officer. The advance letter to participants (see Appendix B) will invite CFs to participate after explaining the significance of the research and what will be involved and seek agreement to send further information. The advance letter will also contain reassurances that participation is voluntary and will not affect their relationship with staff at ACU or the researcher if they do or do not agree to participate. In particular, they will be assured that the members of staff, who are responsible for recommending CFs to be employed by ACU, will not be involved in any way in the research process.

The CFs who are in agreement in response to the advance letter will receive the information letter to participants (see Appendix C) which will contain similar assurances as well as explain the research aims and the importance of the research. It will also outline how and why they have been selected, what is involved, the likely duration of the interviews and assurances regarding confidentiality and adherence to ethical research practices. If the participant declines then the next eligible person on the list of facilitators will be selected. If agreeable, an appointment will be made at a time suitable to the participant.

Data Collection:

The ACU consent form (see Appendix D1 and D2) will be used to obtain consent to interview the selected participants. In order to ensure there is adequate privacy and minimal noise the semi-structured interviews will be held in a private, vacant office at ACU, North Sydney. They will be face to face, audiotaped, de-identified and will be conducted by the researcher. It is envisaged the interviews will be of 30-45 minutes duration. An interview guide will be used as a framework for the interview (see Appendix E).

Data Analysis:

Open-ended responses will be transcribed verbatim to produce narrative text. This data will be thematically analysed to identify common, recurring and unique themes related to views on the challenges and strategies employed to address the challenges of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses. Any convergences and divergences that emerge between non CALD and CALD CFs will be explored and reported, the implications of any differences found will be discussed. This analysis will be reflexive and
responsive to change so that new data from each interview and insights can be accommodated (Sandelowski, 2000). Themes will be illustrated with examples from verbatim quotes and a narrative explanation given of the meaning of each theme.

As a form of respondent validation the main themes that emerge from the analysis will be fed back by email to the participants who will be asked if they feel the themes adequately represent their views and if there is any key points missing. A clear document, audit trail of the research process and analysis will be provided.

**Significance of Study:**

By developing rich descriptions of the views of CFs this research has the potential of identifying critical challenges and strategies to address the challenges faced by CFs as they guide CALD OSQ nurses through clinical practicum. This knowledge can be used to develop strategies to assist future CFs to meet these clinical transition challenges.

**Dissemination of Results:**

This research is being carried out as part of the requirement for the Master of Philosophy at the, Australian Catholic University, North Sydney. The results of the study of facilitators will be disseminated through publication in a peer-reviewed journal and presentation at conferences.
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Advance information letter to participants

Dear Colleague,

Project title: Clinical facilitators’ views on challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating the clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse, overseas qualified nurses.

As a research student at the Australian Catholic University (ACU) I am undertaking a qualitative study of clinical facilitators’ views of the challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating transition of culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) overseas qualified (OSQ) nurses on clinical practicum. This is a significant project as the findings from the study will be used to gain insights into developing strategies to meet the challenges of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses for future clinical facilitators. In addition, there is very little published research available about clinical facilitators’ views about these challenges and strategies.

You have been identified as a key participant in this research and your participation would be highly valued. As such, this letter is to ask that you agree to receive further information. If you are willing, I will send you an information letter and request your consent to participate. The research is designed around interviews of 30 to 45 minutes using mainly open ended question. The interview can be arranged at a time suitable to you from June to October, 2011. During the research process, your identity will remain anonymous. Staff and particularly those involved in staff recruitment at ACU will not know who agreed to participate and who chose not to.

While the research is intended to advance the understanding of the challenges facing clinical facilitators and strategies they use to address the clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum, it may not be of direct benefit to you. Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You are in no way obliged to participate and you can withdraw at any time without giving a reason. Whatever you decide, please be assured that it will not affect your relationship with me or staff at ACU. All aspects of the study, including the results, will be strictly confidential. A report of the study will be submitted for publication but individuals will not be identified in such a report.

This research is part of the requirements for me to complete the Master of Philosophy under the supervision of A/ Professor Elizabeth McInnes and co supervision of Professor Kim Walker. Please do not hesitate to telephone me on (02)9739 2391 or email jennie.robinson@acu.edu.au if you have any questions.

Thank you in anticipation for your valued assistance.

Yours sincerely,

Jennie Robinson
Student researcher
APPENDIX C – INFORMATION LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS

INFORMATION LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS

TITLE OF PROJECT: Clinical facilitators’ views on challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating the clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse, overseas qualified nurses.

SUPERVISOR: Associate Professor Elizabeth McInnes
STUDENT RESEARCHER: Jennie Robinson
PROGRAMME IN WHICH ENROLLED: Master of Philosophy

Dear Participant,

You are invited to participate in the above study which has been approved by the Australian Catholic University, Human Research Ethics Committee. You have been selected as being able to provide an informed perspective on the challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating the clinical transition for culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD), overseas qualified (OSQ) nurses.

This qualitative descriptive research study is being conducted as part of my Master of Philosophy studies at the School of Nursing (SON), Australian Catholic University (ACU). The findings from the study will be used to gain insights into developing strategies for future clinical facilitators to address the challenges of facilitating CALD OSQ nurses.

If you agree to participate, I will conduct a face to face interview which will be audiotaped for ease of transcription. The interview will take 30 to 45 minutes. I will be asking for your views on aspects of your experiences of clinical facilitation; your views of the challenges of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses, and how these challenges might be addressed. There are no anticipated risks associated with this study.

Interviews will be anonymous and confidentiality will be ensured by allocation of a unique identifier that will be used to transcribe what has been said. All information will be stored in accordance with National Health and Medical Research Council recommendations. This means that any potentially identifying information will not be linked with research data. Individual responses will not be provided to the SON, ACU or any other organisation.

Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You are in no way obliged to participate and you can withdraw your consent at any time without giving a reason. Whatever you decide, please be assured that it will not affect your relationship with the researcher or ACU staff including those involved with staff recruitment at ACU. All aspects of the study, including the results, will be strictly confidential and individuals will not be identified in any reports, articles or documents. While the research is intended to advance the understanding of the challenges facing clinical facilitators transitioning CALD OSQ nurses to clinical
practice, it may not be of direct benefit to you. You will be informed of the findings of the study by being provided with a copy of the final publication of the results.

Please do not hesitate to contact me by phone (02) 9739 2391 or by email jennie.robinson@acu.edu.au or email my supervisor Associate Professor Elizabeth McInnes liz.mcinnes@acu.edu.au if you have any questions.

In the event that you have any concerns, or any inquiry that I or Associate Professor McInnes have not been able to satisfy, you may write to the Chair of the Human Research Ethics Committee care of the nearest branch of the Research Services Office at the address below:

NSW and ACT: Chair, HREC, C/- Research Services, Australian Catholic University, North Sydney Campus
PO Box 968
North Sydney. NSW 2059
Telephone: (02) 9739 2105 Fax: (02) 9739 2870

Any concern will be treated in confidence and fully investigated and you will be informed of the outcome.

Thank you in anticipation for considering this and I hope you will agree to participate.

Yours sincerely,

Jennie Robinson
Student Researcher
APPENDIX D – CONSENT FORMS: RESEARCHER AND PARTICIPANTS

TITLE OF PROJECT: Clinical facilitators’ views on challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating the clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse, overseas qualified nurses.

PRINCIPAL SUPERVISOR: Associate Professor Elizabeth McInnes

STUDENT RESEARCHER: Jennie Robinson

I ................................................... have read and understood the information provided in the Letter to Participants. Any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this semi-structured, face-to-face interview of 30 to 45 minutes duration which will be audio-taped, realising that I can withdraw my consent at any time without adverse consequences. I agree that research data collected for the study may be published or may be provided to other researchers in a form that does not identify me in any way.

NAME OF PARTICIPANT: .......................................................... ..........................................................

SIGNATURE:.......................................................... DATE ................

SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL SUPERVISOR: DATE:

SIGNATURE OF STUDENT RESEARCHER: DATE:
TITLE OF PROJECT: Clinical facilitators’ views on challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating the clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse, overseas qualified nurses.

PRINCIPAL SUPERVISOR: Associate Professor Elizabeth McInnes

STUDENT RESEARCHER: Jennie Robinson

I .................................................. have read and understood the information provided in the Letter to Participants. Any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this semi-structured, face-to-face interview of 30 to 45 minutes duration which will be audio-taped, realising that I can withdraw my consent at any time without adverse consequences. I agree that research data collected for the study may be published or may be provided to other researchers in a form that does not identify me in any way.

NAME OF PARTICIPANT:  .................................................................................................................................

SIGNATURE:.........................................................................   DATE ................

SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL SUPERVISOR:                 DATE:  

SIGNATURE OF STUDENT RESEARCHER:                     DATE:
APPENDIX E – INTERVIEW GUIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewer to complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id No:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Birth:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information letter has been given to participant by interviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent to Participate has been signed by participant and researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee understands and consents to recording of interview:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PREAMBLE:

The purpose of this interview is to understand what your views are on the challenges and strategies used to address these challenges of clinical transition of CALD, OSQ nurses, during clinical practicum. Also, I am interested in the challenges that you find difficult to meet. In addition, I want to know what strategies that you think are generally important to assist CALD OSQ nurses and not just the strategies you have been able to implement.

This information will be used to help develop strategies based on your views, to assist future clinical facilitators transition CALD OSQ nurses on clinical practicum.

Throughout the interview, researcher to note language/descriptors used by participant in relation to the questions below.

OPENING BACKGROUND QUESTIONS:
First of all, I would like to start by clarifying how you prepared for clinical facilitation by asking you some background questions:

How long you have been employed in the role of clinical facilitator?

What has been your main focus? (may give more than one – also note length of time since nurse graduation)

What have been your experiences and/or education to prepare for the role?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How long in facilitation:</th>
<th>Main focus:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experience and/or education to prepare for the role:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience and/or education to prepare for the role:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Tell me something about your experiences of/views of clinical facilitation of CALD OSQ nurses in general.

Keywords, descriptors etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords, descriptors etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Drawing from these experiences of clinical facilitation, what do you view as the particular challenges encountered while facilitating clinical transition of CALD OSQ nurses during clinical practicum?

PROBES:

In your view, what is involved in the process of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses?

Note keywords below

Keywords, descriptors etc.
Additional notes:

Participant comments:
PART B CFs’ views of strategies to address the challenges of clinical transition for CALD OSQ nurses

I would now like to hear about what you think are, or could be, useful strategies for addressing some of the challenges you have mentioned

Record responses noting keywords below

Keywords


3. Have you any comments or anything you would like to add about anything you have said?

Participant comments:

Thank-you for your time and contribution
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Human Research Ethics Committee
Committee Approval Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal Investigator/Supervisor:</th>
<th>Dr Liz McInnes   Nth Sydney Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-Investigators:</td>
<td>Professor Kim Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</table>

Ethics approval has been granted for the following project:
The challenges and strategies for addressing the challenges of facilitating clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse, overseas qualified nurses during clinical practicum: A qualitative descriptive study of clinical facilitators’ views. (Clinical facilitators' views on challenges and strategies to address the challenges of facilitating the clinical transition of culturally and linguistically diverse, overseas qualified nurses.)

for the period: 4 August 2011 to 31 December 2011

Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) Register Number: N2011 34

Special Condition/s of Approval

Prior to commencement of your research, the following permissions are required to be submitted to the ACU HREC:

N/A

The following standard conditions as stipulated in the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans (2007) apply:

(i) that Principal Investigators / Supervisors provide, on the form supplied by the Human Research Ethics Committee, annual reports on matters such as:
   - security of records
   - compliance with approved consent procedures and documentation
   - compliance with special conditions, and

(ii) that researchers report to the HREC immediately any matter that might affect the ethical acceptability of the protocol, such as:
   - proposed changes to the protocol
   - unforeseen circumstances or events
   - adverse effects on participants

The HREC will conduct an audit each year of all projects deemed to be of more than low risk. There will also be random audits of a sample of projects considered to be of negligible risk and low risk on all campuses each year.

Within one month of the conclusion of the project, researchers are required to complete a Final Report Form and submit it to the local Research Services Officer.

If the project continues for more than one year, researchers are required to complete an Annual Progress Report Form and submit it to the local Research Services Officer within one month of the anniversary date of the ethics approval.
# APPENDIX G: FACILITATION AND THE ROLE OF THE CF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Year (least to most recent)</th>
<th>Aim/Method</th>
<th>Participants/Place/Search Strategies</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Study critique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yoder, 1996.</td>
<td>To identify the process that CFs/nurse educators teach CALD nursing students. To formulate a substantive theory that explains the process of responding and potential consequences of CFs actions for students. Naturalistic research using grounded theory methodology. Constant comparative analysis. Data collected using intensive, in-depth interviews.</td>
<td>26 CFs from 9 nursing programs 17 CALD graduate nurse participants. USA</td>
<td>Overall, five patterns of teaching emerged from the data including: generic pattern, culturally non tolerant pattern; mainstreaming pattern; struggling pattern; bridging pattern. A figure was developed showing the central organizing concept as the interactive process of responding to CALD nursing graduates in culturally sensitive ways.</td>
<td>Formative article leading to further studies. Data were triangulated by interviewing both CFs and CALD students to establish more credible findings and interpretations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrows (1997).</td>
<td>To clarify the meaning of facilitation and differentiate between facilitation in counseling and in education.</td>
<td>Concept analysis using Walker and Avant’s framework. 18 nursing and non-nursing peers asked to define facilitation. Information from thesauruses and different dictionaries compiled with responses to produce dendrogram. Reliability test involved two peers to check responses and</td>
<td>Critical attributes: genuine mutual respect, the development of a partnership in learning, a dynamic goal oriented process and the practice of critical reflection. Antecedents of facilitation: involved a self-aware teacher with effective interpersonal skills and both students and teacher understood how it was implemented. Consequences of facilitation: that students became motivated self-directed learners along with the teacher as co-learner which results in control moving away from the CF towards being student centred.</td>
<td>Formative concept analysis. Useful model of facilitation; critical attributes; Antecedents and consequence s developed. Concepts not tested for effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Research Questions/Methodology</td>
<td>Findings/Results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoder (2001).</td>
<td>To describe one of the 5 patterns of teaching CALD students, the bridging pattern. Bridging patterns of teaching were identified by the author in a previous qualitative study.</td>
<td>27 CFs and 17 CALD graduate nurse participants. USA</td>
<td>Cultural awareness of the bridging faculty; Faculty interactions with diverse students; identifying barriers students face; effective strategies of bridging educators; incorporating students’ cultural knowledge; preserving ethnic identity; role models; facilitating negotiating barriers; consequences of bridging pattern.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kai, Spencer &amp; Woodward (2001).</td>
<td>To identify current experience and challenges perceived by educators of different (CALD) health professionals, and to facilitate and debate the development of teaching in this field.</td>
<td>61 participant educators including CFs. Qualitative data generated from facilitated workshops in 3 different settings in UK.</td>
<td>Themes represented by common issues included: current experience of training in ethnic diversity in health care; challenges of developing and delivering training: institutional responses; personal challenges to understanding ethnic diversity. Guiding philosophy of training; Practical challenges for educators.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Stimpson, Topping &amp; Porock (2002).</td>
<td>To investigate the evidence for the use of clinical competence assessment in nursing.</td>
<td>Literature review using defined dates, databases and search terms.</td>
<td>Clinical competence assessment remains almost universally accepted in the nurse education literature as a laudable pursuit yet there are aspects of it that remain at odds with the higher education of nurses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams &amp; Calvillo (2002).</td>
<td>To address diversity in the classroom and propose a model for viewing diversity and ways to maximize learning among students from CALD backgrounds.</td>
<td>Learning Model of maximizing learning for CALD students. Discussion paper. LA, California.</td>
<td>Model proposed to conceptualise diversity and its effect on learning containing 3 main components: input meaning students’ background; process referred to learning environment or educational setting; output referred to the interaction of input and process measured by student success.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis &amp; Hogard (2003).</td>
<td>To describe an evaluation of an 18 month pilot scheme for CFs in the acute medical and surgical wards of a</td>
<td>16 participants CFs with 14 female and 2 male between 28 and 47 years old.</td>
<td>Multi-method approach with 3 components: 1)Outcome measurements of competency assessments between students with a CF and without a CF. 2)Process Statistical power weak due to low numbers and lack of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consortium’s hospital trusts. Evaluation strategy used a novel multi-method approach: outcome measurement, process analysis and multiple stakeholder perspectives. Quantitative data collected using questionnaires, focus groups and interviews (CFs only).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 students with group sizes 30 CF and 27 non-CF examined. Multiple stakeholders were 12 CFs, 16 university staff, link tutors, 150 ward staff, 7 education managers 2 consortium managers and 600 students with CFs. United Kingdom.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of what CFs actually did in practice. 3) Multiple stakeholder perspectives between students, ward and university staff. Critical incident analysis. Resulted in strong consensus regarding CF utility for student learning on clinical placement. All unanimously agreed that CFs had met 4/5 key objectives. Doubts expressed about communication objective which may reflect imprecise nature of objective.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lambert &amp; Glacken (2005). To present a broad overview of former and existing clinical support personnel, explore the concept of facilitation and examine what is known about the role of the CF. Literature review.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Databases searched included CINAHL, Medline and Synergy with key terms: clinical, facilitation, practice, education and teacher. 6 research papers and 7 non-empirical articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further research needed as there is lack of role clarity. CFs promote recruitment and retention of nurses, expected to embrace self-directed, lifelong learning, critical reflection and research Strategies to orchestrate the clinical environment so that it provides an effective learning environment. These strategies included preparing the clinical environment, facilitating student transition into the clinical learning environment, maximizing learning opportunities and providing support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saunders, White, Davis, Gavin, Hill, &amp; Sarich, (2006). To describe the quality and scope of clinical placements of undergraduate nursing students and to explore the perspectives of key participants in clinical placements. Critical hermeneutics and focus groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 focus group interviews containing: clinical coordinators from 8 different health facilities; CFs, mentors, nurse unit managers and clinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 statements of key findings and Relevant to aims of this review: problems with CF performance inconsistencies, communication lacking. CF has role inconsistencies seen as valuable to reduce demands on clinical staff and increased support for students. 12 recommendation statements with several relevant to this</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| High quality review. Referred to frequently by others. Extensive review of the literature at that time. Review approach of 6 research and 7 non empirical papers not clearly outlined. Descriptive results from review provide a rich resource. |

<p>| Large qualitative study. Critical hermeneutics not explained. Collaborative project across multiple |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
<th>Findings/Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hendersohn, Twentym an, Heel &amp; Loyd (2006)</td>
<td>To assess undergraduate nurses’ perception of the psychosocial characteristics of clinical learning environments within 3 different placement models.</td>
<td>Participants: 16 preceptor model; 269 Facilitation model; 116 clinical education unit (CEU). 25 clinical areas in one tertiary facility.</td>
<td>Most positive social climate was Preceptor model category highest median score. Significant difference (using p= 0.008), n=16 means limit conclusions. CEUs had higher median scores however using p= 0.008 this only significant for the case for personalization sub scale. CF model and CEU model accommodate larger student numbers. CF model is disadvantaged by having different RNs as CFs for students to adjust to. Sustained relationships proposed to correlate positively with improving learning opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickson, Walker &amp; Bourgeois (2006)</td>
<td>To reveal dimensions of the lived experience of being a CF.</td>
<td>10 eligible participant CFs and 6 responses returned with data saturation determining the final number of participants. Sydney, Australia.</td>
<td>Study highlights how CFs facilitate learning with 5 themes: employing the notion of stepping in or stepping back; Developing alliances; Acknowledging the reciprocity of the learning experience; Identifying appropriate clinical buddies. Recommends CF be placed in same facility and RNs need to be upskilled in clinical teaching. Basic premise that facilitation is dynamic and involves mutual respect to enable learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study: all groups need education on how to support assessment of struggling students. | Variables too numerous to reliably compare models. Non experimental design with disproportio nate numbers of respondents between models. Many extraneous variables leading to biased results. Useful for differentiating models. | Good quality study. Study conducted according to requirements of Master of Clinical Nursing study. Interviews were taped and transcribed verbatim to ensure an audit trail. Verbatim quotes used to depict health facilities. Unpublished qualitative study. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Findings/Results</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amaro, Abriam-Yago &amp; Yoder (2006)</td>
<td>Grounded theory methodology for data analysis.</td>
<td>17 CALD RN graduates. 14 female and 3 male. San Jose, California.</td>
<td>Four categories of student needs confirmed Yoder’s (1996) findings: personal needs; cultural needs: communication needs verbal communication, reading and writing; encountering barriers; coping with barriers; self-motivation and determination, teachers important(bridging), peer support, ethnic associations.</td>
<td>Clear links with Yoder’s study in 1996. Provides a strong statement about CALD student needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogard and Ellis, (2006).</td>
<td>One of two case studies using a communication audit was evaluating aspects of the role of the CF. Study reinforced by a case study using a communication audit in evaluating aspects of the CF role. Case study and survey.</td>
<td>All groups reported not enough information communicated to allow roles to be carried out effectively. Result of focus on CF objective of improving communication between university and hospital was a survey which revealed significant loss of information between being sent and received. There was generally however a positive level of trust between RN, student and CF identified. Provided a baseline for CF to make communication improvements.</td>
<td>Limitations of study not clearly explained. The customised questionnaires tool effectively enhanced face validity and utility though was long and complex and took up to 40 minutes to complete. These factors may eliminate CALD student nurses who are slowed down by language issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paton, B. (2007).</td>
<td>Overall metaphor of Unready to Hand as Adventure exposed the challenging life world of CFs teaching students in clinical practice. Commitment, vibrancy and confidence while feeling alone and uncertain. Three domains of practice within unready to hand immersions: Preserving the ideal; salvaging</td>
<td>32 interviews conducted with 9 CF participants. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.</td>
<td>Article follows interpretive phenomenological inquiry closely to provide excellent in depth understanding.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cangelosi, Crocker &amp; Sorrell, (2009).</td>
<td>To enhance understanding of the unique perspectives of nurses enrolled in a Clinical Nurse Educator Academy through written narratives as they prepare for roles as CFs. Interpretive phenomenological approach using Van Manen’s analysis approach to analyse data holistically.</td>
<td>9 students from 1st academy and 36 from 2nd academy. Each wrote three reflective papers for a total of 135 papers in sample. Fairfax, Virginia.</td>
<td>One overarching pattern of ‘The phenomenon of learning to teach’. Three themes: Buckle your seatbelt; embracing the novice; mentoring in the dark. Very good quality which closely follows phenomenological methods.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heale, Mossey, Lafoley &amp; Graham (2009).</td>
<td>To investigate the needs and barriers of clinical mentors (including CFs) in a variety of health education programs. Descriptive design using survey with qualitative data for some responses based on Bandura’s self-efficacy theory.</td>
<td>119 respondents from multiple health disciplines: 19.5% RNs. Ontario, Canada.</td>
<td>CFs as clinical mentors are only moderately confident in their roles of introducing and interpreting current protocols and procedures, communicating philosophy of clinical environment. Few had confidence to understand: expectations of clinical education program and practice environment, student learning needs, facilitating EBP and assessing students’ performance, resolve challenges in student learning. Barriers: lack of resources, time, orientation, contact with education program and balancing multiple roles. Good quality study providing broad sweeping interprofessional descriptive data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogherty, Harrison, &amp; Graham (2010).</td>
<td>To examine the current state of knowledge surrounding the concept of facilitation as a role and process in the implementation of research findings within the nursing context. Literature review. Using a multistep approach, identified literature focused on facilitating research utilization (RU) in nursing</td>
<td>What facilitators or individuals engaging in facilitation are doing to enable changes in nursing practice. Specific strategies involved in facilitation of RU in nursing: Increasing awareness of a need for change. Leadership and project management. Relationship-building and communication. Importance of the local context. Ongoing</td>
<td>Systematic search of databases clearly detailed. Aims and objectives specific and clear. (Dogherty supported by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Miguel &amp; Rogan (2011)</td>
<td>To explore areas of clinical performance. CFs focus on when assessing CALD students. CFs’ expectation of CALD students on clinical placement. Descriptive Interpretive design. CFs written assessments from Facilitating CALD students during clinical placements.</td>
<td>CFs written clinical assessments over 2.5 years of 12 CALD students previously involved in clinical language support program. Australia 1st Category ‘good students’ with 4 themes: communication; learning style; bedside manner; personality factors. 2nd category ‘improvements required’ same themes except personality factors not mentioned. CFs focused on students’ personalities at times.</td>
<td>Describes CFs expectation. CALD students’ language and clinical communication performance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX H: TRANSITION, TRANSITION PROGRAMS AND EXPERIENCES OF CLINICAL TRANSITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Year</th>
<th>Aim/Method</th>
<th>Participants/Place/Search strategy</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Study Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSITION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kralik, Visentin &amp; van Loon, (2006).</td>
<td>To explore how the term ‘transition’ has been used in the health literature. Integrative literature review and meta-analysis of qualitative studies.</td>
<td>45 papers located and 23 primary qualitative studies were appraised and analysed. Data bases searched include CINAHL, Socioprofile, Psychlit using keyword ‘transition’. Limits were dates 1994-2004, transition as a central concept, health or social focus.</td>
<td>Lack of consensus as to whether transition process has a beginning and end or if it is linear or cyclical. Transition is a concept central to nursing and involves movement and adaptation to change. Transitional processes require time to change from previous behaviours and ways of defining self. The authors acknowledged the tension that exists between the analytical approach and the systematic approach required for a systematic review.</td>
<td>All studies reviewed used qualitative methods with small non random sampling. There was a vast array of analytical approaches as well as participants in different situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konno, (2006).</td>
<td>To summarise the best available evidence supporting CALD OSQ nurses’ transition/adjustment to clinical practice in Australia. Systematic Review. Two qualitative studies extracted and meta synthesised using Joanna Briggs Institute(JBI)-Qualitative Assessment and Review Instrument (QARI).</td>
<td>Sixty four papers about CALD OSQ RNs transition were identified and 52 papers excluded, 12 included studies.</td>
<td>Two synthesis derived: CALD OSQ RNs find entry into Australian culture very difficult; CALD OSQ RNs who feel lonely or isolated experience difficulty settling into nursing in Australia. Summary of examples of key findings and recommendations: loneliness at work; major language issues; lack of support; informal networks can help; collegial relationships difficult due to attitudes at work; Being inferior and no effort to understand; conflict and tension between expected work roles. The review found mainly barriers to transition and made recommendations, listed as implications for practice.</td>
<td>Two reviewers used for methodologic quality. Use of critical appraisal instrument JBI-QARI. Search strategy included international websites. Supportive interventions to assist CALD OSQ nurses adjustment not clear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSITION PROGRAMS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levet- Jones &amp; Fitzgerald, (2005).</td>
<td>To explore the theory practice conundrum. To challenge the status quo and question whether priority should be given to formal transition programs or to the mapping of current transition programs and exploration of arguments regarding preparation for 25% of graduates experience lack of support from clinicians; conflict and bullying of graduates in the workplace is a national problem. The efficacy of formal transition programs is not clear so that focus may need to shift to alternatives such as systematic process of reviewing the literature not explained.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>Limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Miguel, Rogan, Kilstoff &amp; Brown (2006).</td>
<td>To report on the design, delivery and evaluation of an innovative oral communication skills program for first year CALD students in a BN degree at a university in NSW, Australia. Some use of verbatim quotes strengthened study.</td>
<td>CF evaluations and 5 CALD students for focus group and 15 students in clinically speaking program. 15 students who had failed clinical placement assessments.</td>
<td>Strong support for the program and CALD student communication and confidence improved resulting in a more positive experience for students.</td>
<td>Small qualitative descriptive study so that results cannot be generalized. Research design not clearly explained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seibold, Rolls &amp; Campbell (2007).</td>
<td>To evaluate a Teaching and Learning Enhancement Scheme (TALES) program designed for CALD OSQ nurses/ questionnaire and focus groups resulted in descriptive statistics.</td>
<td>20 CALD OSQ nurses studying at an Australian university to upgrade to Australian registration completed entry questionnaire, 7 completed the 3 month post course completion questionnaire, 14 completing CALD OSQ nurses filled in the course completion questionnaire and participated in the focus group interview. Victoria, Australia.</td>
<td>Confirmed findings from other studies that challenges included English proficiency; communication; cultural differences. Evaluations predominantly positive highlighted need for transition TALES program to continue.</td>
<td>Use of descriptive statistics with very small sample of 20 participants. Only 7 students completed the post course completion questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnstone, Kanitsaki, &amp; Currie (2008).</td>
<td>To explore and describe the nature and implications of support for new grads in first year; development of a supportive environment to facilitate a safe environment and practice among new grads; safe transition of new grad from novice to advanced beginner. Exploratory-descriptive case study approach incorporating 3 purposeful samples: 1. n=11 newly graduated nurses in transition program; 2. 34 key stakeholders, Nurse unit managers, CFS, quality manager, senior RN administrators.3. research and discussion papers</td>
<td>Support identified by key stakeholders participants as including: CFs making time to be available; approachable; being enabled to ask questions without feeling put down; prompts to engage in best practice; benevolent surveillance so support could be provided if observed to be needed; timely feedback; providing reassurance; having backup; being debriefed after dealing with a difficult situation.</td>
<td>Case study using mixed methods so that results are limited to study participants.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zizzo &amp; Xu (2009).</strong></td>
<td>To evaluate the status of post-hire transitional programs for CALD OSQ nurses available in the literature. Systematic review.</td>
<td>24 articles on transitional programs for CALD OSQ nurses. 20 programs exclusively designed for post hire CALD OSQ graduates. 13 focused on multifaceted transitional issues. 10 research based articles.</td>
<td>Results: Data indicate that most programs were not evidence-based. In addition, there is minimal research on effectiveness of transitional programs particularly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Rush, Adamack, Gordon, Lilly & Janke (2012). | To examine transition program literature using 4 themes: Education; support/ satisfaction; competency critical thinking; and workplace environment. Integrative review of new graduate transition programs. Integrative review using Cooper’s five-stage approach. | From 695 relevant citations 163 papers (included hand searching) evaluated by two researchers. Final number 47 included studies. Identify best practices of formal new graduate nurse transition programs / Studies included mainly descriptive designs (n=27), then quasi experimental (n=8), longitudinal (n=7) and qualitative (n= 5). MEDLINE, CINAHL, Embase. | Few rigourously designed studies on best practice for new grad transition programs. Strong theme was formal transition programs improved retention; new grads benefit from mentors and peer support opportunities. Preceptors require formal training and work environment requires improvement. At least two researchers checked inclusion and exclusion criteria. Table provided summary of studies including level of evidence. No reference to workforce diversity in results. |

<p>| <strong>INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH TRANSITION EXPERIENCE CALD OSQ nurses.</strong> | Xu (2007). | To synthesise the lived experience of Asian CALD OSQ nurses working in Western countries. | Four overarching themes emerged: communication as a daunting challenge; differences in nursing practice; marginalization, discrimination, and exploitation; and cultural differences. | 14 studies that met preset selection criteria. using Noblit and Hare’s <em>Meta-ethnography: Synthesizing</em> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sherman &amp; Eggenberg (2008).</strong></th>
<th><strong>To investigate the educational and support needs of CALD OSQ RNs. CALD OSQ RNs and supervisor perspective of transition to working in USA. Qualitative descriptive methods.</strong></th>
<th><strong>21 CALD OSQ RNs with average of 10 years of nursing experience. 10 nurse leaders with experience of supervising 2 to 40 nurses. USA.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Themes from the nurse leaders: Cultural challenges during transition include non-assertiveness, role and technical differences; Significance of leadership support key to success; contributions of CALD OSQ RNs make to nursing units overwhelmingly positive. Themes from CALD OSQ RNs: differences in nursing practice; challenges transitioning to a different culture and educational need during orientation.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Small descriptive study. Strengthened by interviews with CALD OSQ RNs and nurse leaders.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kawi &amp; Xu (2009).</strong></td>
<td><strong>To synthesise what is known about the specific facilitators and barriers when CALD OSQ RNs adjust to foreign healthcare environments. Meta-synthesis of publications about the adjustment period for CALD OSQ RNs in foreign environments.</strong></td>
<td><strong>29 of 42 publications of empirical studies including dissertations and thesis, published in English which describe adjustment issues of CALD OSQ RNs.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Facilitators and barriers co-exist during the adjustment period for CALD OSQ nurses. These are grouped into two categories of internal (CALD OSQ nurses controlled eg. Continuing education) and external factors (CALD OSQ nurses unable to control eg. Orientation programs). Facilitators include: +ve work environment, persistence and logistical support; assertiveness training; continuous learning. Barriers include: language and communication difficulties; cultural differences; lack of support; inadequate orientation; differences in nursing practice.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Review protocols clearly followed. Authors have multiple publications on the topic. Categories provide readily usable information.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tregunno, Peters, Campbell &amp; Gordon (2009).</strong></td>
<td><strong>To examine the barriers and challenges CALD OSQ nurses experience transitioning into the workforce after initial registration in adopted country. Semi structured interviews.</strong></td>
<td><strong>30 CALD OSQ RNs Ontario, Canada.</strong></td>
<td><strong>CALD OSQ RNs change from Clinical expert to cultural novice. 5 themes: 1. expectations of practice (eg. More involvement, patient responsibility, more assertive, less hierarchy). 2. Nurse-client relationship (eg. Patients more knowledgeable, culturally diverse and have more rights. Consent required). 3. Resource utilization: (eg. Disposable products, advanced technology, religious beliefs and treatment decisions.) 4. Language: ( eg. Stress related to understanding difficulties, constant vigilance required, work slower and use of humor). 5. Being the outsider: (eg. Racism, aggression, lack of trust, resentment and unequal workload assignments.)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Small qualitative study provides rich descriptions.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allan, H.</strong></td>
<td><strong>To find the main barriers</strong></td>
<td><strong>93 CALD OSQ</strong></td>
<td><strong>Main barrier was lack of preparation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Large</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Study Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>To examine the lived experience of CALD OSQ RNs working in Australia. Hermeneutic phenomenology. Australia</td>
<td>To provide greater understanding of factors that influence CALD students’ ability to communicate effectively in clinical settings. Grounded theory using interviews and focus groups.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>To examine the lived experience of CALD OSQ RNs working in Australia. Hermeneutic phenomenology. Australia</td>
<td>To provide greater understanding of factors that influence CALD students’ ability to communicate effectively in clinical settings. Grounded theory using interviews and focus groups.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>To examine the lived experience of CALD OSQ RNs working in Australia. Hermeneutic phenomenology. Australia</td>
<td>To examine the lived experience of CALD OSQ RNs working in Australia. Hermeneutic phenomenology. Australia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>To examine the lived experience of CALD OSQ RNs working in Australia. Hermeneutic phenomenology. Australia</td>
<td>To examine the lived experience of CALD OSQ RNs working in Australia. Hermeneutic phenomenology. Australia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NATIONAL RESEARCH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALD OSQ RNs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Konno, (2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takeno (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NATIONAL RESEARCH Cont.**  
CALD & CALD OSQ nurses / Lecturers.

| Brown (2005). | To examine and describe experiences of CALD BN students across 3 Australian states. Qualitative interviews using grounded theory method of constant comparison to analyse data. | 40 CALD BN students and 32 nurse teachers. Data source includes field observation notes and memos CALD students on clinical practicum and classroom. | Developed a substantive theory explaining experience of CALD BN students. Overview of substantive theory was set in a context of disharmony: The basic social psychological problem was sociocultural discord: Being different and not fitting in eg. Different communication, culture, race, clothing and facial expressions. The basic social ongoing process was seeking concord to get in the right track eg. Suppressing discord; avoiding interaction. Developed schema to represent theory as an ongoing process of students trying to overcome the context of disharmony which was clearly itemized into easily understandable subheadings. | Doctoral thesis. Teacher and student perspective across 3 states with extremely large sample size. |

**NATIONAL RESEARCH Cont.**  
NON CALD GRADUATE RNs

| Cubit & Lopez (2011). | To explore the transition experience of new graduate RNs from having been EN. Qualitative descriptive design using focus group interviews. | 8 Graduate RNs Previously ENs in ACT, Australia. | Stepping out of their comfort zone, Being taken advantage of & needing support like any other RN. Concerns about unrealistic expectations after revealing EN status. Informs understanding of experience of graduate ENs converting to RN status. | Small qualitative descriptive study so that results cannot be generalized. |

**LOCAL RESEARCH**  
CALD OSQ RNs

| Omeri & Atkins (2001). | To understand CALD OSQ RNs’ lived experiences in order to throw some light on their under representation in the workforce. NSW, Australia. Heidegarian phenomenological approach with open ended interviews. | 5 CALD OSQ RNs. Study location NSW, Australia. | Lived experience and meaning from analysis included: professional negation; experienced in lack of support; otherness, experienced in cultural separateness; silencing, experienced in language and communication difficulties and other related experiences. | Phenomenological process of data collection and analysis clearly relayed with verbatim quotes. |

**LOCAL RESEARCH cont.**  
CALD students and CALD BN students

| Wright and Gollan (2008). | To report on the psychosocial needs of international CALD students enrolled at a university in NSW. >50% from the School of Nursing, NSW, Australia. Grounded theory methodology. | 48CALD students, mainly female from 17 countries. >50% CALD BN students. 23 key stakeholders at study campus. | Five core themes: personal and interpersonal issues; meeting basic needs; risks to psychological and physical well - being; organizational and campus issues; stories of resilience. | Data collection focus groups not recorded. |
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